WHAT'S IN A NAME? For the Architect?

What's in a name? Take, for instance, the Celotex name. What does it mean to architects? Well, it's the brand name of a certain kind of structural insulation. In fact, Celotex was the first widely advertised insulation of any kind. And if your memory goes back twenty years or more in architecture, you will recall that general public interest in home insulation dates from the beginning of Celotex advertising.

Celotex, almost single-handed, sold the idea of home insulation to the great body of American householders. WHAT'S IN A NAME? Well, to architects, the name Acousti-Celotex is associated with the beginning of general interest in noise-control. Because this was the first sound-conditioning material priced within reach of the average school and hospital, office building and store.

WHAT'S IN A NAME? Well, did you ever hear of any insulating interior finish before you read about Celotex Insulating Interior Finish? America knows the Celotex name as a trade mark of dependability. Celotex Products have always done what we promised they would do. Today Celotex is perhaps the best known trade mark in the whole field of building products. That wide knowledge is partly due to the cooperation of our architect friends. And thank you for that!

Today the Celotex name is applied—not only to cane fibre insulation and acoustical products—but to a complete line of asphalt roofing, rock wool, and gypsum products as well. All of these products meet the Celotex quality standards which are so well known to America.

In whatever connection it is used, the Celotex name means to millions of Americans, quality—dependable performance—excellent value. And because it enjoys that kind of public acceptance, the Celotex name—to the architect—means eager response from clients, solid satisfaction, and the kind of quality you are proud to build into a structure!

Any Celotex specification means that the architect's judgment is backed up by assurance of dependable performance.

Celotex REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Building Products
Insulating Sheathing, Lath, Interior Finishes
Asphalt Shingles, Siding, Roll Roofing
Hard Boards, Rock Wool Batts, Blankets
Gypsum Plasters and Lath and Wall Boards

Sales Distributors Throughout the World

The Celotex Corporation • 919 North Michigan Avenue • Chicago, Illinois
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LANHAM BILL

FORUM:
The new Lanham bill appropriating funds for war housing has now passed the House and awaits Senate action. If enacted in its present form it must seriously threaten the war effort.

The bill would appropriate $300,000,000 with which to build housing in war production centers. It would also authorize the building of houses at costs up to $3,750 each instead of $3,500. This part of the bill is satisfactory. However, as a condition for the appropriation, provisions have been included which would render the whole housing program unworkable. If the program is not to bog down completely, the bill must be amended in the Senate before passage.

The more objectionable features of the bill are these:

1. It repeals the provisions of the first Lanham act which enable defense housing projects to be let at rentals "which shall be within the financial reach of persons engaged in national defense" and substitutes a requirement that rentals be based on the "value of the houses.

This would bar war housing to all but a small percentage of war workers with high incomes. Eighty per cent of war workers earn less than $1,500 annually. If 20 per cent of income is the proper sum allocable for rent, even the top section of that class cannot afford more than $25 monthly. Most of that 80 per cent must have subsidized housing whether we like it or not. Even a $4,000 FHA house, purchased with a $100 down payment, costs about $56 monthly to carry during the first eighteen months.

Only a family with an annual income of $3,360 can afford to pay such monthly charges, and not more than one out of fifty war workers is in this category. At no time could FHA houses, even with a full 10 per cent down payment, be built for the lower-paid workers. With no private building for this group and now with public housing either, where are most of our war workers expected to live?

2. The bill proposes to have all war housing construction built through the Public Buildings Administration, the Army and the Navy.

The provisions of the original Lanham act authorized the Federal Works Agency to allocate the funds to various agencies. Of all the agencies equipped to build houses, the three the bill designates stand out as the most unsuited for the job.

The Army and the Navy have their own vital responsibilities at this moment and they should not be burdened with construction details and management problems. The Public Buildings Administration, while qualified to build post-offices, has had little experience in the building of houses, nor is it staffed or equipped for the job. Those houses it has constructed under the defense program confirm this. The restriction to these agencies is opposed not only by all public housing organizations but by Charles F. Palmer, the housing coordinator, who states that local authorities are in most cases more efficient and that the USHA should supervise work through these authorities. There is little doubt that these local agencies have in the last four years shown an ability and aptitude for building and operating houses with efficiency, economy and speed.

3. The bill would direct that the "housing shall be sold and disposed of as expeditiously as possible." Most war workers are in no position to buy houses and should not be forced into buying them. Nine out of ten of FHA's Title VI defense houses are being sold, and now it is proposed that all other war housing be sold, too. War workers, many of them migrants with temporary jobs, would be forced by the pressure of a housing famine into buying homes in alien communities, most often on terms they cannot possibly continue meeting when the emergency is over.

4. The bill proposes barring the sale of all war housing to any "public or private agency organized for slum clearance or to provide subsidized housing for persons of low income." This provision would not only bar the acquisition of properties by any agencies which might wish to rent to war workers with lower incomes, but it would prevent the sale after the war of any of this housing for social purposes. Thus, projects which can be planned today so as to be utilizable after the war to relieve slum dwellers can never be devoted to that use—not even if the full cost is paid to the government.

The record of the debate in the House indicates that these crucial questions were hardly considered and that much in them was misunderstood. The bill had been recommended by the Lanham committee before the declaration of war. Doubtless, committee members, not then aware of the approaching emergency, sought to write into the statute their personal opposition to the slum-clearance program and make its curtailment a condition for their recommending the defense housing appropriation at all. The war emergency, however, ought not to be made an occasion for renouncing peacetime social programs, nor should appropriations be conditioned upon it.

Houses are necessary for war workers now. These houses should, in the opinion of many, be used after the emergency to relieve slum dwellers. Some say only a portion should be used for that purpose. But to say that none shall be so used, and to insure that they will not be by expressly forbidding low-income workers from now or ever occupying these houses, is dangerous nonsense.

If the bill is not changed it will upset the production timetable and turn up as one of the most serious obstacles to impede the war program.

CHARLES ABAMS.
New York, N. Y.

Mr. Abrams' thoughtful comments obviously make sense. It is rumored that the Administration is backing the Senate version. When such separate travelers as the USHA and the National Association of Real Estate Boards likewise favor the Senate bill, all doubts should be removed—Ed.

POST-WAR STANDARDIZATION

Forum:

... If The Architectural Forum can stimulate effective action on the formulation of standards, as recommended in the last section of the November article, you will have achieved not a harmful combination in restraint of trade, but a helpful combination to facilitate trade. The beneficiaries, as you indicate, will be not only the architectural profession and the building industry but, most of all, Building's customers.

Harold S. Buttenheim
New York, N. Y.

Major Undertaking

Forum:

... In presenting this Post-War planning program The Forum is very definitely assuming a position of leadership for mobilizing the forces of the building industry for a task which promises to be a major undertaking of the Post-War period... G. C. Denenberg
Lancaster, Pa.

Standard Mortgages

Forum:

... In the mortgage financing field great strides have been made in the last dozen years in standardizing mortgage financing terms, prices and methods. But... (Continued on page 4)
For many years, Masonite Presdwoods have been "on the firing line" in all kinds of construction. Architects have specified these all-wood-fibre hardboards because they combine light weight and unusual structural strength. They are grainless and moisture-resisting. Properly applied, they will not warp, chip, split or crack. They have a marble-smooth surface that can be varnished, lacquered, painted, enamelled or waxed, lending itself to a variety of modern decorative treatments. Furthermore, these boards can be easily and speedily worked with ordinary wood-working tools.

In these days of national emergency, Masonite Corporation believes that defense needs come first. This may mean that Masonite Corporation and its dealers may not always be able to fill non-defense requirements as rapidly as in the past.

Literally on the firing line in the nation's defense effort is the Masonite® wood-fibre hardboard, Tempered Presdwood. For example, this versatile material is being used as a divider and holder in shell carrier cases to eliminate all movement of shells during transportation. Because of its unusual versatility, Tempered Presdwood is also "on the firing line" in the high-speed production demanded of defense industry today.
person wants to get a home loan nowadays he can go to the bank, insurance company, savings and loan association or mortgage broker and get almost an identical loan from any one of these sources. Furthermore, costs of financing are being standardized. We are getting away from the multiplicity of financing charges, and when a person is quoted a 6 per cent rate by one lender he can be pretty sure that a 6 per cent rate quoted by another will actually represent about the same costs to him. There is some room for improvement here. For example, we still hear of some talk of the 4½ per cent FHA loan rate when actually it is a cost of 5 per cent to the borrower and compares with the 5 per cent interest rate on a non-FHA loan which the borrower might secure from a savings and loan association.

While the standardization of mortgage instruments, loan terms and methods of repaying home loans has contributed a great deal to bringing order into the nation's mortgage financing system and increasing public understanding of methods of home financing, I think we should be careful that the essential competitive elements in mortgage financing are maintained. Each type of lending institution should be free to develop its own procedures and methods which it feels will enable it to better serve the community and the borrowers and not feel bound to accept the practices of others in the field.

Standardization in mortgage banking is not worth while if it is achieved at the cost of partial solidification of mortgage credit. This is a field which can and should be served on a private enterprise basis but as one watches the rural credit field and sees the steps that have been made during the past two decades toward almost complete socialization, one becomes apprehensive about the trend in the urban mortgage picture. In the farm mortgage field we had a situation where standardization was brought on by government supervision and control over loan terms and interest rates. If standardization is to be brought at the price of freedom and individual initiative, then it is not worth the price.

With this thought in mind I was pleased that your article advocated that the impetus for progress and standardization come from the construction industry itself rather than from a government department. I believe in the theory and fundamental objectives of this policy completely.

MORTON BOURJIS
Chicago, III.

Challenge to Gadgeteers
Forum:

It is by far the best statement on standardization that I have yet read and I wish to compliment you on it.... In the section dealing with standardized design, you specify the ways in which the architect can benefit from standardization and indicate how kitchen and bathroom layouts could be simplified and certain types developed in order to cut the architect's job considerably. I agree with you unreservedly and I would like mightily to see the modern architect released from this compulsion to smalltime inventiveness. For years I have regarded him as a gadgeteer de luxe rather than as a trained designer; his energies have been spent in piddling around with finicky little bathroom details, hooks and hangers and toilet paper racks when he could have been thinking creatively about fundamental design problems. The smaller the house, the more important the architect's playing around with unimportant gadgets becomes. This form of mental masturbation has persuaded the designer that he is doing something important when he is actually overlooking the demands of plain construction and general design, the props which are basic to a top-notch piece of residential architecture....

... You do not make clear why the architect has resisted standardization. Yet he is clearly to blame for such resistance. Do you feel, in the light of past experience, that the standardization you suggest here can be imposed by force, or by the process of education? We know that the architect likes to consider himself an original thinker even when he is not and that he reacts instinctively to anything that remotely resembles regimentation as a damper on this much vaunted design ability out of which he creates everything from a new bathtub to a new town. If this psychological barrier is inherently a part of the mental phenomena of our architects, how would you propose meeting it? I would like to see this article charge it up as a challenge to such attitudes.

New York, N. Y.

CARL FEISS

Clear Definition
Forum:

Your clear definition of standardization should do much to further its adoption by Building. By approaching Building's problem with the conviction that "There must be a better way," you challenge all factors in Building. How to achieve the better way in standardization is clearly shown in your article covering that subject.

I wish it were possible for your articles on the Post-War Pattern to be more widely circulated.

High Point, N. C.

Ed Mendenhall

Reflection of Progress
Forum:

... Standardization of architectural units fosters large-scale developments. In fact, the lower construction costs of large-scale operations is largely the result of mass production of interchangeable units. The extent and degree to which products of various kinds have been standardized and come into general use in accepted sizes is a reflection of our social progress.

Berkeley, Calif.

V. B. Stander

Opportunity for Education
Forum:

... Standardization can be very effective in making savings and in producing good results, but it can also, if carried too far, interfere with changes that come with experience, new materials or new ideas. The standardization that went on in the development of the automobile was of enormous advantage and covered points in which the attempt to be different had led to increased costs and much confusion.

There is good opportunity for educational institutions, where architects and others interested in housing are trained, to present in an adequate manner all of these problems. Bring out the significance of closets and storage spaces. They can easily be pre-planned, and are so commonly neglected in most small houses.

RAY LYMAN WILDER
Stanford University, Calif.

Standards and Proportion
Forum:

... Prof. Wm. R. Ware, who was once head of the architectural department at Columbia, used to tell his students that a door, two squares high, a window two squares wide, and three squares high, a window whose width was the side of a square and whose length was equal to the diagonal of the same square were all pleasing proportions, but you did not have to be "finicky" about it. A window 1½ x 3 for instance, is just as good as one 2 x 3, because even a trained eye could not tell which was which.

In other words, the architect who refuses to use a stock or standard size because it is not just exactly to the fraction of an inch, the size shown on his drawing is slowing down progress.

Birmingham, Ala.

W. T. Warren

(Continued on page 6)
FORMICA has been used by architects and decorators for a very wide range of purposes, where a more than ordinarily pleasing effect had to be combined with a sturdy durability.

Deep sparkling plastic surfaces in Formica are also unusually hard and durable, non-porous and spot proof, chemically inert and stain proof. The colors are stable. The material is easily cleaned by the simplest methods. For horizontal surfaces a grade is available that resists cigarette burns.

These genuine values account for the wide application of the material. Here are a few of the many common applications.

**COUNTERS**
Formica is used for counter tops where wear is severe, and for die panels and baseboard. There are 70 colors and many "Realwood" finishes.

**SHIPS**
In ships Formica is used for finished surfaces of stateroom bulkheads, for tops of stateroom furniture, and for table tops in restaurants and public rooms.

**STORE FIXTURES**
Formica is used for baseboard where it stands mopping indefinitely for die panels and for selling and display surfaces. It is easy to keep clean and inviting.

**DOORS**
Striking colors and inlays of metal and color make Formica doors most attractive. No laborious polishing to keep them in perfect shape. They stand the severe wear.

**FOOD SERVICE**
Counter tops, counter panels and table tops in restaurants are among the most widespread uses of Formica. Restaurants in hundreds of new defense plants are equipped with Formica.

**RAILWAY CARS**
Formica has been used by the leading car builders for table tops that must stand cigarettes and alcohol, for shelving in toilet rooms, for window stalls and similar uses.

**ELEVATOR INTERIORS**
Many very handsome elevator interiors have been installed in Formica "Realwood" a grade in which an actual wood veneer is incorporated in a plastic sheet.

**WAINSCOT**
In hotels, public buildings, bus, airplane and railway stations Formica has been used for wall covering, because of its good looks, permanence, and the ease with which it is cleaned.

---

**THE FORMICA INSULATION CO.**
4620 Spring Grove Ave.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

---
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To Protect Building
Forum:

... It is exceedingly well done, leading logically to the conclusion that somehow or other—some of these days—the building industry must formulate standards of final performance to protect itself as well as the public. . . .

New York, N. Y.

J. W. Follen

Static Building Laws
Forum:

... When Mr. Hoover was Secretary of Commerce under President Harding in the early 1920's, the writer was one of twelve first called to Washington to confer in respect to Standardization in the Construction Industry.

... I had been thinking in terms of much the same meaning as covered in your article "Primary Standards," "Dimensional Coordination," "Standardized Procedures," and "Formulation of Standards." But when I offered anything along these lines, I soon discovered that I represented an unpopular minority of one. It was all right I soon discovered that I represented an unpopular minority of one. It was all right to talk about the dimensional standardization of brick, lumber, tile, nuts and bolts, but it was decidedly not all right to talk about establishing specification standards, etc. covering processes and materials, for to do so would be to confine competition to price, and that, it was assumed under the criteria of Business as Usual, would ruin manufacturers who supplied materials to the Construction Industry. This reference to those early Hoover conferences is to point out that in the early 1920's your article, which discloses what is actually being done by the A.S.A., many Trade Associations etc., and many other activities, now accepted as a matter of course, would have then been viewed as a most dangerous tendency and likely to wreck the institution of Business and the Constitution of the U. S. . . .

... In contrast to this revolutionary change in direction during the last two decades we have our static building laws and ordinance. It is true, one may point to the New York City Administrative Building Code which makes a brave show of giving legal and judicial sanction to mathematical formulae derived from experiments and experience in the field of Science and Engineering. But basically that code, the same as all other building codes, was conceived as a compromise between the Welfare aims of the Municipality or the State, and powerful special interests. Producers of Material, Owners of Real Estate, Lenders and Organized Labor, wage a relentless war against changes in Building Laws which might, under a short-sighted view, give promise of affecting them adversely. Quite recently I went through the New York State Multiple Dwelling Law trying to determine how much of that law had been drawn in the interest of Welfare and how much of it for the benefit of Special Interest having sufficient power to jamb amendments in their own interest through the State Legislature. In that law there are section after section and page after page of weasel worded, all but incomprehensible sentences which have nothing at all to do with the broad Welfare Clauses of the Constitution, upon which all such laws rest.

The New York State Multiple Dwelling
Law has become primarily a body of decisions by the Legislature and Judiciary acting as referee in the never ending war of the powerful vested interests. . . .

Frederick L. Ackerman

New York, N. Y.

NO HELICOPTERS

Forum:

The "Mid-town Airport" for helicopters by Raymond Loewy which appeared in the November issue of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM demands a rebuttal. Since you thought it worthwhile to publish his imaginative design, I hope you will also consider it worthwhile to print an outburst of vehement objection.

Let us assume the economic and structural feasibility of such a structure. Elevated flying fields of one sort or another have often been proposed for congested districts but never built. The reason is simple: airplanes of any type are subject to wind conditions, and wind conditions in turn are influenced by features of topography whether natural or man-made. Mountains, tall buildings, trees, and houses cause dangerous eddies and down-drafts, acting in the wind like rocks in a stream.

The air over the canyons of Manhattan is especially turbulent; attempts to moor dirigibles to the Empire State Building failed on this account. A helicopter like any other airplane is subject to wind conditions. Imagine a helicopter, dropping down for a landing between crowded buildings, hazards in themselves, drawn from its course by a treacherous unexpected gust, momentarily out of control, and dashed against towering steel and stone! There is good reason for locating airports in wide open spaces where there are stable wind conditions and plenty of room for maneuvering. You can't pull over to the curb if you have an accident in a plane.

But for further protest let us assume that the dangerous air approaches and unpredictable wind conditions of mid-town Manhattan can somehow be overcome. Do we still want to land helicopters behind our Public Library? What will be the result of superimposing a new travel center in the midst of an already overburdened street and transportation system? The Forty-second Street district is already one of the most congested spots on the face of the earth; is the solution for existing congestion more congestion, not only on the ground but in the air as well? Consider ten planes, fifty planes, one hundred planes an hour converging on mid-town Manhattan from the outlying airports: Newark, Westchester, LaGuardia, Idlewild, Floyd Bennett. How will this air traffic, coming and going, be controlled? Will circling planes overhead make life more pleasant for the man on the street? Will the man who now sits in the sun by the fountain and feeds the pigeons in Bryant Park be better off with a flight deck overhead? Will it be quieter for the student in the reading room of the Public Library? And will the bookkeeper in the building across the street find it easier to work with a helicopter rising outside his window and the roar of motors in his ears?

Elevated structures for surface transportation are now being torn down in New York as obsolete. Are we so neglectful of experience as now to consider elevated structures for sky transportation?

I raise these questions to Mr. Loewy's very delightful sketch because I feel that the problem of providing adequate facilities for increasing air transportation is becoming too serious for specious, ill-advised, and short-sighted solutions. Before many years air traffic over populated

(Continued on page 69)
Simplification
AN EMERGENCY MEASURE THAT PROMISES
LONG-RUN BENEFITS TO THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

In order to help speed up national defense, the government is formulating an industry-wide program to simplify the lines of manufacturers' products.

Appreciating the importance of saving critical materials and releasing machine power and man power, the Milcor Steel Company has already simplified its various lines.

For instance, Metal Lath has been manufactured in a great many weights of materials . . . Furnace Pipe and Fittings in many gauges . . . Eaves Trough, Conductor Pipe, and Accessories in more sizes and gauges than were necessary.

The purpose of simplification is to weed out those particular sizes, weights and styles of products whose existence never was justified.

Many lines of products "just grew". Many a manufacturer added a new size or gauge just to have something slightly different from his competitor's.

A short time ago the Bureau of Standards made up a list of benefits resulting from the practical operation of 181 simplified-practice recommendations worked out under its established procedure.

Translated into terms of the architect, these advantages are:

1. Concentration of plans and specifications on standard lines — those products which have been tried and proven.
2. Greater assurance of less substitution for products specified.
3. Greater speed in construction, through less confusion of materials on the job.

We view the simplification movement as more than a temporary emergency measure. We believe it is a desirable permanent feature of our industrial economy in both war and peace.

Milcor Steel Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Canton, Ohio • Chicago, Illinois • Kansas City, Missouri
La Crosse, Wisconsin • New York, New York • Rochester, New York • Baltimore, Maryland
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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You can get at least
8 MORE SQUARE FEET OF USABLE
FLOOR SPACE IN ANY ROOM
simply by using...

SAV-A-SPACE SLIDING DOOR UNITS

WRONG... Ordinary hinged
doors steal valuable floor area!

Every standard-size hinged door takes up at least 8 square feet of floor space and 21 square feet of wall space. Space made unusable for furniture, pictures or other decorations. If furniture is placed in the path of a door, striking and marring is certain. Hinged doors in small halls not only obstruct passage, but also hang into each other if used at the same time or if one is accidentally left open. In this typical plan, hinged doors waste over 40 square feet of usable floor space—space that costs about $200 to build in the average U.S. 1-story home. And remember, this waste of space and money is for only a few rooms. The figures for the entire house would be larger.

EASY TO INSTALL!
The frames of SAV-A-SPACE Units are delivered to your job assembled, ready to install in standard 2" x 4" studding. No extra thick walls are required. No special tools or equipment are needed for the installation. After frame is in desired location, drywall finish or plaster is placed over cross members, the same as over the studding.

MASS PRODUCTION PERMITS LOW PRICE!
Because SAV-A-SPACE Units are produced in quantity, the price is extremely low. Considering the value of the space they save, they are far more economical than hinged doors. Use them in the next house you build.

RIGHT... SAV-A-Space Units
take up no floor space at all!

Compare this corrected floor plan with the one above. The use of SAV-A-SPACE Sliding Door Units not only permits more furniture to be used in the bedroom, but also allows the bed to be placed in several positions. The hallway is never blocked. The doors are still standard 2" x 4" construction. The doors do not have to be thicker as with most sliding doors. When the use of SAV-A-SPACE Units is planned in advance, the placing of electric wiring, plumbing and heating ducts is no problem. SAV-A-SPACE Sliding Door Units are ideal for both small and large homes, prefabricated structures, apartments, offices, stores—everywhere space is at a premium or full use of available floor and wall space is desired.

Don't confuse SAV-A-Space Units with balky, old-fashioned sliding doors!

The SAV-A-SPACE Sliding Door Unit is entirely new in design. It contains no noisy metal track, no clanking, contrary wheels. The door hangs from 2 rust-proof, ball-type rollers enclosed in a cylindrical channel in the fir header. These rollers operate so quietly and smoothly that even after 100,000 movements of the door—far more than it would have in a normal lifetime—there is no perceptible wear on either rollers or track.

The SAV-A-SPACE Unit consists of frame and hanger hardware. It does not include door, finish hardware or finish trim. Any stock door may be used, but a stock door of Douglas fir, the wood made durable by Nature, gives the best service. Special SAV-A-SPACE locks and pulls are available in a variety of finishes. SAV-A-SPACE Units are furnished only for doors 15/16" thick and 6'-8" high, but these 5 different widths are made: 2'-0", 2'-4", 2'-6", 2'-8", and 3'-0".

SEE YOUR LUMBER DEALER TODAY!
The chances are that he can supply you, although SAV-A-SPACE Sliding Door Units are just being distributed nationally. If your dealer doesn't yet handle this door, write Fir Door Institute, Tacoma Building, Tacoma, Wash., for free catalog or nearest source of supply.
Endurance... for today's and tomorrow's needs

Few realize how the endurance of Mesker Pivoted Sash is prolonged by the Patented Cup Pivot. NOW with the inside disc double-riveted to the frame, it never wears out, but operates continuously smooth, even after years of service. Because it prevents the ventilators from ever sagging, perfect fly-tight, trouble-free screening is assured. It does not project beyond the face of the window, but is semi-concealed, trim appearing. For proof that Mesker Pivoted Sash gives you a perfect enduring weather-tight fit, SLAM it closed. Note the SOLID impact... all parts of the vent contact simultaneously. This solidity, built into all Mesker products, is why NOW... when time does not permit careful comparison of quality and when you must have windows you can depend upon... you should specify "Mesker".

Mesker-Brothers

Steel Sash

424 South Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.

Casement Windows - Monumental Windows - Industrial Windows

Industrial Doors - Metal Screens - Detention Windows
Send for This Free Book on Floors for Defense Housing!

SEND FOR THIS BOOK NOW
Read what Defense Housing contractors say about Streamline—the greatest improvement ever made in hardwood flooring!

No Contractor or Architect Can Afford To Be Without It!

This big new book gives you—with facts, figures, and photographs—information that every architect and contractor will find invaluable for defense housing work.

It tells how to save days on every job with factory-finished Bruce Streamline Flooring. Ready for use the instant it's laid. No finishing on the job. No temporary wiring for sanding machines. Expedites the work of other trades on the job. Wide 3 1/4" strips lay faster; requires 50% less nails. Yet, this "better than specified" flooring costs no more than ordinary flooring finished on the job! And you are assured a dependable source of supply. Deliveries in any quantity, anywhere, when you want it. Already used on 74 Defense Housing Projects!

E. L. BRUCE CO., 1479 Thomas Street, Memphis, Tenn.
The above diagram shows a typical application of Hoffman Hot Water Controlled Heat—today's most advanced method of distributing heat in accordance with the weather. In this hospital, the temperature in ten detached buildings is kept at a constant degree by Hoffman control units.

Hoffman Hot Water Controlled Heat combines continuous circulation with an outdoor temperature controlling device which effects a constant balance between heat loss and heat supply. Heat is supplied to the radiators on a gradually ascending or descending temperature scale—never in bursts of high temperature water.

This sensitive modulation of the heat supply confers two substantial benefits... the comfort of a uniform temperature and the economy resulting from elimination of over-heating. In addition, continuous forced circulation permits a material reduction in the size of radiators, piping, boilers and firing units.

Any automatically fired hot water boiler can be equipped with the units of Hoffman Hot Water Controlled Heat. Write today for booklets which give complete design and operating information.

HOFFMAN SPECIALTY COMPANY, Dept. 8F-1, Indianapolis, Indiana
It's "ALL-OUT" SPEED from now on! On many plants right now and on many more during the next few months miles of enduring Fenestra Windowalls will help save building time. This is because Prefabricated Fenestra Steel Windows are delivered to the job, already fitted, assembled, prime-painted, COMPLETE...and because experienced crews (see right) are making remarkable erection records.

Most exacting specifications of the U. S. Army and Navy have been fully met by Fenestra Products. Such engineering data and construction details as may be desired will be promptly furnished. Use the coupon.

Save money now and later

Fenestra Steel Window Systems will save you money NOW—in building cost, in cost of equipment for lighting and ventilation, in plant operating cost; and LATER—in cost of post-emergency conversion to peacetime production...Ask Fenestra engineers to help you plan your new plants so they will be assured of ample natural light and ventilation before they are built.
Builders of privately financed defense housing units are promised priority assistance in securing delivery of scarce building materials. But it is specified that "it must be demonstrated that such housing will be built in such a way as to use minimum quantities of scarce materials." For double-hung windows—for small homes, hospitals, schools or industrial plants—Pullman Balances conserve iron and steel, speed up construction and save expense.

MODERN LOW-COST WINDOW UNITS ARE PULLMAN-BALANCED

It's patriotic to use Pullman Balances. It's smart building practice, too. House for house, the cost is lower. Pullman-balanced windows permit modern narrow trim, provide smooth counterbalanced operation, serve faultlessly for the life of the building. Many millwork manufacturers offer complete pre-fit window units, Pullman-balanced. They offer fast construction, low cost, top performance.

DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS TAKE IRON AND STEEL ... BUT HOW MUCH?

Consider the average one-family defense housing unit. For fifteen window openings, sash weights, chain and pulleys weigh about 375 pounds. Pullman Balances for the same windows weigh 41 pounds. The saving on sash weights alone, for 200,000 defense houses, would provide 37,500 tons of scrap iron, enough to process 95,000 tons of steel. Add to this the fact that use of Pullman Balances speeds up construction, and that such procedure costs less than conventional construction, and you see why so many contractors demand Pullman Balances. Pullman Manufacturing Corp., Rochester, N. Y.

Specify Window Units with PULLMAN Sash Balances
Last month the New York Public Library presented an exhibition without parallel in U. S. art history: a series of drawings and photographs of opera sets and costumes, prepared over a period of ten years by American designers for American productions. Sponsor of this unique activity is the famed Juilliard School of Music, which has been producing operas staged and sung by its students in its own theater since 1931, with Frederick J. Kiesler as director of scenic design. As remarkable as the fresh, imaginative quality of the work is the fact that it was all done by architects — by Kiesler himself and by selected students from the Columbia School of Architecture. Typical of the unconventional and highly successful solutions developed is the setting (left) for the “Magic Flute,” in which a continuous roll of eleven paintings, set in a baroque frame, met the problem of simplifying a great variety of required backgrounds.

For “Helen Retires” Kiesler invented a mask with a front opening for the comfort of the singers, used projected images (above, right), and quarter-inch plywood shields for Greek heroes in the underworld. The setting for “Abduction from the Seraglio,” by Nathalie Swan and Daniel Brenner, provided a single set for an opera normally considered to require three.
ORIGINATORS
OF THE RUSTLESS METAL STORE FRONT
1905

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF
RUSTLESS METAL STORE FRONTS
1942

Kawneer's comprehensive experience in fabricating aluminum and other rustless metals has resulted in our selection for a vital role in the National Defense effort. Check with your local dealer for information on Kawneer Store Front Construction available in your territory.

The Kawneer Company, Niles, Michigan—manufacturers of Rustless Metal Store Fronds, Doors, and Aluminum Windows.
Kiesler claims that not only do architects make first-rate stage designers, but that stage design makes better architects. Reason is that in a few weeks the architect must meet and solve a myriad of problems involving both people and esthetic considerations. He must create a setting that permits every action of the singers to be properly carried out, take care of all mechanical requirements of lighting and scene-shifting, and produce a suitable atmosphere. Since the "clients" to be satisfied include the audience, stagehands, director and singers, Kiesler's argument has a great deal in its favor.

"Maria Malibran," an opera set in New York of the 1800's, shows a correct handling of detail in a background freely distorted for dramatic effect. "Ariadne on Naxos" has a two-story set, with changes provided mainly by curtains. The stage design for "Helen Retires" harks back to Constructivist experiments, depends largely on lighting for its effect. All settings on this page were designed by Mr. Kiesler.
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

for removing seepage water

PENBERTHY PRODUCTS

for modernizing hot water heating systems

PENBERTHY AUTOMATIC CELLAR DRAINER
(Water or Steam operated)
Made in 6 sizes

PENBERTHY PRESSURE AND RELIEF CONTROL
Made in 3 Models

PENBERTHY RELIEF VALVE
Made in 14 Models
including Dead End Type

PENBERTHY REDUCING VALVE
Made in 9 Models

Advanced and rugged design, copper and bronze construction throughout, and careful workmanship are responsible for the demonstrated superiority of these Penberthy pumps wherever seepage water accumulates. Leading jobbers stock Penberthy products.

Penberthy Hot Water Heating Specialties are constructed of high grade steam bronze. Their design and workmanship are also of exceptional quality throughout. Your jobber will gladly give you complete information and supply your needs.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY

Manufacturers of QUALITY PRODUCTS Since 1886
DETROIT, MICHIGAN • Canadian Plant, Windsor, Ont.
FORUM OF EVENTS

New York Openings. Over half a century in the building, the Cathedral of St. John the Divine (right), has now opened its full interior to the public. With a vista of more than a tenth of a mile from front door to High Altar, the Cathedral is the largest Gothic church in the world, cost $18,000,000, and still needs funds to complete the towers and transepts. Also opened (below, right) was a show at the Museum of the City of New York, "The Fire Blitz," a series of paintings by artist-firemen in London. The illustration is a water color by Auxiliary Fireman Rudolf Haybrook, showing a moonlight raid. At the Architectural League, the first public exhibition of the work of Samuel Yellin (below) went on view last month. Some two hundred samples showed the extraordinary versatility and inventiveness of Yellin, who, before his death in October of last year, had achieved recognition as the greatest master blacksmith this country had ever seen. The example below is one of fifteen bronze panels for the Templeton Crocker residence at Pebble Beach, California.

Recipe for Museum Basements. The views below show a basement room in the Baltimore Museum of Art, before and after treatment by able and energetic Director Leslie Check, Jr. New lighting and painting, plus well-chosen furniture and fabrics have produced a comfortable members' lounge with facilities for reading, smoking, tea, music and small exhibitions.

(Continued on page 62)
You Need It NOW!

THE MOST WIDELY USED CATALOG ON VICTORY PRODUCTION LIGHTING

TODAY as never before you require a quick, sure source of information on industrial equipment for Fluorescent, Incandescent and Mercury-Vapor lighting. For Victory production demands have made MORE LIGHT and BETTER LIGHT a vital necessity to conserve the eyesight of the workers, to improve seeing ability and to minimize fatigue. These things plus the use of Better Lighting to insure maximum utilization of floor area, and the construction of windowless "blackout" factories are essential to maximum production and maintenance of product quality.

ALL THE INFORMATION YOU REQUIRE TO MAKE PLANS AND WRITE SPECIFICATIONS

In preparing specifications for lighting equipment to be employed in plants engaged in Victory production of war materials and essential civilian goods, you will save time and insure proper specifications by using the Benjamin Catalog. This 400 page reference book on industrial lighting contains the basic illumination tables which enable you to make rapid foot-candle calculations of lighting to be provided on working surfaces. It gives data on light output efficiencies, angle of cut-off, shielding angles and all other necessary data on size, construction, design, type, etc., required to prepare complete lighting equipment specifications and requisitions.

SENT BY RETURN MAIL

You may obtain a complimentary copy of this helpful, complete, fully up-to-date, catalog by return mail, without cost or obligation, by requesting it on your letterhead or by filling out the coupon below and mailing it to the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Dept. YY, Des Plaines, Illinois. With your catalog will also be sent a copy of Benjamin's Manual of Factory Lighting Practice containing detailed solutions to 29 most frequently occurring industrial lighting problems.

A REAL REFERENCE BOOK ON INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

CONTAINS

- Solutions to illumination problems, specifications and engineering recommendations, floor layout plans, recommended footcandles, intensity tables, typical distributions curves, etc.

SHOWS HOW TO

- Lay out an economical and efficient lighting system.
- Select the correct lighting unit.
- Make calculations for various reflectors.
- Use supplementary lighting.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

- Illumination Design Data
- General Industrial Lighting Equipment
- Specialized Lighting Equipment
- Outdoor, Yard, Washroom and High Lighting Units
- Suspension Fixtures, Stands, Covers and Guards
- Explosion Proof, Dust-Tight and Vapor Tight Fixtures
- Floodlighting Equipment
- Vaportight and Heavy Duty Vapor-Tight Fixtures
- Fluorescent Lighting Equipment

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO., DEPT. YY,
Des Plaines, Illinois.

Please send me, without cost or obligation, a complimentary copy of your 400 page Encyclopedia on Industrial Lighting, Floodlighting and Signals and The Manual of Factory Lighting Practice.

Name: ____________________________

Firm: ____________________________

Address: ________________________

City: ____________________________

State: ____________________________
THE ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE OF THE MERRIMACK,
by John Mead Howells. Architectural Book Publishing Co.,
New York. 302 plates. 9 1/2 x 12 1/2. $10.
This is Mr. Howells' second fling at the architectural history
of a river, the first having been a study of the Piscataqua.
This method of presentation is far from arbitrary, as the
rivers in the pre-industrial period constituted the most effec-
tive link between communities, and inevitably the architec-
ture in a given valley took on a specific local character. In
this volume, identical in format with its monumental prede-
cessor, Colonial and Federal buildings in seven of the main
towns along the river are shown. The presentation is
essentially that of a picture-book, with practically no plans
or other measured drawings. The scope and variety of the
illustrations is impressive, and they form a valuable addi-
tion to existing documents on the period.

JOAN MIRO, by James Johnson Sweeney. The Museum of
Modern Art, New York. 87 pp., illustrated. 7 1/2 x 10 1/2. $2.00.
Joan Miro, one of the most noted of modern painters, was
born in Barcelona in 1893, spent most of his working life
in Paris, and, since the fall of France, has been living on
the island of Majorca. A confirmed experimenter like so
many of his contemporaries, he has passed through a whole
series of phases — cubist, dada and surrealist among others
—to arrive at the technique, indicated in the accompa-
nying illustration, with which he is most frequently identified. The
vague, restless forms, so oddly reminiscent of shapes found
in advanced highway plans and machine and engineering
designs, are among the most interesting of all attempts to
solve contemporary decorative problems, and have had a
very obvious influence on architecture. The book was pub-
lished as a catalog to accompany the exhibition of his work
at the Museum of Modern Art. Handsomely designed and
fully illustrated, it is an admirable example of the pre-
cedent set by the Museum in changing the conventional
exhibit catalog into a fine book. There is a biographical
essay, a chronology and bibliography. Several excellent re-
productions in color are included.

CONTOURSCAPING, by Ralph Rodney Root. Ralph Fletcher
Seymour, Chicago. 235 pp., illustrated. 8 x 10 1/2. $10.
"Contourscapes," says the author, "are compositions of
natural areas, in three dimensions, made up of these earth
shapes and accompanying natural materials, color form
plant materials, and sky areas, all exhibiting progressive
movement and combined by the landscaper's original visual-
ization of the project becomes a plastic composition." The
word "contourscaping" was coined by the author, apparent-
ly, as being more satisfactory than "landscaping" or "land-
scape architecture." In essence the book is a plea for more
functional landscape design. Commendable as the idea
may be, the presentation leaves much to be desired.
The book is composed of a series of short paragraphs,
of which the above quotation is a sample, giving the
impression that the writer jotted down notes until he
had enough to fill a book. The result is anything but
readable, although some of the ideas, such as the use of
cylinders for three-dimensional studies, are interesting.

(Continued on page 52)
EVERYONE familiar with hospital construction has encountered the problem of static electricity in surgery flooring — and knows its hazards.

Goodyear is happy to announce that it has now met this problem with the development of a static-conductive and spark-resistant rubber flooring destined to mark a notable advance in the design of surgery rooms.

This new flooring is made of the highest-quality compounds. It embodies all the features that have made Goodyear flooring first choice with institutions everywhere.

The cost is moderate — approximately that of standard Goodyear Rubber Flooring.

Goodyear static-conductive rubber flooring is made only in plain black, 3/16" gauge, sheet form.

For complete specification data on the material and its installation, write Goodyear, Akron, Ohio or Los Angeles, California.
This is a "No-headache" roof

... No headache for your client
... No headache for you

You may have had some experience with a "headache" roof. For every headache it gives your client, your client is apt to give you a string of headaches.

If you have had that sad experience, you will find assurance in the many old records of 20 years, 30 years or even 40 years of trouble-free service that have been given by roofs of coal tar pitch.

Coal tar pitch lasts because it can resist water. It lasts because it has the power to heal small breaks and present an unbroken surface to the elements. Coal tar pitch roofs last because their slag or gravel surface protects them from sun, hail and wind.

For your client's sake... and for your own sake... stick to coal tar pitch.

KOPPERS COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.

KOPPERS COAL TAR PITCH ROOFING AND WATERPROOFING

KOPPERS PRODUCTS

KOPPERS COMPANY
Please send me copies of these folders:

NAME __________________________

TITLE __________________________

FIRM __________________________

ADDRESS ________________________

☐ "Roofing Specifications"
☐ "Water-Cooled Roofs"
☐ "Steep Roofs of Coal Tar Pitch"
☐ "Membrane-Waterproofing Specifications"
☐ "Dampproofing"
☐ "Waterproofing and Dampproofing Waterworks"
☐ "Waterproofing and Gasproofing Sewage Disposal Plants"
☐ "Where to Use Pressure-treated Timber"
☐ "How to Measure Depth of Penetration in Pressure-treated Timber"
☐ "Pressure-treated Poles"
☐ "Painting of Creosoted Wood"
☐ "Creosote"
☐ "Disinfectants"
☐ "Paving with Tarmac"
DEFENSE FOR AMERICA'S STEAM!

For 1942 Ric-wil offers to all users of underground steam the most dependable conduit systems ever developed. Over half a million lineal feet of Ric-wil Pre-sealed Insulated Pipe Units have recently been required for government or government-directed projects alone. Since 1910, nearly one thousand miles of Ric-wil Systems of all types have been installed.

With ample engineering and fabricated resources, Ric-wil was READY when the call came, to implement the life lines of steam on any front. Ric-wil is exceptionally well equipped for fast and large-scale production of all the different types of underground protection we manufacture. Defense requirements naturally come first. During this emergency, however, you may be assured that we will do our best to supply also, just as rapidly as possible, all demands from private sources.

For assurance of the finest in underground steam protection, now as always, it pays to insist on Ric-wil!

Ric-wil Insulated Pipe Units are a factory-built system, delivered to the job complete per plans and specifications, ready for installation . . . Thoroughly engineered for maximum efficiency, long life and strength . . . Ric-wil Tile or Cast Iron Systems likewise guarantee to the user the highest efficiency, durability, and service performance ever available in these types of construction. Ric-wil's famous patented Dry-paC Waterproof Asbestos Insulation, as well as various standard commercial insulating materials, or sectional pipe covering, are to be had with any type of Ric-wil design . . . Ask for complete information and latest Ric-wil Catalog.

RIC-WIL

PRE-SEALED INSULATED PIPE UNITS

IT IS LATER THAN YOU THINK!

Today PRE-FABRICATION Saves the Nation's Time!

CONDUIT SYSTEMS FOR UNDERGROUND STEAM

The Ric-wil Company  Cleveland, Ohio

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
Westinghouse announces... the QUICKLAG "De-ion" Circuit Breaker Panelboard

Quicklag — a quick-make, quick-break, fast-trip action, "De-ion" circuit breaker panelboard for lighting and appliance circuit protection—answering industry's needs for fast tripping action on short circuits and advantageous time delay on temporary overloads.

Ideal for lighting and appliance circuit protection, Quicklag panelboards are being announced at a time when circuit breaker protection is proving its value to high-speed production... saving hundreds of thousands of production hours annually. For sale by over 100 Westinghouse Agents everywhere.

J-60492

NOFUZE CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Precision-made Carrara Glass keeps toilet rooms young!

WALLS, PARTITIONS and stiles of White Carrara Structural Glass, with Black Carrara trim, bring beauty and permanence to this toilet room in the University of Pittsburgh's Cathedral of Learning. Designed: Charles Z. Klauder.

When Carrara Structural Glass is made, every piece of it is mechanically ground and polished to a true, flat surface. This precision method of manufacture imparts to Carrara the high degree of excellence and quality found only in a finely-machined product.

Thus, Carrara has a smoothness and reflectivity of surface, a depth and uniformity of color found only in a glass so made. Carrara joints are true and even, without lippage. Carrara never warps with age. It won't check, craze, stain, absorb odors or fade.

This glass can be decorated in various ways to achieve unusual architectural effects. It is available in a special Suede-finish for use where a soft, velvety-surfaced glass is desired. And there are no construction delays with Carrara — its application involves little, if any, use of critical materials.

Send the coupon... today... for our free booklet on Carrara. It is profusely illustrated, and contains full information on Carrara's physical characteristics, the colors available, construction details, and other data.

CARRARA
The modern Structural Glass
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2842 Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Please send me, without obligation, descriptive literature on Carrara Structural Glass.

Name:
Address:
City.... State...
WHENEVER you specify or buy any Mengel Product—Mengel Flush Doors, or Mengel Bord—remember this:

In dozens of logging camps, saw mills, veneer-cutting plants and modern factories all the way from overseas to Louisville, nearly 5,100 skilled Mengel workers during this past year produced Mengel Products to the value of over $20,000,000. . . . These Mengel Products MUST be GOOD products . . . not only because we of The Mengel Company are determined to merit your continued purchases, but also because our records show that over 99.75% of our $20,000,000 output, this past year, easily passed the exacting inspection of our customers.

These, we think, are points that you as a buyer will find important. Order Mengel Products with confidence . . . use Mengel Products with lasting satisfaction.

THE MENGEL CO., Incorporated, Louisville, Kentucky

... America's Largest Producers of Hardwood Products ...
**PLACES where Mueller Heating Equipment can help you in 1942**

1. New high-priority defense housing
2. Home modernization for added dwelling units
3. Direct defense construction

However you adapt your own operations to the changing opportunities of 1942, Mueller can give you what you need on the heating end — from one responsible source. From a furnace for a single defense house up to a 48-section unit-heater assembly with 2,160,000 B.t.u. input, you can get the right furnace or unit heater for any job from Mueller’s complete line. There is no job so small that you can afford to take a chance with inferior heating equipment when, for the same price or only slightly more, you can select good-looking, first-quality Mueller equipment for use with any fuel—for one house to a hundred houses, for factory buildings, barracks, airplane hangars, warehouses, etc. Ask your nearest Mueller dealer or write...

Mrs. America wants
MORE LIGHT and SUNSHINE!

NINTH of a series of advertisements on How to Design and Build Homes That Sell

THIS BOOKLET SHOWS HOW CECO CASEMENTS PROVIDE IT!

Filled with actual photographs of beautiful Ceco Steel Casements, this "BEAUTIFUL WINDOWS" brochure will help convince your prospects that windows are important. Write for it.

- You bet . . . beautiful windows make a beautiful home! The families who buy your homes want the floods of sunshine that Ceco Casements provide. And they want loads of fresh air. Ceco gives that . . . at the twist of a wrist. Hardware is easy to operate; sticking, warping and rotting are unknown! Then for durability, tell your prospects that Ceco Steel Casements are BONDERIZED against rust destruction. Ceco offers lifetime window satisfaction . . . at the cost of ordinary windows.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Manufacturing Division: 5701 W. 26th St., Chicago, Illinois

Ceco Steel Windows

OTHER CECO PRODUCTS

Meyer Steelforms
Adjustable Shores,
Column Clamps
Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Welded Fabric
Metal Weatherstrips
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We've Been Asking New Home Builders

About Circuit Breakers

After contacting literally hundreds of new home builders, we have learned two facts which should be of real interest to architects.

Fact number one—in the homes without circuit breaker protection, the outstanding reason for not having it—the owners simply didn't know about Multi-breakers.

Fact number two—in these same homes, virtually without exception, the owners said they would have preferred Multi-breakers, had they known about them.

The point is this—in spite of the substantial national advertising being devoted to circuit breakers, there are still a lot of people who don't know what they are, what advantages they afford and what they cost. Many have only a vague idea.

Alert architects who suggest and explain circuit breaker advantages to their clients, are performing a real service which goes a long way in building good-will and prestige.

Include circuit breakers in your specifications. And recommend Square D Multi-breakers. Right now, they are protecting more than three million circuits.

There are Square D Multi-breakers for homes of every size. There are Multi-breakers, too, for all types of commercial and industrial buildings.

The Multi-breaker eliminates fuses completely—yet costs little if any more than the fusible equipment it replaces. When a short circuit or dangerous overload occurs, the circuit is cut off automatically. A simple movement of the circuit breaker lever restores current after the cause of the overload has been removed. No delay. Nothing to replace.

Multi-breakers are non-tamperable.
The American Workman Must Not Be Penalized!

The More Modest His Income The Greater His Need For Home Equipment That Will Serve Him Well And Long, At Low Operating Cost.

Houses go beyond land and structure. A third factor, household equipment, is also essential and today it is even more vital than ever. Now, when every penny counts, when limited budgets are handicapped by higher living costs, we must install equipment that provides low operating cost, low maintenance cost and long life.

LAND FIRST, then . . .

STRUCTURE, then . . .

Efficient, quality-built wiring systems, heating plants and kitchen equipment usually contribute more in operating economy than any increase that they may cause in amortization payments when financed under a modern long term mortgage.

EQUIPMENT, and you have a HOME.

Install the type of equipment that is best for the victory worker and at the same time is best for you. Remember, the homes you design and build today are the homes that will build your reputation for tomorrow.

GENERAL ELECTRIC HOME BUREAU, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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RIGHT NOW OUR FACTORIES have only one interest: to make more Defense Aluminum than the world has ever seen before. Every resource we can muster is concentrated on that job.

WHEN AMERICA HAS WON THROUGH to make the world safe for our children to live in . . . the saying is: What a lot of aluminum is going to be available for everybody.

THE REAL POINT TO PONDER is how to get set to make that deluge of light metal work for you. In the kind of world we’re going to have, sure as fate, the man who fails to call, now, on every resource at his command is going to be left at the post.

WE’VE COINED A WORD: IMAGINEERING. It’s the fine art of deciding where you go from here. It’s the act of thinking out what you are going to face, and doing something about it now. Imagination plus engineering is a formula for the future you’re going to hear more about.

A MAN CAN be producing for Defense at top speed and be imagineering at one and the same time. In fact, the more he is devoted to Defense now, the more he needs imagineering for THE DAY WHEN.

OBVIOUSLY, you can imagineer with steel, copper, glass, zinc, plastics, or what have you. We hope you will, because the world is going to need better use of all materials than it ever saw before.

THE CLOSER YOU GET TO FUNDAMENTALS the more quickly you must decide that the great need is going to be for the very things Alcoa Aluminum does best: Lightness with strength, resistance to corrosion, reflectivity, workability and all the rest of its powers all wrapped up in a low-cost package full of unlimited possibilities for you, personally, in your business.

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE. Already, many an industry, many a company, has called us into an imagineering session. We’ve seen things projected that will make news when the curtain can be lifted. Usually we’ve been able to help with some imagineering of our own.

DOES THIS SUGGEST ACTION? WE HOPE SO.
Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh, Penn.

ALUMINUM, THE FUTURE, AND YOU

THE JOB IS BEING DONE
Heat for DEFENSE HOUSING

Meet government defense housing specifications with these

FITZGIBBONS

units for all conditions -
all fuels - all needs

WARM AIR FURNACE 80 FWA

For hand firing with coal. Automatically controlled blower provides forced circulation of warmed air. Designed in accordance with the specifications set up by the Procurement Division of the U.S. Treasury Department, meeting the requirements of FWA, USHA, PBA and FSA for Defense Housing. Fitzgibbons "Weldseal" construction positively insures against leakage of flue gases.

FITZGIBBONS 400 Series STEEL BOILER

The choice of architects and builders wherever low cost heating in small homes is needed. Beautifully adapted to defense housing using radiator heat with oil, gas or stoker firing, or with coal hand firing. Built-in copper coil provides domestic hot water. All the advantages of Fitzgibbons steel boiler construction in an attractively jacketed unit priced for the field it serves.

FITZGIBBONS 65 DA — 80 DA — 100 DA

A distinctly small home air conditioner which has every Fitzgibbons advantage of welded steel construction, and extremely low fuel consumption. Warms, humidifies, filters and circulates the air. Quiet in operation, beautiful in appearance.

Warm air furnace, boiler, air conditioner — if it's a Fitzgibbons it is quickly and easily installed, priced to fit its market, exceptionally low in fuel consumption. Get the facts — mail the coupon.

Fitzgibbons Boiler Company, Inc.

101 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Send me details on Fitzgibbons defense housing heating unit.
80 FWA □ 400 SERIES □ 65 — 80 — 100DA □

Name ____________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

State ______________________________________________
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Now brings asbestos-cement roofing shingles to new heights of beauty

For the architect... A whole new palette through which to express your feeling for color in a way never before possible. Keasbey & Mattison "Century" asbestos-cement roofing shingles in nine soft mellow colors that you can blend and combine in any proportions you desire. With the K&M Architects' Colortone Work Kit you can create such blends on paper by means of small colored replicas of the shingles. You can show the client in advance exactly what his roof will look like. And you are sure the roofer can reproduce each shade and tone exactly as you placed it on paper. Only Color-Toning offers you these advantages!

For your client... A home of greater beauty because its roof is so eminently right. A home that appears "warm" or "cool" or "weathered" as desired, and one that lives at perfect peace with its environment. And a roof that is not only beautiful but maintenance-free, fire-resisting and weather-resisting... offering the lifetime protection of enduring asbestos-cement.

For the builder... A new, economical way to obtain greater architectural variety in residential operations. Roofs that are so enduring that they promise long-continued savings to the owner — and so beautiful that they lend a fresh and deeper individual charm to every home.

Color-Toning is exclusive with K&M "Century" No. 92 roofing shingles, But it is only one of their many advantages. They are so durable that their economy lasts as long as the home they protect. There are other K&M "Century" asbestos-cement shingles, for both roofing and siding, which insure enduring beauty and protection, at even lower cost. Nature made asbestos; Keasbey & Mattison has made it serve mankind — since 1873.

K&M "Century" Roofing Shingles are still available without delay. Since we are cooperating fully with the National Defense program, we cannot tell how much longer this favorable situation will continue.

FREE—Architects' Work Kit for the visualization of Colortoned Roofs. Write Keasbey & Mattison Co., Address Dept. 01.

KEASBEY & MATTISON
COMPANY, AMBLER, PENNSYLVANIA

The Lindenwoold Shingle (above) was reproduced directly from a full-size shingle reduced 10 times in size. The swatches show the eight other colors in the same reduction. Notice the beautiful graining.
Announcing
The AmSeCo Public Seating Institute for Architects

An advisory service and source of information to all architects on public seating problems. Backed by the greatest public seating experience in the world.

For many years the American Seating Company has been a working partner with leading architects everywhere. But we feel that there are still many architects who don't know about our service. And others hesitate to ask for our help because they do not realize that it is available without obligation.

That's why we are announcing what we call the AmSeCo Public Seating Institute for architects. We want to make it the "answer man" to every architect in this country who is confronted with problems concerning the seating of theatres, schools, churches, auditoriums, stadiums or other public buildings.

And if we haven't the information you want right on tap from our vast store of public seating experience, we'll work out the problem for you. The main thing we want to impress upon you is that we're yours to command. So call on us at the blue print stage and see how helpful we can be.

American Seating Company
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
World's leader in public seating. Manufacturers of Theatre, School, Church, Auditorium, Stadium and Transportation Seating.
Branch Offices and Distributors in 73 Principal Cities.
A short time ago this was just factory space in the busy Warner and Swasey plant. In its transformation to an up-to-date office, two improvements were especially important—the best acoustical treatment and lighting available. So Sprayed "Limpet" Asbestos and fluorescent lighting were selected. These two, each the most modern in its sphere, help greatly in working out the many difficult problems that arise under the terrific pressure of defense work.

Notice how the "Limpet" has been laid flush with the edges of the lighting fixtures without "cut-and-try" fitting. "Limpet" fits anywhere, for it is sprayed from a gun, like paint. This unique method of application frees you from the geometric limitations imposed by other soundproofing materials. The lines of a vault, corbel or moulding are followed closely; the entire surface can be treated, regardless of its shape.

There's no acoustical material that even approaches "Limpet," whether you are planning a factory office or a fashionable restaurant, to mention only two applications. Its own color is neutral, but it can be painted and repainted without impairing its acoustical efficiency. Light in weight, it sticks tight to clean surfaces without mechanical gadgets. Any practical thickness may be applied, depending on how much sound absorption you desire. It has the unusual noise reduction coefficient of .70 for a 3/4 in. thickness. It resists fire and is an excellent heat insulator too... its thermal conductivity is only .31 at 75°F.

Nature made asbestos; Keasbey & Mattison Company has made it serve mankind—since 1873.

"Limpet" is still available without delay. Since we are cooperating fully with the National Defense Program, we cannot tell how much longer this favorable situation will continue.

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY, AMBLER, PENNSYLVANIA
Using the coloring and figure of rare woods to complement clean, flowing design, the Flexwood-treated interiors created by Childs & Smith, Architects, are enduringly beautiful. They provide an atmosphere which is both permanent and gracious. Exotic veneers such as Teak, Paldao, Rift Oak, Red Birch, and Figured Walnut were selected for the Board Room, ten offices, corridors and entranceway; 10,000 sq. ft. of Flexwood was required. Flexwood, easily and speedily applied, is a logical choice when the distinction and beauty of real wood are desired, and where the limitations of normal decorating budgets must be observed.
Today you are searching for better ways to improve interiors—with greater economy, practicality and the added beauty that attracts business. Now Kentile, the new low cost floor that is so speedily laid piece by piece, answers every requirement. Here are just a few of Kentile's advantages:

1. Kentile, although resilient underfoot, is one of the most durable floorings made—practical even in heavy duty plants.

2. Kentile is one of the lowest cost floors made.

3. Kentile is moistureproof—perfect even on basement concrete in direct contact with earth.

4. Kentile resists almost any kind of staining.

5. Kentile is laid with amazing speed—is available immediately—is installed by authorized contractors in any part of America.

6. Kentile offers a million patterns—any design you conceive with its 44 colors, 15 tile sizes.

7. A Kentile floor can be altered in any part—without disturbing the other areas.

Learn ALL about Kentile NOW! The list above gives only a few of Kentile's advantages. Without any obligation send for our big, fully detailed, full color catalogue. Mail the coupon now.

David E. Kennedy, Inc., Dept. A., 58 Second Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. Without obligation, please send

- Catalogue
- Grease Tester
- Representative

Name: .................................................. Address: ..................................................

City, etc.
Guard against plaster cracking with this new Gold Bond idea

Walls and ceilings made with Gold Bond Gypsum lath and plaster by the new Floating Wall System are proof against normal expansion, contraction and settling— the causes for ninety percent of all plaster cracks.

Besides guarding against cracks, this better system provides walls with a one-hour fire rating, reduces room-to-room noise, and costs so little it can be used even for defense housing and other low-cost jobs. No special tools are required. The patented nails are easily driven between panels of standard gypsum lath with an ordinary lather's hatchet, and the wall is ready for plastering.

**Gold Bond sets the pace**

This better method of wall and ceiling construction is only one example of how you build better with Gold Bond. National Gypsum research has developed more than 150 better Gold Bond products—including wallboard, lath, lime, plaster, wall paint, insulation and sound control materials. 10,000 Gold Bond dealers and 300 representatives—every one a trained building specialist—are at your service to supply you with materials from 21 strategically-located plants. And when Gold Bond products are used exclusively, one reliable manufacturer is responsible for all wall and ceiling materials. Write today for detailed specifications on the Gold Bond Floating Wall System and other new and better methods of building walls and ceilings. National Gypsum Company, Buffalo, New York.

**NO SPECIAL EQUIPMENT IS NECESSARY** to install the Gold Bond Floating Wall System. The patented nails can be driven between panels of gypsum lath by any lather, and provide a resilient tie with the stud as shown in the diagram at the left. Plastering is done in the usual manner.

**BUILD BETTER WITH**

Gold Bond

Everything—for walls & ceilings

Producing units at:

As long ago as 1915, two Zeppelins crossed the English Channel, dropped bombs on Yarmouth and nearby villages. Thus was born the horrible art of air attack on civilian populations. But not until the recent Axis experimental war in Spain did this new offensive technique reach a fiendish point of perfection. Today, the odds have shifted and a variety of stout defenses against the attacking bomber have vastly reduced its effectiveness in destroying structures, creating civilian panic and interrupting productive work.

Now, for the first time, the U. S. is in a world war where the non-combatant is not in the completely safe role of the man behind the man behind the gun. There is no assurance that anyone is far enough back of the lines to avoid all danger.

Civilian defense against bombing is of two kinds: that provided by the Military (detection and interception of invading bombers by fighter planes, balloon barrages and anti-aircraft fire) and that provided by passive protective measures (blackout, camouflage, shelters and other structural means). The design, construction and maintenance of the latter are the major defense contributions of architects, engineers and their colleagues in Building. For this reason the Editors have abandoned the regular January issue which was ready for press, and present this special Reference Number designed to assist all those responsible for civilian defense, in particular Building’s trained and experienced professionals.

It should not be assumed that this issue of THE FORUM could be assembled, edited and produced in three weeks without advance preparation. However, no amount of planning would have sufficed had not a substantial amount of data existed in official agencies. Year and a half ago, the Army’s Corps of Engineers was directed to study passive defense for the U. S. Since then, they have carried on extensive programs, have maintained close liaison with the Navy and the Office of Civilian Defense and have enlisted the services of a top-flight scientific and engineering group for fun-
damental research—the National Academy of Science’s Committee on Passive Protection Against Bombing: California Tech’s Richard Chase Tolman, M. I. T.’s Karl Taylor Compton, Princeton’s Luther Pfahler Eisenhart, Forest Ray Moulton of the American Assn. for the Advancement of Science and M. I. T.’s John E. Burchard, Executive Officer. More recently, representatives of the Corps of Engineers and the Committee have visited England to study the extensive ARP research conducted there and to view actual installations and results in the largest bombing laboratory in the world.

The Forum acknowledges cooperation in the preparation of this issue by the Army’s Corps of Engineers, the Committee on Passive Protection Against Bombing and the OCD’s Technical Committee, including Lt. Col. Milton C. Mapes, C. E., of OCD, Sherwood B. Smith of the Corps of Engineers’ Fortification Section and Prof. John E. Burchard of the National Academy of Science. Finally, be it recorded that our intrepid allies, the Building technicians of Great Britain, have set an example of skill, ingenuity and courage which makes it possible for the U. S. civilian to meet this war threat with high confidence in the result and in the ultimate victory.

—The Editors

Can U. S. Coastal Cities be Bombed?

Last month’s surprise bombing of Pearl Harbor—3,100 miles from Japan—is proof enough that the Continental U. S. is not immune to air attack. For the time being, however, the country is subject only to sporadic raids by carrier-based bombers and, to a much lesser extent, by long range heavy bombers on suicidal one-way missions from distant land bases.

The possibility of carrier attack holds more significance for the West Coast than for the East, for, while Japan is prowling in the Pacific with perhaps a dozen comparatively small carriers whose planes (30 to 50 on each) have a 300-mile radius of action, across the Atlantic Germany is known to have not a single carrier and Italy’s are tightly bottled up in the Mediterranean. Nevertheless, it should be remembered that Germany has at least one warship equipped with two or three catapult bombers capable of carrying heavy bomb loads long round-trip distances — perhaps 2,500 miles. Moreover, this menace to the East Coast, even though it is small at the moment, would be increased substantially should Germany seize Vichy-France’s 26-plane, four-catapult sea plane carrier and its two 18,000-ton, 40-plane carriers. (France’s largest carrier—the 21,000-ton Bearn—is at Martinique and would probably be acquired by the U. S. at the first sign of French naval collaboration with the enemy.)

Although Japan has set a world’s distance record of more than 7,000 non-stop miles in a single-engine plane loaded only with fuel and crew, no Axis power is believed to have a bomber capable of a round-trip flight to the continental U. S. from the nearest enemy land bases—Japan’s Marshall Islands 4,900 miles out in the Pacific or Germany’s occupied France 3,000 miles to the east. Today’s maximum range for a land-
based bomber is roughly 4,000 miles round-trip. This means that, in order to raid the continental U. S. regularly with such super-long-range planes, the enemy would first have to establish bases in Hawaii, the Azores, Iceland or the Aleutian Islands (all about 2,000 miles away) or in Martinique (1,400), Greenland (1,200), the northern coast of South America (1,000), the southern tip of Mexico’s Lower California (600) or in Newfoundland (400)—unlikely, of course, but not impossible.

From this analysis of the probabilities and possibilities of assault by enemy bombers, it appears eminently reasonable to conclude that the present civilian defense program should be regarded as a precaution against sporadic air raids — not against incessant heavy bombing of the European variety.

Would the Enemy’s Gain be Worth the Risk?

What would be the enemy’s purpose in staging occasional bombing raids? Principally — to lower civilian morale, to plague U. S. war efforts with a spreading case of civilian jitters, to incite civilian demands for a shift of military and naval protection from strategic outposts to continental shores, to touch off waves of bomb shelter construction and strictly defense industrial production which would divert labor and materials from more important channels.

For instance, if the 26.5 million persons living only in cities of 50,000 or more population within 300 miles of the Atlantic, Caribbean and Pacific were to demand bomb protection in 24-person shelters similar in construction to the simple model presented on page 53, the U. S. would be hard-pressed to satisfy them. Since each shelter would cost close to $1,800 and require 224 man hours of labor during construction, the shelter program for these coastal inhabitants alone would involve about $2 billion and 246 million man hours of work. Since not more than half of all the 574,000 AF of L building trades workers are located in these coastal areas, such a shelter construction program could not be completed in less than 100 days even if all other types of construction (including vital Army and Navy projects) were to be stopped.

If the enemy’s raids produce any such hoped-for results, the high cost in planes, ships, ammunition, fuel and men would be considered well spent, and the raids would probably continue with increasing vigor. On the other hand, if U. S. citizens meet occasional raids coolly and with calm, deliberate preparation, chances are that the raids would soon be discontinued. Recent European history proves that the Axis partners are not spendthrifts, that their military operations must produce results comparable with their costs. Hitler’s daylight bombing of England in August and September 1940 involved tremendous losses in men and equipment, served only to unify the people and was promptly called off. His subsequent night raids on England’s industrial centers were equally expensive in relation to their effect and were also suspended.

Thus, while U. S. citizens must immediately plan and prepare in all details
of passive defense for any emergency, they should not undertake the execution of any of the construction which might seriously impair or jeopardize the major U. S. objective of wide spread preparation for winning the war. This may require that the citizen, now for the first time in history in almost as dangerous a position as the soldier, take some of the same chances that every soldier takes. Like the soldier, he cannot expect to be entirely safe from aerial bombardment. Under these conditions the soldier develops a certain mental attitude—a psychology—which the average citizen must now acquire.

What Passive Defense Should the U. S. Provide?

The same economy of action that will determine the frequency and force of enemy air raids should guide the precautions to be taken against them:

► Under Federal direction, air raid warning systems should be (and are being) perfected to blanket immediately the coastal regions and ultimately the entire country.

► Every community along the currently vulnerable coast lines should organize itself for passive defense, enact emergency legislation and train its volunteer personnel to meet all possible air raid contingencies—gas, fire and destruction. (Massachusetts's state-wide program, serves as a model and has gained OCD commendation. Emergency powers assumed by the Governor have made unnecessary the time-consuming passage of local civilian defense ordinances.)

► These communities should practice blackouts, using temporary and inexpensive materials for the time being. While initial practices may be only partial in effect, subsequent efforts should lead progressively to the achievement of total blackout.

► Upon the recommendation of military or civilian defense officials and under the guidance of recognized experts, some existing public utility and industrial structures should be camouflaged. All new structures in these categories should be located, designed and built with full attention to protective concealment—both camouflage and blackout—and to protection against bombs (stopping incendiaries and limiting the effect of explosives) without loss of production efficiency.

► Owners and managers of existing buildings of all types should immediately acquaint themselves with the technique of air raid protection.

► Construction of air raid shelters for the present should be discouraged.

► Most important, the U. S. public in general and the U. S. building industry in particular should immediately plan for all contingencies by studying permanent blackout installations, comprehensive camouflage, fire and gas protection, strengthening of existing structures and the actual construction of splinter-proof shelters. Planning "all-out" passive defense measures is vigorously encouraged by defense officials. Some of these plans must proceed at once, others, it is hoped, may always remain on paper. Building's current civilian defense duty is to be informed and therefore prepared to act.
No. 1 weapon of U. S. civilians in their passive defense against hostile bombers is blackout. At night, it supplements active defense by the Army's interceptor squadrons and anti-aircraft batteries and may prove equally effective in protecting property and lives—both military and civilian.

WHY

The three-fold purpose of blackout is 1) to obliterate the tell-tale light patterns of communities (see photograph above) which would facilitate the spotting of specific air raid objectives within the communities, 2) to conceal the identity of localities which enemy airmen might use as sign posts on their way to more important military and industrial objectives and 3) to discourage haphazard civilian bombardment frequently resorted to by hostile aircraft which, unable to find their assigned targets, dump their bombs on any recognizable scenes of activity before returning to their bases.

To accomplish these purposes it is apparent that every community within range of enemy bombers—no matter how “innocent” in character—must participate in the blackout programs of officially “alerted” areas. An area blackout is effective only with the participation of all communities within it and only with the complete cooperation of everyone in each community. Except where deceptive lighting may be deemed advisable as a means of camouflage, blackout must be total to be effective—achievement of a 95 per cent blackout in a community or an area may be nullified by the nonconforming 5 per cent and with fatal results.

WHERE AND WHEN

Assuming continuance of the present balance of military, naval and air power, most of the U. S. need never be blacked out. All of it, however, must now prepare for the possibility of a change in the balance and the universal need for protective concealment. Actual blackout should take place only where and when required by the Office of Civilian Defense or local military commanders. For the present this activity will probably be limited to areas within 300 miles of the coasts.

Preparations for blackout have been divided by the War Department and OCD into three distinct phases: 1) Initiated locally, the first phase is one of planning for blackout—the division of responsibilities, the listing of materials required and the determination of sources for these materials. 2) Begun only upon the advice of local OCD authorities, the second or the “preparatory” phase embraces the purchasing of blackout materials by property owners and managers and their preparation for installation. In some cases, actual installations may be made. 3) During the final phase, initiated by OCD itself, all permanent blackout installations are completed, all temporary installations are made ready for
All lit up, Pittsburgh's downtown area looks like this from Grandview Heights. This photograph was taken last spring just before the blackout experiment pictured to the right. Brightly lighted are Penn and Liberty Avenues.

Same view during partial blackout spots "necessary lights" left on for safety's sake. During actual blackout, they would be deemed unnecessary and would either be turned out or obscured. Note vertical lights in skyscraper stair wells.

immediate application and restrictions may be imposed on outdoor lighting.

When the officer heading the local air force interceptor command decides that his "air defense area" is vulnerable to attack, he will "alert" the area, require that it be immediately blacked out except for street lights (screened and dimmed during the third phase of preparations) and whatever lights are necessary to safety and the efficient operation of essential industry and transportation. Upon the actual approach of enemy bombers, these essential lights remain on even after the receipt of the "preliminary caution" message and subsequent "lights warning" message from the interceptor command. (Both of these messages are confidential, sent only to local government offices and the offices of essential utility, industrial and transportation companies.) Blackout becomes total with the issuance of the "action warning" message to the public in general. This message or alarm means that a raid may occur within five minutes, that total blackout must be maintained until the "all clear" or "raiders passed" message is issued, at which time the area reverts to its more lenient "alert" conditions.

Strict adherence to this official time table is essential, first, because planning and advance preparation are essential to effective blackout and, second, because unnecessary blackout may seriously interfere with the nation's war effort. Comments the War Department on the former reason: "The effectiveness of a blackout system depends upon the knowledge and the cooperative spirit of the people at large... An effective blackout is not achieved by spectacular efforts at the beginning or during an air raid. Except for meeting contingencies, little or nothing can be done to increase the effectiveness of a blackout while a raid is in progress." Equally important is the second reason—the prevention of unnecessary blackout. One of the purposes of air raids is to disrupt industrial production and lower civilian morale; unnecessary promiscuous blackout of factories and homes may achieve these objectives quicker than actual bombardment. Moreover, the untimely purchase of blackout materials in areas not immediately vulnerable to attack may cause critical shortages in areas where they are actually needed.

**WHAT**

Due to the brilliance of moon or starlight, it is not possible on clear nights wholly to conceal the presence of communities, rural buildings and interconnecting highways, even with the aid of total blackout. This passive defense measure should, however, completely blanket all artificial illumination visible from the air and tone down as far as practicable all reflections of natural light, searchlights, fires and aerial flares (fig. 3, right). Primary light sources include windows, skylights, factory roofs, store fronts, outdoor building lights, street lights, electric signs, vehicle lights, beacons, and such comparatively open industrial plants as coke ovens and steel mills (fig. 4, right). More difficult to conceal, light reflections spring primarily from windows, glass and metal roofs, paved areas, rivers, lakes and reservoirs.

**HOW**

Easiest way to plunge an area into total darkness is to shut off all electric power at the generating stations. Unfortunately,
BLACKOUT

1 A small town main street under normal night conditions illustrates the brightness of light sources—street lights, store windows and signs—and reflections from shiny automobile tops. Army vehicles are painted a matt finish to reduce this reflection.

2 Blacked out, the same street would be easily visible from the air due to reflections from auto tops and diner roof. Light sources: anti-aircraft searchlight in background and airplane flares. Full moon would produce somewhat similar results.

3 A painter blacks out windows of rooms used all night in American Tel & Tel's Long Distance Building in New York.

this is not feasible, for it would stop public transportation in its tracks, leave elevators stranded between floors, stop electrically operated war production machinery and extinguish essential illumination in control rooms, hospitals and other centers of vital activity. Moreover, the total absence of light for protracted night periods would play havoc with civilian morale and require wide-spread construction of emergency lighting systems.

Alternative means of accomplishing blackout include the turning off of individual lights or light circuits, painting glazed areas or covering them with opaque materials. Reflective surfaces may be toned down with light-absorbing matt finishes. The following discussion and illustrations cover certain proved methods of solving typical blackout problems. They are necessarily brief and serve only as guides, for actual installations will vary with specific local problems and the ingenuity of the property owner.

LIGHTS OUT

Turning out individual lights or light circuits is, of course, the quickest and simplest means of blackout. It is the only recommended blackout treatment for privately operated outside lights—advertising signs, entrance lights, etc. And, since the U. S. may now expect only sporadic air raids and brief blackouts, this method will probably play a big part in the program.

If blackouts and raids become frequent, each family should determine which room or rooms in its dwelling will make the most satisfactory air raid refuge from the point of view of comfort, ease of obscuration and safety from the effects of bombardment (p. 43), should then prepare to black it out. At night, lights in all other rooms should be turned out or, better yet, the bulbs should be removed to prevent their being lighted by mistake.

Much the same procedure may be followed by the owners and managers of most office buildings, stores and other sizable commercial structures, for, during air raids when blackout is required, most of the occupants may wish to vacate their quarters for more bomb-resistant sections of the buildings (p. 37). Due to the great number of electrical fixtures in these buildings, light bulbs should not be removed—instead, a volunteer warden for each floor should be held responsible for the maintenance of complete darkness in all exposed rooms.

The only economical means of blacking out show windows is to douse the lights—in most stores this may be done without darkening the interior, for the show windows are usually isolated by partitions. (For other methods, see fig. 14, p. 12)

OBSCURATION

All openings in lighted rooms to be used during blackout must be rendered opaque or lightproof. Called obscuration, this masking of interior light may be achieved by several means, — paint, adhesive materials, flexible shades or curtains, rigid screens and glass substitutes and such makeshift materials as rugs, blankets, draperies, opaque cloths and similar household items which are suitable for the initial phases of blackout. Each means has its advantages and disadvantages, and its use should be considered in the light of many controlling factors—initial and maintenance costs, probable duration and frequency of blackouts, need for the glazed area during daylight, possibility of actual bombarding in immediate vicinity, etc.

Paint. The simplest, cheapest (first cost) and quickest method of obscuration (excluding the make-shifts) is the painting of glazed areas. A dark, heavy outside or asphalt paint can be quickly applied with brush or spray at a material cost of less than 5 cents per sq. yd. By applying the paint to the outside of the glass it serves the dual purpose of obscuration and reduction of reflection. Paint, however, must be considered only as a temporary emergency measure, since the glass may be broken by bomb blast or splinters and may require considerable time to replace and, of course, it prevents the admission of daylight. Moreover, paint is comparatively difficult to remove and offers no protection against the splintering of glass itself—a prolific source of casualty but seldom fatal. (For specifications of industrial blackout paints—see p. 40).

Adhesives. Where permanent obscuration is feasible, several types of flexible opaque materials may be affixed to glass with adhesives, preventing broken glass from flying about the room. These materials are recommended: 1) thick, tough papers, preferably reinforced with meshes of cotton, linen, hemp, sisal or other fibers—i.e. building papers. They should be secured to the glass with a permanently tacky adhesive such as ordinary flour paste with 5 per cent glycerine or molasses added or gun arabic with 5 per cent of glycine added. 2) Cardboard, wetted prior to application, may be secured to glass with paperhanger's or cold water paste or such flexible adhesives as bookbinder's glue. 3) Such textile materials (Text continued on page 42)
Window obscuration details: 1 A drop curtain is a simple blackout installation for occasional use. 2 Framed wallboard screen fits snugly against spacing pieces in window opening and, in case of blast, will be held against window by elastic hangers to retard flying glass. 3 A more elaborate screen equipped with lightweight ventilators, top and bottom suggested by British Ministry of Home Security. 4 Detail of a lightweight shutter. 5 Ventilator valances for blackout draw curtains and spring roller shades. All of the obscuration methods presented on this page have been used with success in England. (4 & 5 redrawn from sketches in Architects' Journal, The Builder.

6 Round-headed window in English building is blacked out with heavy building paper on light wooden rectangular frame secured to inside wall surfaces. Overlap must be large enough to prevent escape of light.

7 Outside obscuration screen applied to English window also eliminates reflection of glass. The two small light-tight boxes in the center of each building board panel permit ventilation during blackout.

8 Ventilated curtains obscure windows of an English hotel lobby, present a more attractive appearance than screens and may be pulled aside during the day to admit light.
Blackout suggestions by U. S. manufacturers:

1. Plywood was widely used in the blackout of the West Coast last month; here panels are clamped in place over the lower sash of windows in the Tacoma-News-Tribune offices. Upper sash are covered from the outside (see section 2) permitting ventilation during blackout.

2. Another method of ventilation suggested by the Douglas Fir Plywood Assn. Like those recently installed in a U. S. arsenal, these "jalousies" look like exterior Venetian blinds, but are more light-tight.

3. Interior of room blacked out with jalousies, manufactured by F. C. Russel Co.

4. Steel panels, intended to burglar-proof vacant houses, would stop light equally well. Manufacturer: F. C. Russel Co.

5. Truscon Steel Co. has long had these blackout covers for individual window panes on the market.


Movable skylight shutters presented schematically above were developed by England’s Ministry of Home Security. Comments the Ministry on the four systems of external shutters at the top of the page: “Care must be taken to design for wind pressure, particularly if the system adopted has panels which, in operation, rise off the roof. Gearing for control should be so arranged that the greatest possible area of shuttering will operate as a unit . . . particularly should hand operation be decided upon. . . . Owing to the risk of breakdown, there should not be complete reliance upon electric motors for moving shutters. . . . Systems of this type must be designed to throw off water . . . by means of flashings and gutterings as in permanent roof structures, such as skylights, dormer windows, etc.” Suggested materials: light pressed steel or wood framing covered with sheet metals, dense pressed building boards, asbestos cement sheeting (almost as vulnerable to breakage as glass) and impregnated roofing felt reinforced with wire netting. As for the four types of internal shutters, illustrated immediately above, the Ministry comments that, if they are “intended to remain weatherproof after fracture of the glass, internal guttering must be provided.” Materials suggested for these shutters include: thin sheets of perforated metal backed with opaque fabric, wall or building boards, fabrics of the canvas or tarpaulin type, various insulating sheet materials, linoleum or matting of the grass or fiber variety. All materials should be weatherproofed.

Advantages of the exterior shutters include the ease of weatherproofing, the elimination of reflection and the assistance they offer in roof camouflage. On the other hand, they offer no protection to factory workers from flying glass and, in fact, do not prevent the breaking of glass. This disadvantage is overcome in the use of internal shutters and is the chief argument in their favor. However, the interior installation does not eliminate reflections from the glass, does not assist in camouflage and may be complicated by the network of pipes and wires frequently found under the roof of a factory. Since interior shutters may be built of less durable materials, they are lower in cost.

Illustrations continued on page 12)
Light locks for doors which must be used during blackout: 1 Installation for a single door. Minimum width of passage is 2 ft. 3 in. Minimum over-all depth in example 3 is 9 ft. 6 in. All interior surfaces are painted black. 4 & 5 Double doors with double passages. 6 Illustration of lock extending outside of building—less satisfactory. 7 Unsatisfactory, because direct light is visible through open door. 8 Light is absorbed inside lock, invisible from outdoors. 9 Removable screen is folded against wall during the day. 10 Partially opened door serves as part of lock; hood must be at level of door top. 11 Door opening outward serves as part of light lock. 12 Unsatisfactory, due to possibility of both sets of double doors being opened simultaneously. 13 Simple treatment for narrow stores or entrance vestibules of large buildings. Most revolving doors, if glass is blacked out, will themselves act as light locks. (1-13 redrawn from sketches in The Builder.)

A British architect’s efforts toward solving the obscuration problems presented by store fronts indicate the considerable difficulties attending this type of light control. Since show windows are frequently rooms in themselves, they may be darkened without changing the lighting of the store proper. If used during a blackout, doors should be equipped with light locks. Architect Donald Hamilton’s suggestions include construction of a permanent arcade to be fitted with two rows of sliding light-locking curtains at night. (See plan, left.) Plan below is for a similar installation with walls comprised of sheathing. Daylight could be admitted if sliding or swinging doors were provided in addition to the emergency exit doors required opposite each shop entrance.
Public blackout responsibilities include modification of street lighting, (1) German, (2) English, (3) temporary U.S. installation), the marking of street curbings (as per English illustration (4), the provision of traffic obstruction warnings (English examples (5) and (6)) and the erection of shielded directional signs (7—another example of English technique).

Blackout signs may be dimly illuminated either externally from a low intensity directional light (7) or through cut-out letters from a light-tight box behind the sign or by phosphorescent or radium paints. Electrically lighted signs should be screened with visors of the proportions indicated above. Side screens are not mandatory. When a sign is inclined forward to reduce the size of the visor, the angle from the vertical should not exceed 3 degrees. (See right hand diagram, above.) Luminous paints and reflector buttons may also be used for blackout signs.
Like blackout, camouflage is protective concealment. It is applied almost exclusively to man and man-made objects; nature provides its own blackout at night, its own camouflage by day. As one of Calvert Whiskey’s “protective blending” advertisements dramatically shows, a pheasant family in the open (fig. 1) is an easy target for the hunter, but in its natural environment (fig. 2) it is camouflaged almost beyond recognition. Likewise, the lowly “stick” bug (fig. 3).

To conceal himself and his war equipment from his enemies, man has long imitated the protective blending principles of nature. The sniper’s mottled brown tunic becomes a part of a tree stump on the rural autumn landscape pictured above, while a white-clad Swiss soldier disappears in the snow scene opposite. With the development of modern war machinery and methods—particularly aerial bombardment—the science of camouflage has increased in importance and application, has become a powerful weapon in behind-the-lines civilian defense as well as on the battlefield. During World War I, camouflage’s primary function was to conceal small front-line targets from observers on the ground or in low altitude captive balloons. Today, reconnaissance and
bombing planes range thousands of miles inside enemy territory to spot large targets from high above, and camouflage has developed accordingly.

Before considering what should be camouflaged and how, it is well to look at the problem from the enemy’s point of view. There are two general types of aerial attack: area bombing and precision bombing. Due to the long distances involved, the Axis Powers will probably not attack the Continental U. S. with the familiar blitzkreig tactics where a large number of planes would lay down aerial barrages on important military and industrial areas. Dive bombing, a form of precision bombing, is also unlikely, because it involves the operation of light, short-range planes. The possibility of level-flight precision bombing is the chief reason for the use of camouflage in U. S. civilian defense.

In this highly skilled operation, the bomber approaches its target on a long straight line, continually checked by reference to prominent landmarks, at an altitude of 18,000 to 30,000 ft. and a speed of 200 to 400 mph. As illustrated by the typical bombing problem presented on page 17, the bombardier—traveling at 30,000 ft. and 200 mph.—must pick up the target at least by the time he is within 4 1/4 miles of it. And, he then has only 35 seconds in which to adjust his bomb sight and drop his bombs.

At least six circumstances may combine to make the bombardier’s task a difficult one: his high altitude, his oblique view of the objective (fig. 2, p. 16), his great speed, the short period available for target recognition and actual aiming, the possibility of thick weather and interruptions by anti-aircraft fire. With camouflage, the defender can compound the bombardier’s problems by confusing the identity of the target and the landmarks which lead to it. The importance of landmarks cannot be overemphasized; they are not only airplane signposts but, if within one or two miles of the target, they may also be used as direct reference points with the aid of which modern bomb sights will permit the registering of a direct hit upon a completely camouflaged objective. Of course, prior knowledge of the exact relation of the landmark to the target would be necessary.

Observation of both landmarks and targets from the air is facilitated by their large bulks, their unnatural geometric forms, their heavy shadows which accentuate these forms, their surface textures which are clearly recognizable from the air and which control their relative brightness and, lastly, their colors. Therefore, while any degree of camouflage which reduces the visibility of an objective may be worthwhile, complete camouflage must take all five of these recognition factors into account. Least important is color, for at great altitudes small differences in color are lost to sight.

In the construction of new buildings, many of which should now be planned and designed for complete concealment, additional factors must be considered. Thus, if feasible, the new project should be situated remote from prominent landmarks and, preferably, in a rural area where innocence is easy to fake, where low land costs permit dispersion of the buildings and where, if the plant is discovered by enemy airmen, bomb misses will do but little damage. Dispersion facilitates camouflage and reduces the effect of bombardment. The extent to which a new defense plant should be planned for camouflage will depend usually upon the recommendation of military advisors who will study the cost and production delay involved.
CAMOUFLAGE—METHODS OF BOMBING

Bombardier at school is trained by the Royal Air Force's "A. M. L. Ground Teacher." The pupil lies on a platform, equipped with compass, bomb sight, air speed indicator and other instruments, over a horizontal screen onto which is projected an image showing, in scale, four miles of moving landscape. The effects of high altitude, speed and drift, which combine to make accurate bombing difficult, are reproduced by intricate mechanism and are partly controlled by a "pilot" who changes the plane's course upon instructions from the bombardier. Note the scale of the "distant" landscape compared with that of the nearby "bombardier."

Oblique view of a metropolitan area as the bombardier would see it with his naked eye from an altitude of about 24,000 ft. While individual buildings are too small for recognition in this reduced photograph, such landmarks as the circular reservoir, kidney-shaped lake and horseshoe stadium are easily identified. By adjusting his bomb sight to such reference points, the bombardier could hit a nearby target of known location without even seeing it. However, once the general target area is spotted with the naked eye, it is easy for the bombardier to pick up specific objectives through the telescopic bomb sight.

Mosaic, or vertical air view, of a rural landscape taken at an altitude of 32,500 ft. Used primarily in reconnaissance, vertical photographs are of little help to the bombardier who must locate his objective at a 45-50 degree angle (see diagram, opposite). Conspicuous landmarks in this area include rivers, railroads, highways and wooded areas. Note different textures presented by cultivated fields. Black splotches blanketing groups of fields are shadows cast by small clouds.
Types of bombing: 1 Precision bombing is most likely to be used against the continental U. S. 2 Area bombing, a blitzkrieg tactic, is least likely. 3 Dive bombing, a variety of precision bombing, is similar to it in many respects. Bomber approaches target at high altitude, maneuvers down to about 5,000 ft., spots target, dives to 1,000 ft., releases bomb and pulls out.

Precision bombing problem illustrates use of landmark reference points along line of flight (below) and last minute aiming of bomb sight as plane approaches target (left). Note that the bombardier, on the average, has only 60 seconds during which to pick up the target in his bomb sight, adjust it and release his bombs. These operations cannot be performed in less than 35 seconds at the assumed speed of 200 mph. and altitude of 30,000 ft. The bombardier's job is still more difficult at higher speeds (same altitude) and lower altitudes (same speed). Note that zero second line is at the point of bomb release at the target.
CAMOUFLAGE—CHARACTERISTIC OBJECTIVES

TYPICAL PROBLEMS

With but few exceptions, no two landmarks or targets appear the same from the air. Each is a camouflage problem in itself, but may have some of the common characteristics illustrated on this page.

1. A tank farm's regular pattern of circular objects, accentuated by sharp black shadows, is easily seen from 30,000 ft. up. Dead giveaways as to the farm's general location are the flanking river and boulevard, requiring that nearby wharves and cross streets be camouflaged as well as the tanks themselves. Note how the dark painted tanks tend to disappear.

2. An important railroad freight yard is prominently marked by a huge grain elevator which, when viewed obliquely from an approaching bomber, stands out like a sore thumb against the dark river. Difficult to camouflage, this landmark jeopardizes the adjacent freight yard, wharves and barges.

3. A highway intersection in brilliant white concrete serves as a handy reference point for the bomber on its way to more important targets. And, if strategic enough, it might itself be bombed to disrupt traffic.

4. A tell-tale sign of industrial activity, steam cannot be camouflaged, but can be condensed under cover.

5. A light-colored industrial plant amid rural surroundings is readily spotted from the sky. But, because of these easily duplicated surroundings it is less difficult to camouflage than

6. A smoke control expert could probably solve the problem presented by the two chimneys. In a highly industrialized area a plant is more difficult to conceal, due to the many smoke sources, even when its color blends with the surroundings. In this case, the camoufluer with the aid of the wind (if less than 12 mph.) and more smoke from the chimneys and smudge pots might blanket the whole neighborhood with a smoke screen. It would conceal such nearby reference points and targets as the railroad yards beyond and the elevated highway intersection and two-story building in the foreground.

Other typical landmarks helpful to enemy bombers include easily distinguished coastal features, rivers, lakes and prominent mountains, none of which can be camouflaged. Also, towers, race tracks, canals, easily identified buildings, bridges, blast furnaces, etc. Due to their size, these objects are difficult to camouflage completely, but deception may be enhanced if dummies or decoys are erected some distance from the camouflaged originals.
TECHNIQUE

Before camouflage is begun, it should be decided (on the basis of need, cost and probable success) through how many of four stages the operation should be carried. “Toning down,” the first stage usually involves only the use of dull paint to suppress bright colors and sharp contrasts. “Second stage,” concealment includes, in addition to toning down, the creation of patterns to resemble the characteristic patterns of the vicinity (figs. 5 & 7, p. 20). More deliberate, the third stage attempts to conceal the outline of buildings, via screening, the introduction of false forms and the roughening of smooth textures. In its fourth and final stage, camouflage technique may be carried to the point where the object is totally concealed by exact duplication of surrounding tones and patterns. This may call for the building of false roofs, decoy buildings and other complex construction, elaborate planting and even burial of the project. Only a target of extreme importance would justify the cost of this all-out camouflage. (See p. 24.)

Paint is one of the important camouflage materials. It alone is called for in “first stage” concealment. To be suitable for this purpose, paint should be cheap, easy to apply, do the job with one coat and produce a lusterless finish. While a wide range of colors may be necessary for certain projects, the darker shades—greens, browns, greys and olive drab—will most effectively reduce visibility. Durability of the vehicle, if not the pigment, is of secondary importance, for camouflage must be altered in line with seasonal changes in the natural surroundings. The lusterless olive drab color used on all Army equipment is a compromise or “average” color for year-round use.

Besides its use in the “toning down” of bright areas and contrasting surfaces, paint may be used to duplicate local natural patterns on surfaces to be concealed. These may be trees, hedges, plowed furrows, streets, house tops, etc. (See p. 20 for bad and good examples.) Unfortunately painted vegetation will not fool enemy aerial photographers if they use an infra-red film. Thus, on an infra-red photograph real trees appear almost white while painted ones show up black. Reason: green leaves contain chlorophyll; green paint does not.

Adhesives and granules are recommended for camouflaging concrete surfaces subject to wear—particularly roads and airport runways. The Army suggests an asphalt or bituminous emulsion covered while wet with chopped scrap rubber, dyed sawdust, colored slate granules or asphalt chips. Easy on rubber tires, such surfaces are light-absorbing and are subject to protective coloring. They might well be used in the camouflage of roofs as well as roads and runways. Sand granules are unsatisfactory; a surface of these small particles reflects considerable light.

Urban pattern presented by upper Manhattan Island is comparable to that seen by German airmen during their daylight raids on English cities. This photograph was taken from a considerably lower altitude than the 18,000 to 30,000 ft. levels usually maintained by bombing planes. But, even in this “close-up,” only a few likely targets are recognizable: the gas tank (left, center), the railroad and arterial highway (running along the river bank) and the bridge (upper left). While the gas tank might, itself, be effectively camouflaged to resemble a small city block, it could still be located from the air if the observer had prior knowledge of its relation to such prominent landmarks as the nearby ferry slips, the division of the highway around two monumental buildings and the stadium (right, center).
CAMOUFLAGE—BAD AND GOOD

Bad and good camouflage: 1 The British painted trees on these huge cooling towers despite the fact that there are no trees like them in the immediate vicinity. Then, they released an air view of the job for all—including the enemy—to see. Both actions were mistakes. 2 The sharp outlines of these factory buildings nullified the camouflage painted on the roofs. 3 The result: bomb craters in all three sections of the plant. 4 “Dazzle” camouflage, frequently used in World War I, fails to conceal a hangar in its wooded surroundings as well as painted trees and shadows. 5 The irregular painted blotch on the flat-roofed building does not ape the pattern of its surrounding, is therefore worse than no camouflage at all. 6 Painted house tops and shadows along the faked streets cause the four-block building to blend with its neighborhood.

Before camouflage, the important railroad station of Hamburg, Germany, was easily spotted because of its proximity to the Binnen Alster and the railroad causeway. Hence, German camouflage experts made a bold attempt to rearrange the area. Binnen Alster was planked over and painted to resemble blocks of typical buildings; a dummy causeway was built further down the bay, thus forming a dummy “Binnen Alster;” the station roof was painted with two white stripes which look like extensions of the street pattern; another white “street” was painted across the tracks below the station; finally, a decoy station was produced in line with the decoy causeway, right. Anti-climax: both photographs were taken by the RAF.
A painted “hedge” on a turf landing field as it appears from the ground 1 and from the air 2 (arrow A). If several such “hedges” criss-crossed the field, its function would be effectively concealed. Painted trees would complete the illusion, but would require artificial shadows capable of being moved with the sun. Otherwise enemy photographs, revealing the same shadows at different times of day might “give away” the camouflage. Arrow B points to another experiment of the Army’s Engineers—imitation of a concrete runway in white paint.

Demonstrating the principle of texture, these sketches depict the path of the sun’s rays when striking three different types of surfaces and the resultant extent of reflection. The principle applies to paint (dull vs. glossy finishes) as well as to more bulky camouflage materials such as granules (chopped rubber, sawdust, asphalt particles, etc.) and garnished nets (see below). Although night camouflage against flare observation is receiving increasing attention in England, the discussion presented on these pages is limited to day camouflage.

This camouflaged barrack building illustrates several tricks used by the Corps of Engineers: dead branches garnished with strips of fabric become shadow-casting trees growing on the roof; freshly cut real trees further conceal the roof and are “planted” adjacent to the building to cover the cleared yard. The garnished screen is used to conceal parked vehicles. It is important that “transplanted” foliage be erected in its natural position—otherwise it presents a different appearance from the air.
Proposed military airport, presented in model above, might be satisfactory for peace-time purposes, but the formal pattern cut by the white concrete runways and streets and the rows of large dark hangars would make it an easy wartime target. Moreover, the concentration of activity, planes and other field equipment increases the possibility of effective bombardment. The model photograph below shows how the Army's Engineers would layout the same airport for protective concealment.

Innocent in appearance, this is a model of the same airport. The runways occupy the same positions as shown in the original proposal above, but they are turf or sod (suitable for all but the heaviest traffic, if the subgrade is stable and well drained, and preferred for mechanical reasons by many transport pilots). While the runways are covered with field patterns and painted hedges, the Army's Engineers admit that this phase of the camouflage might have been more effective had more diverse and darker patterns been created. Further to disguise the airport's identity, all buildings have been dispersed—the groups of long barn-like structures conceal the arch trusses of camouflaged hangars, but their regularity might still arouse suspicion.
Shadows are frequently more revealing than the objects which cast them and are therefore one of the camouflage's chief headaches. They may be broken by changing the profiles of the object with irregular silhouettes which will cast rough, rounded shadows more like those of nature. Or, they may be interrupted by planting trees in the shadowed areas. Splotches of dull black paint or cinders will resemble shadows from high altitudes.

Garnished nets and screens are frequently used to cover likely targets and to simulate trees (fig. 4, p. 21). While the covering net should be parallel to the surface concealed and extend far beyond it in all directions, for the sake of economy and ease of installation in large projects, its borders are usually sloped to the ground (fig. 3, p. 24). If the angle of slope is less than 10° with the horizontal, the change of plane in the netting will be barely visible from above. To allow for sagging, the net should be stretched 1 to 2 ft. above the object being concealed.

In weaving or tying various colored garnishing strips to the net, any desired pattern may be produced (fig. 5, below). Although any fabric will serve the purpose, camouflage now use much osnaburg, a cheap cotton cloth, which is colored to suit local installations and cut into 3 in. x 5 ft. strips. These may either be completely woven into the net (fig. 1, above) or, if additional depth of texture is desired, about a foot of each strip may be dangled from the net (fig. 6, below). If a fireproof or fire retarding paint is not used in coloring the garnish strips, it is suggested that they be treated with 10 per cent solutions of diabasic ammonium phosphate or sodium borate before coloring with casein paint.

More permanent screening installations may be made by using chicken wire or expanded metal for the base and painted, rust-proofed steel wool for the garnish. Mounted on wire mesh, the latter is commercially available specifically for camouflage purposes. Snow fence material

(Text continued on page 25)
This large factory in rural surroundings might be completely camouflaged by the methods suggested in the sketches below. Landmarks identifying the general location of the plant from the air are the river and the highway which converge to the right of the plant and the dark U-shaped grove of trees at this point. The specific target is revealed by its geometric shape, the sharp black shadows which it casts and the roads which flank it.

As camouflaged, the same area covered in figure 1 appears to be an enlarged detail of it. This has been accomplished by enlarging and moving to the left, via various camouflage techniques, all of the ground features seen in figure 1 between the railroad spur and the right-hand limit of the sketch. Thus, the farm at the river bend has been "removed" with ground camouflage resembling an open field; this farm has been duplicated to the left of its actual position at a larger scale by means of fake trees and buildings and garnished screens which give the appearance of the original cultivated fields. In the next block, the actual plant has been screened, as indicated in figure 2, with a camouflage pattern similar to that of the field to its right, and the railroad spur has been hidden by planting. Separated by a half-mile field whose appearance has been doctored to jibe with the pattern immediately to the right of the actual plant in figure 1, a dummy plant about half again as big as the original has been erected by the simple means detailed in figure 4. To complete the illusion, a false railroad siding leads to the dummy and, behind it, appear fake trees, farm buildings and cultivated fields resembling the features of the real plant's backyard. Note, also, that the grove of trees at the bend in the river has been expanded to agree with the scale of the camouflage project, but that it still holds its original U-shape.

Real plant is covered with garnished nets held at least 1 ft. off the roof at the point of greatest sag. Colored garnishing materials are woven into the nets in a random pattern to resemble an open field (right) and in regular straight-line pattern to simulate cultivated fields (center). Balance of the building would be similarly covered but is left garnished in this sketch to show the method of securing the nets. Angle of guy wires to ground should not exceed 10 degrees; otherwise the break in the net will be visible from the air. Note that one of the factory penthouses has been converted into a farm building and that, to complete the duplicated pattern, two clumps of trees (garnished nets) have been built on the roof. Nets to the rear of the factory conceal parked cars.

Dummy plant is comprised of wires strung around the enlarged outline of the original plant from which is hung a light shadow-casting material—building paper mounted on frames, plywood, canvas or similar cheap materials. The shadowcasters would have to be moved at high noon each day to duplicate the changing shadows cast by a real building. And, the earth inside the outline of the dummy would have to be treated to resemble the tone and reflective qualities of the real building's roof. From the air, the oil drums within the dummy's outline would look like the ventilators which are barely visible atop the real plant in figure 1. 

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
mounted on pipe scaffolding is another suitable base for permanent screening (figs. 2 & 3, p. 23).

Garnishing materials are not limited to fabrics. Tufts of tall grass may be wired to nails projecting from strips of lumber laid on the screen. Other possibilities include vines growing from suspended containers, live plants and shrubs, cut branches and, in the South, Spanish Moss (fig. 6, p. 23). If cut branches are used—green or dead—they should be installed upright (fig. 4, p. 21); otherwise their brightness and general appearance is unnatural. Growing vines will increase the effectiveness of dummy trees.

Planting is another effective means of camouflage, provided the materials used are typical of the immediate areas (fig. 4, p. 21). Regularity should be avoided, unless an orchard pattern is desired. Portable trees and shrubs growing in boxes or tubs may come in handy if the first attempt at camouflage fails to deceive enemy observers.

Other Techniques. While most of the important means of camouflage have been discussed in detail above, there are several other tricks-of-the-trade which merit brief note. When imitating buildings of simple design, decoys may be merely painted on the ground and outlined on the shady sides with vertical panels or sheets to cast shadows. Railroad tracks may be at least partially camouflaged by sowing weeds and vines along the green-painted ties and tracks. Roads and railroad sidings leading to camouflaged buildings may be given an innocent appearance by extending them for a considerable distance beyond the site. Railroad yards will be less obvious if planted with trees, if crossed by fake concrete streets (fig. 9, p. 20) and if steam locomotives are replaced with electric or diesel engines. Air fields will be less prominent if located in the country where their turf runways (suitable for all but the heaviest planes) blend with surrounding fields and are criss-crossed with painted hedges (fig. 2, p. 22). Finally, if the camouflage of a project proves ineffective and it is peppered by near misses, false fires may be lighted to convince the bombardier that he has accomplished his mission. They may be touched off in pans atop the target itself—or a safe distance to one side as a decoy for any bombers that may follow up the initial attack.

PROCEDURE
Protective concealment is a science embracing the fields of design, construction, art and engineering. And, even the comparatively simple first and second stages of camouflage (see text p. 19) may not be effectively accomplished without professional advice. Warns the War Department: "No camouflage at all may often be safer than camouflage ill-conceived. . . . No plan should be accepted . . . without advice recognized as competent either by Federal authority or a professional engineering or architectural society."

Even for simple painted camouflage, the projected solution should be studied on paper. More deliberate efforts will require the study of plans and elevations of the object (with rough outside dimensions specified), maps and aerial photographs of the area. These may usually be obtained from local municipal offices or representatives of the Federal Government.

Before a large complex camouflage problem is undertaken, a complete photographic reconnaissance should be made from the air following the pattern suggested by the Corps of Engineers (figs. 1, 2 & 2 above) and producing at least one mosaic from 1¼ miles up, four different oblique shots taken at 3,000 ft. and 1 mile away, two vertical stereoscopic pictures from 3,000 ft.—one in color. Photographs so taken will assist in the subsequent development of rendered drawings and scale models of the proposed camouflage (figs. 1, 2 & 3, below). To permit coordination and control of the various defensive measures being taken in a given area, these preliminary studies should be reviewed by appropriate civil or military authorities before working drawings or actual camouflage is begun.
In the vastly extended theaters of total war, cities everywhere are objects of air attack. Their safety depends primarily on their active air defense and their distance from hostile air bases, to a smaller degree on their industrial, strategic and political importance, and least of all on their construction and planning. This last is not to say that all cities, regardless of layout and building techniques, are equally vulnerable. The correspondents who returned to Moscow recently and commented on the remarkably slight evidence of raid damage were in some cases inclined to attribute a part of the defenders' success to the broad streets and numerous park areas. But congested London survived a much longer period of concentrated raiding, and in both instances the decisive factors were the defending planes and anti-aircraft batteries. It is important, therefore, for the civilian defense planner to remember that nowhere does the term "passive" defense apply with more force than to the protection of buildings. It is not his job to save the city, for he has no power to make existing buildings immune to the effects of high explosives. It is his function to render certain parts of certain buildings reasonably secure against average bombing risks, and thereby to reduce, by whatever technical means may be feasible, loss of life and damage to vital services. To carry out this work he must understand the organization of community services, such as water, gas, power and transportation; he must know methods of construction and strength of materials; and above all he should be equipped with a liberal amount of common sense.

Air attacks on cities are in essence the same as air attacks on other military objectives. The weapons are high explosives, fire and gas. Against direct hits by the heaviest types of demolition bombs there is no protection except the complete
bombproof, a structure which is both slow and costly in the building and, due to the constant development of new bombs, may be obsolete before it is finished. Fortunately the very power of these missiles—which means great weight and high cost—restricts their use to isolated objectives, and it has been found much more effective to have bombers carry larger numbers of lighter bombs, thus increasing the probability of hitting something. Practical methods of dealing with the effects of light and medium bombs are described in this section. A direct hit by any of the common sizes of high explosive bombs will seriously damage, if not completely demolish, the typical urban row house constructed of wood joists on masonry bearing walls. Apartment and office buildings of steel or concrete frame construction will, of course, resist bombing much more effectively. It is one of the responsibilities of the authorities, therefore, to determine which buildings may be reinforced to provide bomb-resistant rooms at the first-floor or basement level and which should be condemned as totally unsafe. In the case of the latter, the occupants must be allocated to shelters in safer buildings, or public shelters in the district may be constructed.

The fire hazard is created by the incendiary bomb which, like the explosive types, has been made as small as practicable, with a consequent increase in the possibility of damage. Such a possibility is very real indeed, for a single big bomber can carry literally thousands of the two-pound incendiaries. And, being lighter than explosive bombs, incendiaries do not readily penetrate buildings, but stop on the roof where they may do the most damage. Protection of buildings against fire bombs, however, is much simpler and far more positive than protection against explosives. Roofs can be made sufficiently strong to resist penetration; and, with enough trained watchers, the burning bombs can be extinguished or removed before the fire spreads. If it is not possible in time of war to replace old timber buildings with modern structures that are much more resistant to the effects of high-explosive bombing, it is distinctly possible and desirable to reduce fire risk in congested areas by pulling down the worst of the firetraps. The worst thing that happened in London, according to competent reports, was the rapid spread of fires to the point where whole blocks were consumed. Much of this useless waste could have been prevented, had a previously prepared plan of strategic demolition been carried out promptly by the authorities.

The third important weapon at the disposal of the raider is gas, any discussion of which, however authoritative, must of necessity be theoretical, for to date no city has been subjected to a gas attack. It is quite probable, however, that the horrors of chemical warfare, like those of high explosive and incendiary bombing, have been greatly overstressed. The various kinds of gas and their effects are known, and the methods of combating them are equally well understood. These methods might well change in the light of practice, but preparation and organization are nevertheless important, for it is much less painful to modify an existing system of defense than to start with none at all.
Far greater damage can be done by fire than by bombs in congested cities filled with buildings of wood construction, a danger especially real now that scatter bombing is a common practice. Using the light electron bomb or any of the other small incendiaries, a single plane can carry 2,000 or more, starting as many as 200 fires at widely separated points in the city and imposing a staggering load on available fire apparatus. Since there is an ever-present possibility of such fires spreading to raze whole blocks (in London this actually happened) immediate preventative measures include the removal of certain buildings to provide firestops, the protection of roofs and attics, the training of adequate numbers of watchers and a plan for further demolition in case of fire.

Fortunately the great advantage of the scatter bomb—its light weight—is also its chief weakness. It can be stopped by a light concrete slab, a 1/4-inch steel sheet continuously supported, or deflected by a steeply sloping roof. Its effect can be localized by means of sand, water and snuffers, and it can be disposed of without difficulty by an experienced person using simple equipment. Common asphalt roofs have been found to resist the action of burning bombs remarkably well, and a number of buildings in London have been covered with solid layers of the material, two or three inches in thickness. The chief danger lies in the old wood house or warehouse, where the bomb may penetrate the roof and set fire to the attic or top floor. It is advisable, therefore, to remove all combustible materials from these spaces, and if possible, to sprinkle a layer of sand on the top floor. Accessibility to attics is also important.

The standard method of combating all incendiaries is smothering with sand or ashes. For the oil bomb, this covering must be dry, as water merely makes matters worse. This type, however, is not used for mass bombing of cities as it is too heavy and hence suitable only for special objectives. The electron bomb (magnesium, aluminum and thermite) will explode on contact with a stream of water, scattering burning fragments; consequently water is used as a fine spray to make the bomb burn out more quickly, and to prevent spreading of the flames. Water or wet sand can be used on phosphorus bombs. In most cases an effort is made to remove the bomb while it is still burning and put it in the street or on the ground outside—to be effective, this must be done within five minutes after the bomb has ignited.

The standard incendiary— the so-called "electron" bomb—is shown above. It weighs 2.2 lbs. and is ignited upon impact. Both the magnesium case and thermite filler burn, forming a very efficient destructive unit.

Alternative types of anti-incendiary roof construction are shown at the right, involving the use of steel, asbestos, timber and concrete. Although more costly, the methods outlined in the lower drawing offer better protection. Construction must be checked before protective slabs are installed; the average house requires a certain amount of bracing to take the added weight.
1. Snuffer-bowls of asbestos on wire mesh.
2, 3. Implements for removal of incendiaries.
4, 6. Reserve supplies of water and sand for fire fighting. 5. A light mesh alarm device. If an incendiary bomb drops through the roof into the mesh an alarm is automatically sounded. 7. Mobile fire apparatus installed in Mutual Life Insurance Building, New York. There are extinguishers on the other side of the panel. 8. Demonstration of proper method of spraying a burning bomb. The stirrup pump and buckets are invaluable in reducing dependence on fixed water connections. Water sprinkler systems have proved inadequate due to frequent failure of water supply.
Protection against gas attack is the one phase of civilian defense which has not received the full-scale test of actual experience, and for this reason, perhaps, there has been far too much speculation in print on the effects of chemical warfare. The fact is that gas is an expensive (in terms of results) way of winning a war, and none too effective at that. About eight tons of mustard gas were used for every gas fatality in the last war, and it might very reasonably be assumed that if the Nazis had any more efficient means of eliminating civilians than explosive and incendiary bombs, they would not have hesitated to use them except, perhaps, in fear of retaliation.

The prime purpose of gas attack, however, is not fatality, but injury, and it requires complete surprise to be effective. Thus, had Germany gassed England in the early days of the war before everyone had been supplied with masks and had been taught counter measures, the resultant panic, demoralization, widespread injuries and overtaxing of medical and hospital facilities might have been decisive factors in the course of the war. But, once the people were prepared for it, the gas attack would have small value. For this reason, the U. S. should now acquaint itself with at least the fundamentals of protection against gas. Not until the Government deems it wise to issue civilian masks—the basic means of gas protection—need the public concern itself with actual protective installations.

Phosgene and mustard were the two most widely used gases during World War I. A lung irritant known technically as CG, the former is a non-persistent gas which dissipates in about ten minutes under normal weather conditions and smells like mushy hay. It accumulates in low places—cellars, areaways, ravines, etc.—and concentrations of it may cause death. On the other hand, mustard gas (HS) is a blistering skin irritant and is highly persistent. It may contaminate an area for days or even weeks and must be attacked by special squads equipped with protective clothing and counter-chemicals. Mustard gas smells like horseradish, onions or garlic.

Other war gases include: 1) Adamsite—a non-persistent nose and throat irritant or sneeze gas which is produced by burning. 2) Lewisite—like mustard gas but more volatile. 3) Tear gas—a non-persistent eye irritant. 4) Chlorine—another lung irritant. 5) Arsenical smoke.

Weather conditions greatly affect the behavior of gases, and the likelihood of gas attacks is somewhat dependent upon them.

*When this went to press the OCD and other civilian defense officials had yet to formulate their policy concerning protection against gas attack. Hence, only a brief, general discussion of the subject is presented on these pages.
All gas shelters should be supplied with decontamination materials. Most universally useful is chloride of lime, a bleaching powder kept in airtight containers and mixed with water before use. Although water will destroy Lewisite, it has little effect upon mustard gas (heavier than water) but may be used to drain it off. Wetted earth, sand, ashes and sawdust if spread to a depth of 3 in. will serve as temporary protection. One per cent of sodium sulphide in water will approach chloride of lime in effectiveness, particularly if the water is hot.

1. Dissipation of gas is hastened.

2. by wind in excess of 10 mph.

3. by rain which washes it away.

4. and by air currents generated by sun.

5. Ventilation of basement gas shelters may be accomplished via an air hose from second floor window.

6. Stairway gas-stop may be made by unrolling weighted curtain down on permanently installed side supports. Stairway traffic is still possible.

7. Damped blanket may take the place of the door if it is apt to be used during gas attack. Otherwise door would have to be sealed.
Big cities are peculiarly vulnerable to demolition bombing because they are badly built and badly planned—a condition quite as true of New York and San Francisco as of London and Warsaw. Their buildings are largely of wood on masonry bearing walls, a type of construction readily destroyed by bombs of moderate explosive power. The congested nature of most big-city building is equally serious, as it makes direct hits frequent and devastating. If a city were planned with streets adequate for motor traffic, and with buildings spaced to assure all inhabitants good light, air and adequate recreation areas, it would provide a vastly more difficult target. If, moreover, all its buildings were of modern frame construction in steel and concrete, it is unlikely that demolition bombing would be seriously attempted by hostile air fleets unless the city had no active air defense whatever.

Unfortunately these conditions—ideal from the viewpoints of both peacetime use and passive defense—do not exist, and it is necessary to consider what happens in the average city when demolition bombs do begin to fall, and what can be done to minimize their effect. The four illustrations on this page demonstrate the various effects produced by a bomb dropped into a street which has a modern frame building on one side and a wood and masonry structure on the other.

The bomb lands at an angle, possibly striking a building in its course. The explosion produces a crater in the street and throws steel splinters and debris for a distance depending on the bomb’s explosive power. The destructive effect within a short radius is more than can be withstood by any type of building save a bombproof shelter. Following the explosion a terrific pressure is built up, quickly followed by a suction wave. Both the blast and suction have an enormous destructive effect, and particularly if the space is confined, will blow out windows and rip out walls. Simultaneously, the explosion sets up ground waves which produce a type of stress not provided for in anything save earthquake-proof construction, and the strength of these waves may be sufficient to bring down nearby buildings. In the non-frame structures much of the damage may be produced by the collapse of the upper floors, which then overload the lower floors and wreck the entire building. The great advantage of the frame building is that it forms an integral whole, with sufficient strength and flexibility to resist blast and earth shock with only minor damage to walls, windows and partitions. Had the bomb in the illustrations dropped closer to the frame building, one or two supporting columns might have been blown out, but the structure would have otherwise remained intact.
Tests made by the War Department provide a great deal of valuable data on construction methods and materials. The diagram shows one of a series of tests of wall panels for resistance to splinters and blast, with the data tabulated above. Three of the panels, it will be noted, stopped all splinters which struck them. The three photographs to the right show results of actual bombing of structures.

Tests made by the War Department provide a great deal of valuable data on construction methods and materials. The diagram shows one of a series of tests of wall panels for resistance to splinters and blast, with the data tabulated above. Three of the panels, it will be noted, stopped all splinters which struck them. The three photographs to the right show results of actual bombing of structures.
In this remarkable photograph are compressed many of the most important lessons on the protection of the common wall-bearing building. The bomb used here was apparently fairly light (perhaps 100 lbs.) and exploded on contact. Since this type is used a great deal in the bombing of cities, the best possible protection for the occupants (except for construction of a complete bombproof) would be reinforcement of the first floor or basement, as the greatest danger is from the collapse of the superstructure.
The repeated observations in English technical papers on the localized effects of the bombing of buildings are well illustrated by the examples on these two pages. The facing illustration, for instance, shows two structures destroyed, with those adjoining left practically intact. A similar effect is visible in the two photographs directly above. Both buildings were of the wall-bearing type, and the greater part of the damage done was caused by the destruction of bearing walls with the resulting collapse of the wood floors. The apartment house (above, right) minus its front wall was apparently untouched by the bomb, but was stripped of its non-bearing (and therefore almost unattached) sidewall by the explosion. In the case of steel or reenforced concrete frame buildings all of these forms of damage are minimized, a good case in point being the modern apartment house (middle, right) where a bomb penetrated the roof, blew out a part of the wall, and did little other apparent damage beyond breaking some windows. Given sufficiently intensive bombing, even heavy frame buildings will collapse. The photograph at the right was taken in Madrid, and shows how the floor slabs gave way after the columns were destroyed. It should be pointed out, however, that this damage resulted from protracted shelling; a comparable effect produced by bombing would require a concentration of effort which is of necessity restricted to objectives of first-rate military importance.
The correctness of many of the theories of modern architecture has received striking and unexpected confirmation during the air raids of the past few years. (Notable exception is the use of large glass areas.) Skeleton construction and flush surfaces have proved their greater safety time and again. The collapsed building (middle, left) which apparently did not even get a direct hit, would still be standing had it been of frame construction. The debris in the top illustration is almost entirely made up of pieces of cornice, the masonry balcony and doorway pediment. During an air raid these structurally meaningless elements might constitute as serious a danger to life and limb as the bombs themselves. A similar example from inside the house is the heavy ornamental plaster ceiling shown at the bottom. The drawing compares the most common of the safe and unsafe features of construction and design, and illustrates in addition some of the measures to be taken for the creation of a reasonably adequate basement shelter. It might also be noted that the roof garden, so enthusiastically developed by modern architects, serves admirably as a protection against incendiary bombs.
The relative safety of spaces within buildings is indicated by the diagrams. In the tall office or apartment building, obviously, the degree of safety per occupant is considerable. Nevertheless precautions against direct hits at the sides or top must be taken, and also against blast and splinters from bombs landing in the street. In practice this suggests the removal of occupants to the middle stories, with sandbags used as shown for protection of interior spaces. In smaller wall-bearing buildings and private houses, floors over the basement or first floor must be expertly strengthened with additional beams and columns, and sandbags should be used where there is danger from bomb splinters.
Probably no glass will remain unbroken if a 500-pound high explosive bomb goes off within 50 yards; some may break 500 yards away. Moreover, there is no protective device known (beyond walling up the opening) that will increase the resistance of glass against breakage. While leaving windows open will tend to reduce the effort of the pressure and suction following a blast, it is necessary to eliminate the danger from flying glass, using one or another of the methods shown on this and the following page. A common and satisfactory method involves the use of tape—adhesive tape, friction tape or cloth-backed passepartout. While there have been a number of extremely elaborate installations, such as figure 3, these are effective only to the extent that the glass is divided up into small areas. There is an apparently widespread notion, expressed in a recent American example (4), that the tape somehow reinforces the glass and that a few diagonal strips are enough to do the job. The purpose of the tape is not to keep the glass from shattering, but merely to keep the pieces from flying around after it has shattered. In consequence many strips are needed and they must be placed fairly close together (1, 2, 3). The strength and durability of the adhesive is vital for long-term protection; a tape whose adhesive dries out in a few weeks is worse than useless. Stemming from the necessity of holding glass fragments together, a recent development in England is the use of anti-splinter fabrics. These are shown on the next page. Another common method (5) involves actual reduction of window area by means of plywood and other sheet materials. The drawing shows a suggested method for reducing the amount of glass in a window.
Any number of variations, obviously, is possible and their adoption depends chiefly on the means available for this type of protection. One advantage of replacing glass with hardboard is that the blackout problem is simplified at the same time. Trussing the glass, a common protection against commercial blasting, has proved to be useless against bombing. In developing a whole series of techniques to deal with glass fragments, it was soon realized that if tapes, closely spaced, were effective in this regard, fabric netting might do the job even better. Various sizes of wire mesh have also been used, ranging from chicken wire down to fly screens. When applied to a light framework inside the window these grilles have the further advantage of serving as a temporary base for protection against weather in case the glass is broken. With the increasing scarcity of metals in England—a situation now being duplicated here—experimenters turned to textiles with very satisfactory results.

Any fabric selected should, of course, admit as much light as possible. It must be affixed to the glass with a convenient strong adhesive, such as cold water paste, flour paste or gum. If the window is exposed to hot sunshine, the admixture of five per cent of glycerine will keep the adhesive from drying out too fast. The strength of the fabric can be further increased by reinforcing the edges with adhesive tape, by tacking them to the window frames, and by varnishing the surface. Cellulose and cellulose acetate films have also been satisfactory under test. Their advantage is that light transmission and visibility are better than with fabrics. These transparent sheets may be put on the glass with an adhesive, or they may be purchased with an adhesive coating. In some instances, it may be advisable to remove the glass entirely and use the films alone (see photograph). Cellulose film, being affected by moisture, should be given a waterproofing coat of varnish or lacquer after it has been applied to the glass.

A number of liquid coatings have been placed on the market in England, with latex or synthetic resins as a base. To date none of those tested have been satisfactory, as the coatings either lack the necessary strength when fresh, or quickly dry out and become ineffective.
For the protection of windows, entrances and other vulnerable parts of buildings, sandbags have been used more often than all other methods taken together. The reasons are obvious: materials needed are easily obtained, revetments of sandbags can be put up quickly by unskilled labor, and they can be taken down after the danger is over without damage to the structure. Nevertheless, the method has serious disadvantages which should be clearly understood. Chief of these drawbacks is the temporary nature of sandbag protection; both fabric and seams tend to rot out very quickly, requiring frequent and expensive replacements. If disintegration takes place at the bottom, which happens most often, there is a danger of sudden collapse with injury to bystanders. Stacked against a building, the bags will collect moisture, possibly damaging the interior of the building. They also form a good breeding place for vermin.

Methods of overcoming these difficulties have been developed. An air space (see diagram above) between the building, the ground and the sandbags is provided for better ventilation and drainage. In some cases preservatives are sprayed on every few months. Bags may also be protected by a tarpaulin or a sprayed cement coat, using chicken wire as reinforcing. Any covering that keeps rain and snow off the bags is a help. All of these devices, however, increase the cost of a type of protection that is not cheap to begin with. Brickwork offers more promise.

### Approximate Number of Sandbags Required and Weight per Foot Run of Sandbag Revetments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness of Wall At Base</th>
<th>Thickness of Wall At Top</th>
<th>Height of Wall Ft. Run</th>
<th>No. of Bags Per Ft. Run</th>
<th>Wt. of bags Per Tons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 2'6&quot; or 1½ bags</td>
<td>1'8&quot; or 1 bags</td>
<td>3'4&quot;</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 3'4&quot;</td>
<td>2'2&quot; or 1½ bags</td>
<td>1'8&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>6'8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 4'2&quot;</td>
<td>2'2&quot; or 1½ bags</td>
<td>1'8&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>10'0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 5'0&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>1'8&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>13'4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E 5'10&quot;</td>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>1'8&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>16'8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 3'6&quot;</td>
<td>2'6&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>3'4&quot;</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 4'2&quot;</td>
<td>2'6&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>6'8&quot;</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 5'0&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>2'6&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>10'0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J 5'10&quot;</td>
<td>3½&quot;</td>
<td>2'6&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>13'4&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods of protection more permanent than sandbags include use of brick (1) and sand-filled hollow tile (2). Figure 3 shows an official British suggestion for closing a window opening with sandbags, the latter being held in place by board covers. An advantage here is the minimum of damage to the building. Drawings 4, 5 and 6 illustrate recommended British methods of protecting basement windows and roof lights. Note the drainage opening in 5 and the airspaces beneath the sandbags in the other two drawings.

Where materials and labor are available, it is advisable to consider revetments of more permanent character. Sand-filled concrete block, hollow tile (also sand-filled) and brick are materials that have stood up well under actual raid conditions. To facilitate their removal in the future, weak mortar, metal clips and a certain number of dry joints are used. Where masonry is used to close up windows, or to reduce the size of openings, it should overlap the windows by a foot on each side if possible; otherwise there is the chance that a blast will blow the masonry filler through the window and increase rather than reduce the damage. Usually employed for ground floor protection only, these masonry screens are frequently shorter than the windows, leaving an opening of about 1 ft. at the top for light and ventilation.
The theory of the discontinuous structure is that the destruction of a major element will not lead to the collapse of adjoining trusses, etc., because there is no rigid connection. Reasonable as this sounds, there is still strong disagreement on the relative virtues of continuous and discontinuous framing. This lack of unanimity is not serious, fortunately, for experience has shown that the modern factory building, with the other protective measures outlined, is remarkably resistant to the effects of bombing.

Protection for the factory, while it makes demands that are occasionally contradictory, is focused entirely on keeping up the flow of production. A factory must have walls capable of resisting blast and splinters, but at the same time it must have sections that blow out easily to avoid the consequences of a confined blast. Line production demands huge, uninterrupted spaces, but interior protective walls must be erected to minimize damage to men and machines. A few of the solutions for these diverse requirements are shown here. The baffle wall at the top is anchored in the floor slab to prevent overturning; it has been found that a great many of these units can be erected without impeding production. The drawing of the earth embankment shows a practical device for avoiding the worst effects of blast, splinters and earth shock; this scheme also materially simplifies the problem of camouflage. The photographs illustrate a "combination" scheme that has worked very well in practice: the concrete wall is high enough to protect men and machines from explosions outside, while the unit steel wall panels are light enough to blow out after a direct hit without pulling down the structural framework. Blast walls protect each entrance to the plant.
It took very few air raids before the one glaring inadequacy of the Anderson shelter became apparent to its users in England. Conceived as protection against short-time raids, this bent sheet of corrugated iron, while safe enough from blast and splinters when properly covered with earth or sandbags, offered nothing better than sleeping quarters half underground, damp and chilly in good weather and uninhabitable when it rained. While his experience led to increased demands for better public shelters, it simultaneously developed techniques for the creation of shelters inside homes, at least as safe as the Anderson and far more comfortable.

The English drawing, cartoon-like in its comprehensive coverage of the subject, shows a composite of the most common protective measures. The room (see plan) is surrounded with sandbags or boxes of dry earth, and has been made safe from gas by an air lock, sealed door and windows, and ceiling patches. A half-hearted effort has been made to shore up the ceiling. There is water and sand for fire fighting, an air tight food chest, a supply of chemicals for gas, pulp and gummed paper for sealing cracks, etc. As a design for staying alive it may still look strange to us, but it is a far from exaggerated picture of an ordinary family shelter in England.

The drawings below present a possible solution for an average small house. Here a portion of the basement has been converted with a heavily reenforced ceiling, shoring, and an air lock. There is a new fireproof slab on the attic floor. As in all shelters, the emergency exit is mandatory. To accomplish its purpose, shoring must be designed and built with skill. More Britishers have been killed by the collapse of poorly strutted basements than by any other single type of shelter failure.
#1 ONE 1,000 LB. BOMB

**TOTAL AREA OF DESTRUCTION IN SQUARE FEET**

| 380 |

**TWO 500 LB. BOMBS**

| 500 |

**TOTAL AREA OF DESTRUCTION IN SQUARE FEET**

| 885 |

Relative "inefficiency" of large-size bombs renders their use unlikely except against targets of first-rate military importance. Area-bombardment, prime danger to civil population, usually involves medium-weight and light bombs.

First reaction to the prospect of aerial bombardment, real or imagined, is a desire for shelter—protective cover from the death that rains from the sky. Natural enough, this instinct is also a sound one. Protection even so rudimentary as that afforded by the masonry jambs of a building entrance can reduce the probability of injury from scattered bombs by 60 percent as compared with complete exposure. Inside most masonry buildings the danger is still less, while some man-made and natural structures reduce it to the vanishing point. Technically, it is quite feasible to create shelters that are proof against the heaviest bomb an airplane can conceivably carry: a room contained in a concrete box with walls 20 ft. thick would probably meet this specification, as might any habitable space 100 ft. or more underground. To provide protection against direct hits by most bombs now in use, a reenforced concrete structure with walls and roof 5 or 6 ft. thick, or a tunnel, cave, or mine at least 60 ft. below ground is sufficient.

The target of aerial bombardment, however—even bombardment directed against the civil population—is not the individual; it is the community. The aim is not so much to kill off the civil population as it is to disrupt civilian life, hamper production of war materials, and dampen morale—with the ultimate object of weakening the armed forces. Since an ill-advised, time-taking program of extensive shelter construction might accomplish these objectives more surely than enemy bombs, the question of passive air raid protection is not so much what is technically possible as what is desirable from a social and military point of view. What is required is not maximum protection for the individual citizen (who remains relatively safe in any event), but maximum protection for the functioning community; not a "holing-up" that brings civil life to a standstill, but a policy which insures maximum production of war materials and maintenance of civilian morale at the highest possible level.
British experience at the height of the blitz has shown that the incidence of civilian casualties due to air raids is not high. Fatalities peaked at about 1.5 per hundred population in the extremely intensive raids on Coventry, while the total to date among Britain's 46 million largely-urban inhabitants has not equaled U.S. fatalities due to automobile accidents during the same period. In view of these figures, the tremendous effort which would have been necessary to house the entire urban population in completely bombproof shelters, as was sometimes proposed, was obviously not so warranted as the expenditure of an equivalent amount of time and money on anti-aircraft, pursuit planes and bombers to carry the war into enemy territory. Indeed, there is much to be said for the argument that the best possible air raid shelter is the so-called "steel ceiling" of intense anti-aircraft fire. Nevertheless, passive protection against bombing has an important place in civilian defense, and building professionals, and the building industry generally, an important part in providing it. In the event of actual raids on the continental U.S., mass psychology, if nothing else, will compel the construction of shelters in one form or another. Point is, that the degree and extent of protection to be provided for the civilian at home, at work, and in the streets may best be determined by governmental and military authorities; the designer and builder will have his hands full and will perform an essential function if he concentrates on seeing that whatever plans are adopted are properly carried out.

Despite controversies over bombproof versus splinterproof shelters and communal versus individual types, the big lesson of British experience lies not in the answers to these questions but in the importance of convenience and comfort in shelters of all types. The British public, in its overwhelming majority, has shown itself willing to risk direct hits in shelters that offer reasonable protection against blast and splinters, but unprepared to risk colds in the head from nights spent in shelters with several inches of water on the floor. Shelter designs based on the assumption of occasional use for short periods proved woefully inadequate for repeated overnight occupancy: by and large, they kept out the bombs, but failed to keep out the weather. Leaky roofs, bad air, and lack of sanitary facilities became a more serious menace than high explosives. Epidemics were narrowly averted. Sheltering, according to the ARP chief of Birmingham, became "a case of bombs versus germs," with the germs the greater danger.

The U.S. shelter problem, should any arise, will obviously not parallel Britain's in every respect. Shelter design depends upon a complex of factors, including the length of the warning period before a raid, the density of population, the intensity of bombardment, available building materials, and so on, all of which vary considerably between the two countries. It is doubtful whether any country not almost conquered will ever again be subjected to the type of raids which England withstood in the winter of 1940-41, since the democracies are now better prepared for active resistance to aerial attack and will certainly remain so as long as the threat of attack exists. Other factors, such as the size of the U.S., its distance from the nearest possible land bases for enemy planes, and its probable immunity from successful invasion render the possibility of frequent and prolonged bombardment extremely remote. U.S. shelters, if any are found necessary, may be used only for brief periods and at long intervals—a fact which would certainly influence their design. British experience constitutes a valuable basis for an approach to the shelter problem, but it should never be assumed that all of the difficulties encountered abroad will automatically arise here; our problem, if indeed we are to have one, should be somewhat easier to solve.

Based on thorough investigation and research of all data available, there have been evolved two shelters which appear to provide the most economical and feasible means for the protection of the U.S. civilian population. The first is an outdoor table shelter designed for home use in a protected "refuge room" to withstand debris loads and to be home-made at a cost of about $50 (see p. 51). The second is an outdoor group shelter for 24 persons—a reinforced concrete box which may be erected on contract for about $1,800 (see p. 53).

**RADIUS OF DESTRUCTION OF VARIOUS BOMBS**

- 100 LB. SOIL: 11' they will penetrate reenf- cong, masonry and earth.
- 500 LB. SOIL: 18' they will penetrate reenf- cong, masonry and earth.
- 1000 LB. SOIL: 22' they will penetrate reenf- cong, masonry and earth.

**FOR ADEQUATE PROTECTION IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE**

- 3' of 10" reenf- cong.
- 3' of 15" concrete.
- 3' of 24" stones.
- 3' of 30" sand.
AIR RAID SHELTERS—FAMILY TYPE

Anderson, metal and earth shelters, designed to resist splinters, blast and earth shock, withstood the blitz but not the weather. Intended for sitting purposes, they were ill-adapted for sleeping because of their small size and arched roofs, although the demonstration set-up (left) proved that they would accommodate 6 sleepers on various levels.

Backbone of British shelter policy has been the individual family shelter. By January, 1941, Greater London had almost 600,000 Anderson shelters (above and left), with a theoretical capacity of more than 3 million and an actual "population" of 1½ million users, as compared with the 368 thousand then using public shelters and an equal number in tube stations and private group shelters. Big arguments for the family-type shelter are its immediate accessibility and the fact that it keeps the bulk of the population at home, off the streets, and dispersed (an advantage both from the standpoint of danger from bombs and of danger from epidemics). Still another claim is its low cost, but this is countered by advocates of group shelter with the argument that properly equipped unit shelters cost as much, if not more, than the communal type. The Anderson has been criticised from all sides, not because it fails to keep out bomb splinters and protect against blast and earth shock—which it does remarkably well—but because it is damp, cramped, and badly shaped for sleeping purposes. Designed in the expectation of brief, occasional raids rather than continuous, night-after-night bombardment, it has no provision for drainage, gasproofing, or ventilation. Shelters were half-buried and covered with earth, doorways protected against blast by embankments or building walls.

Surface type family shelters were also constructed in brick and reinforced concrete where soil conditions rendered the Anderson type unsuitable. Such shelters were not as safe against blast as the semi-buried type, unless built with heavy walls.

Shelters have progressed through three development stages in England: 1) at first neither their roofs nor walls were tied down, and parted when subjected to near-by explosion; 2) performance improved when the roof was secured to the walls and the walls to the earth; 3) still better results were obtained when the shelter was built as a reinforced brick or concrete box with all faces bonded together but not anchored to the earth. Thus was developed a reinforced masonry shelter that boasts the flexibility of the Anderson type and will be shifted, not destroyed, by a near miss.

American version of the metal shelter (left) has most of the disadvantages of the Anderson and none of its virtues. Right, triangular shape is not only awkward, it would not "give" when subjected to shock; metal walls would need to be 1½ in. thick if not protected by earth cover, metal door might become a lethal missile if subjected to blast.
Tested by the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, this type of corrugated iron, 6-person shelter is stronger than the Anderson, and considerably more watertight. While somewhat difficult to get in and out of, it does afford considerable protection against blast, earth shock and splinters at very low cost (approx. $250). Semi-buried type would probably provide greatest protection and be easiest to build, should have embankment or sandbagging to protect entrance. Underground installations are not recommended. Drainage and ventilation would be desirable additions.

More costly ($400) version of the corrugated iron shelter shown above has concrete ends and entrance ramp. Note that emergency exits are provided in all cases. Pictures at right show results of test of a similar, 50-person shelter where a 600 lb. bomb exploded at 15 ft. Although earth cover was blown away (2) and corrugated tube was distorted (3) occupants would probably have sustained no injury other than minor bruises. Greatest advantage of this type of shelter is its flexibility, which enables it to withstand earth shocks which might destroy more rigid structures.
Advantages and disadvantages of surface, buried and semi-buried shelters (above). Semi-buried type with surrounding "moat" is shown to provide the most economical resistance to bombs, since it is vulnerable neither to blast or splinters, as is the surface shelter, nor to earth shock like the buried type. Main factor in shelter location, however, is shown by British experience to be natural drainage, difficult in both buried and semi-buried types.

Buried, 6-person splinterproof shelter in concrete was tested by the U. S. Corps of Engineers; approximate cost $750. Access by concrete stairway, with emergency opening at opposite end. This shelter successfully withstood a test explosion of a 300 lb. bomb at 10 ft. from the shelter.

Surface shelters should be placed at least as far from the building as the distance "d" given by the formula (diagram above):

\[ d = 0.4h \left( h_2 - h_1 \right) \]

British, surface-type splinterproof shelters in reinforced concrete, for 1, 2, and 4 families. Surface shelters have the advantage of easier access and can more readily be kept dry and comfortable. Baffle walls are required in front of the entrance unless the shelter is within 15 ft. of a building affording protection against blast and are desirable in any event. These designs were issued by the British Home Office, and are intended to accommodate 8 persons each.
Following a flurry of construction of strutted and earth-covered trench shelters in the parks, a practice abandoned along with Chamberlain’s “peace in our time”, a considerable number of public shelters were built in the streets of London’s congested districts. Intended only for sitting, their all-night use proved dangerously insanitary, and the structures themselves leaky and damp. Later street shelters took the form of those on this page, which are divided into cubicles for individual family use, and bear about the same relation to the backyard type as the row house bears to its freestanding counterpart. As such, they save space, are cheaper to build, and should be easier to heat and light than unit shelters. Favorited material is now reinforced brick, which seems to have greater resistance to blast and splinters than concrete, and saves metal. Because they require little or no reinforcement, self-centering concrete arch units have been used to conserve strategic materials. However, they should not be used in the manner shown in the shelter below, which is much too large and flimsy to provide much protection against blast.

Row-type, family shelters in brick are built on the streets in congested districts to save space and reduce cost. Their construction also entails less fuss than the backyard type, and does not destroy garden space. Some of these early shelters, fitted with ventilating flues (below), employed corbelled brick roofs covered with cement to conserve strategic materials. Shelter above withstood shock of debris from nearby hit. Later, more successful shelters were built of reinforced brick or concrete.
AIR RAID SHELTERS—INDOOR TYPE

All steel, Morrison shelter named for Herbert Morrison, who replaced Sir John Anderson as Minister of Home Security, is designed to resist falling debris in a sandbagged “refuge room.” Termed a “table shelter” by courtesy, it measures about 4 by 7 ft.

Morrison shelter after collapse of surrounding construction (debris has been cleared away to show condition of shelter). Shelters are designed to support the weight of one or two stories of overhead construction, should never be set on wood joist floors like that in the photograph unless supported by expertly designed shoring.

Concrete version of the indoor shelter, prefabricated in sections. Somewhat larger than the Morrison, it provides sleeping space for 2 adults and 2 children. Side strips are bolted together at corners; one end may be bricked-up for blast protection, other end faced to blast-proof wall, such as masonry party wall. (It is not known to have received official blessing.)

At night, the shelter accommodates 2 adults and 1 child. Mesh screens exclude falling debris; heavy objects which might be thrown about violently by blast should not be kept in the room in which the shelter is placed, and heavy furniture should be removed from the floor above.

After a winter spent in the backyard, British civilians have shown themselves more than ready to accept the idea of indoor shelter, or “shelter at home,” now being pushed by the Ministry of Home Security. Indoor shelters escape the discomforts of outdoor shelters by combining the resources of the dwelling and a special device; the dwelling furnishes the protection against blast and splinters, but since these may bring the dwelling itself down on the occupants, the table is needed to protect against debris. To be a safe combination, the walls of the dwelling between the table and the outside must be splinter proof; also there must be no hollow spaces, such as cellars, beneath the table into which it may fall; the level of the table must be below window sills, it must stand in the middle of a room so that the full impact of a wall will not be forced on it; the total debris load must be at most only that accumulated by two conventional stories, and should not be increased by heavy furniture above. The device is less adaptable for American dwellings for at least two reasons: 1) the low penetration resistance of wood-frame walls, 2) the ubiquitous American cellar. In most houses the table shelter must therefore be located in the cellar where the splinter resistance will be high, but where the debris load and the difficulties of digging out are increased. None-the-less the table shelter may well prove the most practical device for the suburban householder.
Table shelter in wood, recommended for home use, is presented in detail above. It has sufficient strength to withstand debris loads and requires no strategic materials. Uses about 90 board ft. of lumber and 10 lbs. of nails, and can be built for about $50. Table shelters are much more comfortable than backyard types and provide the same degree of protection if installed in a properly protected space. Solid table top or hinged flaps (left) may be added for leg room if shelter is actually to be used as a table, or a somewhat larger top provided for table tennis. For those who feel they must have some form of protection, this shelter is probably the best solution, since it is as effective as the present situation warrants and is extremely low in cost. Dimensions should be followed exactly, since they are worked out for maximum strength. Four triangular openings are provided for emergency egress. They all should be covered with outside flaps of heavy wire mesh.
Factors influencing location of shelters in industrial buildings. Locations A, B, C, D, and E are considered bad for reasons noted; locations 1, 2, and 3 are good.

Factory shelters, if needed, should be located as close as feasible to the place of work so that their use will interrupt work as little as possible. For this reason, embankments and blast walls protecting all parts of the factory, such as are shown on page 42, are preferable to special shelters. Trench shelters, beneath factory floors, should be kept small (maximum capacity 50 persons per straight-line unit) and interrupted by right-angle bends. Emergency exits, far enough from the buildings so as not to be blocked by debris, must be provided for each 50-person section, and trench shelters should not be closer than 25 ft. on centers.

Below are portable unit shelters in steel and concrete which can be placed near machinery for short periods of use. The latter is one of the most promising of England's recent developments in shelter design and construction.
Splinter-proof group shelter for 24 persons, for surface construction in reinforced concrete. This type of group shelter is designed to afford reasonable protection against a 500 lb. bomb at 25 ft. Shelter should always be built with its own base independent of (not bonded to) the ground or a foundation and must have an emergency exit with lower sill 4 ft. 6 in. above the floor. Four ventilators should be installed in the roof equally and centrally spaced. Shelters must be placed at least 50 ft. apart and should not be larger than the size shown. If used for long periods this shelter can be equipped with bunks to house comfortably 18 people, at which time a chemical toilet would be installed in the outer chamber. By adding a second gas proof door this same outer room can be used as a decontamination chamber in the event of future gas attack.

January 1942
Communal public shelters find their principal use near places of employment and entertainment, educational institutions, etc., where large numbers of people congregate; in congested residential areas where family and group shelters are impracticable; and in instances where natural features, such as caves, easily tunnelled hillsides and the like make their construction a relatively simple matter. Normally, they are designed to provide a greater degree of protection than family or group shelters, since the effect of a direct hit on a large shelter would be disastrous (particularly with reference to morale), and additional protection can be provided at lower cost per person than in the case of a smaller unit. Best and cheapest form of the communal shelter is a natural cave or tunnelled hillside, such as that in Chungking (above), which provides complete protection for 400,000 against the heaviest bombs. Potential shelters of a similar kind exist at various points in the U. S., most notably in Detroit, which has 20 miles of crystal catacombs more than a thousand feet below street level, caves that are dry, well ventilated, with a steady, year round temperature of 58 degrees. Even where such ideal protection is available ready-made by nature, it is of little use unless provision can be made to move large numbers of people quickly and safely in and out. Otherwise, as the tragic experience at Chungking has demonstrated, their use may involve a greater danger than bombardment. Unless sure warnings can be given a long time in advance, an almost impossible condition, it is necessary that those using the shelter be able to reach an entrance within a few minutes, and that entrances be wide enough to permit the bulk of the occupants, who will arrive during the latter part of the warning period, to enter and reach a point of safety within one or two minutes.

1. British trench shelters, abandoned shortly after the war began.
2. Direct hit on 50-person trench shelter caused only a single casualty but might well have killed every occupant.
Various proposals for public shelters. 1. shows the Haidane shelter for 450 persons, designed primarily to give the same class of protection as regular family and street shelters but with improved sanitation and ventilation, and to allow addition of bombproof slab if necessary; 2, is a shelter designed for ultimate use as a garage (with mechanical parking), actually built at Cardiff; 3, a German concrete shelter designed primarily to be hard to hit and also to deflect the bomb (the value of this latter feature is problematical, since bombs do not travel vertically); 4, is an American proposal (Ely Jacques Kahn, Architect) for sub-surface bombproofs to be used as garages and to provide park-area in crowded districts; 5, Tecton's spiral-ramp garage scheme for the Borough of Finsbury (London).
Taking advantage of its easily-tunnelled clay subsoil, and the access provided by existing subway stations and moving stairways, the city of London is providing bombproof shelter for 250,000 and sleeping accommodations for almost half that number by tunnels extended from subway platforms. For normal soil conditions, the cost of deep tunnels is comparable with other forms of shelter affording equal protection, and since they can be extended without regard to surface congestion and provided with widely scattered entrances, many European authorities advocate their use in preference to all other types of completely bombproof construction.

Photo above shows tunnel under construction, picture at left typical subway sleeping accommodations. Most U. S. subways are unsatisfactory for use as shelters.

Beds in British public shelters, often built of wood, soon became vermin-infested. Later metal type (left) was more easily disinfected, but was criticised because the lower bunk was too close to the floor for comfortable sitting during daytime use, while the space between the bottom and top bunks was insufficient for sitting erect. Drawing above, suggested by the Association of Architects, Surveyors and Technical Assistants, shows improved spacing to correct these deficiencies.
Large British bombproof shelter accommodating 400, which has been tested under actual bombardment by the U. S. Corps of Engineers. Designed to resist direct hits from 500 lb. medium case bombs, it withstood 600 lb. bombs striking near the edge of the roof panel. Breaching of the sidewall in the sub-grade level of the shelter (photo, right) caused by earth shock from the tamped explosion of a nearby 600 lb. bomb, led engineers to conclude that it would be desirable to place the entire structure above ground, with a concrete apron to prevent penetration of bombs into the ground near sidewalls.

Smaller, Swiss bombproof with an especially good plan providing a right-angle break at the entrance and alternate paths for contaminated and uncontaminated users. Emergency exit, necessary in all shelters, is provided in this example at opposite end, in the shelter above by ladder connecting the two levels, which have entrances at opposite ends of the structure.
AIR RAID SHELTERS—BOMBPROOF TYPE

Burster slabs are frequently provided over underground quarters to cause detonation of the bomb above or in the burster. Such slabs must be thick enough to prevent the penetration of the bomb lest the explosion be augmented by confinement between the burster and the construction. Bursters which will stop the bomb will ordinarily distribute the force of the subsequent explosion widely enough so that the construction beneath will not suffer. Without a burster, underground construction must be at a depth equal to the sum of the expected penetration of the bomb in earth plus the radius of severe earth shock from the center of explosion. Use of burster therefore permits construction much nearer the surface.

For a good sized bomb, typical burster thickness may be 6 to 10 ft. of 2800 lb. concrete moderately reinforced. Actual thickness depends on the velocity and cross-sectional density of bomb. Since bursters of this magnitude will in themselves absorb the energy of an explosion, the tendency is to make them the roof of the construction. A further logical tendency is to bring the whole construction above ground with only enough earth cover to support grass or other concealment growths.

Results of U. S. Army tests on typical burster slabs show penetration of inert bomb due to impact and effect of typical explosion. Separation of slab on line of expanded mesh reinforcement led engineers to conclude that this type was unsuitable for bomb resistant construction, and should be replaced by welded, open mesh. Reinforcement apparently plays no major part in resistance to penetration, is needed only for static strength and to prevent cracks due to expansion and contraction and to retain the scab.

Shockproof, bombproof shelter designed by British Civil Engineer C. W. Glover. Such elaborate and expensive construction is obviously justified only for the most essential public functions, such as central ARP stations, which must be kept in action during the height of a raid, military and naval headquarters.
Day population may be considerably different from census figures, since it includes transients and commuting workers and should be taken into account in any shelter plan.

Night population must also be provided for, unless family shelters are to be supplied for residents, a practice which might involve unnecessary duplication of effort. (Sketches by Tecton.)

LOCATION — Location of public shelters in congested areas depends on a complex of factors including concentration of population, both transient and static, available sites, type of shelter employed, length of probable warning period, etc., all of which have yet to be determined for U. S. conditions. In general, shelter entrances must be within quick walking distance and sufficiently numerous to prevent concentration of large numbers of people at any particular point. Buildings must also be examined in order to determine where the entrances to shelters can best be placed so as to reduce the risk of their being blocked by falling masonry, and low spots which might become gas pockets, avoided. Even in the most densely populated areas, proper location of shelters would also have an effect on their maximum size, since a population density as high as 100,000 per square mile would require only 700-person shelters if they were located 150 yards apart.

Map of the Borough of Finsbury, prepared by Tecton, British architects, shows result of careful shelter layout. The Tecton scheme, which involved complete bombproof protection for the entire population, was discouraged by the government at the outbreak of the war. Concentric rings indicate distance from shelter entrances: 100, 200, and 300 yards.

Scheme for combined wardens' observation post and air raid shelter (left). Actual posts, as shown by the photograph at the right, are of considerably lighter construction, affording protection against blast and splinters, but not direct hits. However, central air-raid stations, detailed in the section which follows, are being built to provide completely bombproof protection, to guard the nerve centers which direct rescue work, fire prevention, and other vital services which must continue even during raids.
CIVILIAN DEFENSE BUILDINGS

Buildings in this category, as distinguished from purely military establishments, cover a wide range of types. In the more secure areas away from the coasts there are the boarding schools, evacuation centers and hospitals; in the exposed cities there is need for first aid and decontamination stations, rest centers for bombed-out citizens, feeding centers, wardens' posts and district warning centers. There are also mobile units, such as the one shown at the left, for information, for food and for first aid.

Not all of these, obviously, are new buildings. The wardens' post, for instance, may be a freestanding splinter-proof of brick or concrete, similar to the one illustrated above, or convenient spaces in the various neighborhoods may be taken over and made suitable for the needs of the men and for storage of their equipment. In the case of first aid and decontamination centers, new buildings would probably be required, or in any event, a very thorough remodeling would be in order. The same would be true of new emergency hospitals and evacuation centers in the rear.

The responsibility of the architect or engineer in this field is clear. As a trained citizen he is better equipped to handle these special planning problems than anyone else, and such buildings, unlike the great military bases, are within the scope of the average office. The responsibility of the architect's professional organizations is equally clear, for the design of these buildings requires coordinated effort, a very considerable amount of research and the prompt dissemination of information. Immediate cooperation with the other interested organizations, such as the Red Cross, is equally necessary if the architectural profession is to take its part in meeting the national emergency.
FIRST AID DECONTAMINATION STATIONS

While the two allied functions of first aid and decontamination are usually combined in one building, expediency sometimes isolates them. Thus, the small reinforced brick building to the right was designed solely for the purpose of decontaminating gas casualties among the ARP police force of West Sussex, England. Following the accepted English pattern, this building has six basic elements arranged in tandem: (1) an open shed for the removal of contaminated outside clothing, (2) and air lock leading to (3) an undressing room, (4) a cleansing room equipped with showers, (5) a dressing room and (6) a rest and waiting room which may be expanded in larger buildings to handle first aid cases.

Where a building of this type is to be used by the general public, provisions must be made for both sexes by duplicating all but the rest-waiting-first-aid room. In the English proposal below, this is accomplished by a central screen running the full length of the building. Note that entrances for uncontaminated casualties are provided at the center of the building and lead directly into the first aid rooms.

These civilian defense buildings serve emergency purposes only; after decontamination and first aid treatment, the casualties are moved as quickly as possible to hospitals, shelters or their homes. To facilitate cleaning of the buildings, all furniture should be covered with easily washable material such as oilcloth, and walls, floor and ceilings should be finished with materials which will withstand constant hosing and scrubbing with chloride of lime. Artificial ventilation must prevent the accumulation of gases within the building and provision must be made through gastight fenestration for natural ventilation when the building is not in use. It should be "aired-out" for 24 hours after the gas has dissipated.

C. G. STILLMAN, COUNTY ARCHITECT

F. W. B. YORKE, ARCHITECT
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FIRST AID DECONTAMINATION STATIONS

CLARK FYFE, ARCHITECT

Somewhat larger than the examples shown on the preceding page, this decontamination and first aid station in Falkirk, England follows the same general layout pattern, but includes space for administrative offices and increased medical facilities. Note that windows are near the ceiling to escape gasses which usually hug the ground. Construction: reinforced concrete piers and beams, 15 in. brick walls, 5 in. reinforced concrete roof. The provision of a clerestory would have made the highly vulnerable skylights unnecessary.

JOHN H. CLAYTON, BOROUGH ENGINEER

Offering the added advantages of bomb-resistant construction, this large station differs from the others in that it is divided laterally — instead of longitudinally — into identical quarters for males and females. Both sections are served by three entrances for casualties: one for the injured, one for the contaminated and a third for those who are both injured and contaminated. Of reinforced concrete this building was erected in Erith, Kent (England).
Shelter-rest centers such as this English proposal of the AASTA serve two functions: 1) to shelter bombed-out families while they look for new homes and 2) to feed them as well as those whose home cooking facilities have been disrupted by the bombing of public utilities. English experience indicates that the former function is best accomplished by the provision of a cubicle for each family—see upper floor plan, right—and that the latter is best served by central or communal dining facilities, whereby government employees may discourage food and fuel waste and release all members of the families for extra-household civilian defense activities. It has been suggested that England provide rest centers and shelters to accommodate from 5 to 25 per cent of the population of each community—in larger communities a smaller proportion of the population will acquire accommodations. This windowless, six-story building accommodates about 2,500 people, is heavily protected by 4½ ft. "mass concrete" walls and a 10 ft. reinforced concrete roof. The two lower floors are used as a rest center, the other four as shelters with separate canteens.

CENTRAL CONTROL STATION

To house the nerve center of its ARP activities, Borough of Deptford in England built this underground shelter, designed to withstand a direct hit by a 500 lb. bomb. It is partitioned into four rooms: a map and control room, telephone room, messenger room and a room which houses air-conditioning equipment capable of changing the air at a rate of 450 cu. ft. per person per minute. Other equipment includes an auxiliary electric lighting plant, gas-tight doors and chemical toilet facilities. Walls are of 6½ ft. reinforced concrete, floor and roof are 5 ft thick. The station is covered with about 2 ft. of earth.
During an emergency, the discharge of all but the most seriously ill patients would make much room available in existing hospitals for the care of civilian war casualties. However, in some areas new hospitals might be necessary. Restrictions on the use of critical building materials will probably dictate that these new buildings be of one or two story frame construction. Shown above and to the right is one of England’s “hut type” emergency base hospitals built of corrugated steel siding on a steel frame and roofed with steel sheets. While this building offers considerable protection against fire, its steel construction is out of the question as far as U. S. duplication is concerned. A more likely prototype is the prefabricated frame building shown below, 22 of which were erected in one hospital group in England by the American Red Cross. Together, they make room for 9 wards, staff quarters and auxiliary buildings. Walled with a fireproof material, each building or ward is equipped with its own light, heat and water supply system, can therefore carry on independently of the others in case of bombardment.

New hospital buildings should be located in rural areas, hidden from aerial observation by camouflage. In site planning, enclosed courts should be avoided. Windows may be of the usual size but should be designed to open flat against the walls and should be divided into smaller-than-average panes as a bomb-blast precaution.
Cut-away section illustrates principle of construction which provides protection on the order of that afforded by splinter proof shelters for new buildings of various types, as devised by British engineer Ove N. Arup, author of "Safe Housing in Wartime." Floors and interior walls are of reinforced concrete, while exterior curtain walls are of brick with horizontal "slit" windows. Theory is that these small windows minimize the effect of bomb fragmentation and provide an outlet for possible bomb explosions inside the building, while the brick construction permits the windows to be easily enlarged for peace-time use. The "cross walls" would localize the effect of direct hits and near misses.

Application of Engineer Arup's principle is shown in the 16 family building above. Divided with thick masonry party walls, each of the eight cells contains two two-story houses, one above the other. All windows are horizontal slits, but the living room is set back of an open balcony from which the family may enjoy the view and fresh air when air raids are not in prospect.

At the right are sketched three stages in the war-to-peace transformation of a building proposed for construction in Clydeside, Scotland.

Stage 1: An air raid shelter for immediate use with all windows filled with masonry.

Stage 2: After baffles have been removed and windows "knocked out," the building may serve as a hostel during the transitional period between war and peace.

Stage 3: Removal of minor partitions and erection of some new ones along with the installation of bathroom equipment converts the building into a peace-time apartment house.
Evacuation presents a whole series of staggering problems. The removal from danger areas of children between five and sixteen, mothers with children under five, and invalids means a movement of millions of individuals, the preparation of the requisite number of dwelling and other facilities in the interior, and the organization of transport on an unprecedented scale. In this respect the British experience, unsuccessful as it was, offers valuable lessons. Shortly after Munich, work was begun on a scheme to take care of 3,000,000 evacuees. The country was divided up into danger, neutral and reception zones, the last being canvassed for available living facilities. All children and mothers were registered. 30,000 special trains were arranged for, and trucks, buses and private cars were used as well. Difficulties began, not with the movement of people, which was very well organized, but with the necessary adjustments to be made thereafter. These have been sufficiently well publicized to need no repetition: the behavior of city children in a new environment, the annoyances to their hosts, the lack of educational facilities for them, etc. The result of all the trouble taken was the return, after a few months, of about five-sixths of those who had left the big cities.

An analysis of the causes for the drift back to the cities led to several widely held conclusions. Chief of these was that billeting had to be replaced with special centers, with dormitories, classrooms, trained personnel, etc. A major objection of parents hinged on the necessity of leaving children subject to the whims of a strange housewife. Visiting was also difficult under such conditions. There seemed to be much less objection to the idea of evacuation centers where children would receive adequate, and equal care. The other conclusion was that if the government was unwilling to spend the $400,000,000 estimated as necessary for such centers, and to make attendance for children compulsory, every school in the danger area should be given full air-raid protection.

Applied to American conditions, these conclusions are valuable. Should the government decide that evacuation of certain areas is desirable, we are far better equipped with camps, country houses, resort hotels and similar facilities with which to meet the first rush of evacuees. In addition there are such establishments as the CCC camps, which could be taken over. And finally, the shortage of labor, non-strategic materials and experience, with which to build the necessary additional centers are not as acute as they were in England.
This evacuation camp for girls shows a very simple handling of wood not unlike that developed in this country. There is no glass shortage in England, and Architect T. S. Tait took advantage of the fact to create a very well-lighted series of rooms.

T. S. TAIT, ARCHITECT

Residential nursery school designed by Birkin Haward, submitted as part of a report on evacuation by the British Association of Architects, Surveyors and Technical Assistants. The building has full-time facilities for 40 small children and a staff of ten or twelve. Most interesting is the manner in which the designer attempted to avoid use of strategic materials, which in England include timber as well as metals. Walls were therefore specified as brick, stone, precast blocks, etc., and roofs were limited to self-centering block arches or a structure of prefabricated plaster. Windows and ventilators are separated in the design. All glass is in fixed sash.
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Overhead Type Doors Have Been Improved

5 Ways

by Rö-Way

—and all 5 Improvements Give Extra Value without Extra Cost

1. "Crow's Foot" Outer Bearing Support
   Rigidly holds the chain sheave wheel in permanent alignment. No twist... no sag to cause friction.

2. "Ro-To Live" Spring
   A powerful Floating Torsion Spring (used on some models), gives perfect balanced lifting power, and ends side-drift and binding.

3. "Zip-Lock" Adjustment
   Used on Ro-Way Doors having Twin Torsion Spring Power. Permits instant easy adjustment of spring tension.

4. "Tailor Made" Springs
   Each spring is individually made for the Ro-Way Door on which it is used. Each is power-metered to the weight of the door.

5. Parkerized and Painted Hardware
   Ro-Way Hardware and Tracks are given this well known protection against rust and corrosion.

These five improvements insure added years of service, and smoother, more trouble-free operation.

Rö-Way Service is Nationwide

Ro-Way Distributors are located in principal cities, where competent installation engineers assure prompt service, and the satisfactory operation of any Ro-Way Door you specify for Residential, Commercial or Industrial use.

Write for Ro-Way's 72-page "Time-saving Specification Book" for Architects. Please attach professional card or letterhead.

ROWE MANUFACTURING CO., 939 HOLTON STREET, GALESBURG, ILL., U.S.A.
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ROWE MANUFACTURING CO.,
939 Holton St., Galesburg, III.


Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State __________________________
A. Separate classroom-cottages for each lower grade aids adjustment from home to school.
B. Nursery School and Kindergarten cottage an independent, self-sufficient unit.
C. All classrooms oriented to morning sun. Intermediate grades share separate playroom.
D. Gymnasium planned for child and adult use. Upper grades continue activity program.
E. Community House — Constant interassociation of children and adults, working on arts, crafts, music, drama, literature, induces appreciation of unity of all art and living.
For Better Living

All community agencies in post-war America must accomplish more with less ... contribute more than ever to a richer, happier community life ... take less than ever from the taxpayer’s dollar.

Americans have wasted billions in overlapping school, park, library, and recreational facilities that lie idle half the time.

This study proposes focusing the educational, recreational, and cultural life of an American community on the campus of a “Park-School.”

Here classrooms, workrooms, community house, auditorium, public library, art gallery, gymnasium, play fields, gardens, and outdoor theater are used by all the community, children and adults, day and evening, the year round.

By pooling resources, by sharing facilities, each agency strengthens the other in their common goal—preparing children for better living ... providing a richer community life for them to enter. Each does its job better, more efficiently, at a lower cost.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES


Community Lounge—A large, informal clubroom adjoining library, social terrace, auditorium. The focal point of all community social activity.

Public Library—Combined with school reading room, offers children and adults greater combined resources. Adjacent to community lounge, invites all to enter.

Auditorium—Visually and acoustically this assembly room must serve equally well a six-year-old’s recitation or the annual concert of the town band.

Shops—Arts and crafts, for both education and recreation, are carried on side-by-side to show the identity between handicraft, arts and fine arts.

Gymnasium—Playrooms, and play fields all emphasize wide individual participation more than spectator sports. Park Board operates playgrounds.

CENTER OF ALL COMMUNITY ACTIVITY
is the large community house, its lounge and terrace the informal meeting place of children and parents, of athletes, scholars, craftsmen. Public library, theater, art-craft shops, music rooms, clubrooms, and kitchens offer each member of the community opportunity for greater individual self-expression and richer group associations.
### CHILD USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group and individual arts, crafts, music, study, play in an &quot;activity&quot; program in which children follow their interests, learning by doing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Older association with tools. Familiar with handicraft by making models and working their hands for useful work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The peaks of school life come here. The child realizes his relation to the community as a whole through dramatics, music and visual aids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading time and study periods, corrective reading, story groups. Central clearing house for books, recordings, films, visual material for all ages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older children prepare their hands for useful work by making models and paintings for themselves. Youngsters become familiar with handicraft by association with tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoors and outdoors, children learn individual and group sports that will prove enjoyable health-builders throughout life.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADULT USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evening classes in languages, citizenship, literature, vocational studies, discussion groups, committees, dramatic rehearsals, music clubs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Here one pauses momentarily, enroute to library, little theater, shop or gym to relax, read, chat, or to enjoy soft, recorded music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General reading and circulating library supplemented by films, recordings. Greater use stimulated by proximity to all community recreational activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults enjoy handicraft and art hobbies, work together, or with their children, to make scenery for the minstrel show, or furniture for community house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modest fees for basketball, handball, badminton, tennis, squash racquets, billiards and bowling help finance expanded community facilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS

- **Quick egress**, with all students on the ground floor, makes it possible to utilize the full 1 hr. fire protection given frame constructions by Perforated Rocklath and Red Top Gypsum Plaster. (Pg. 12, Sec. 9, Cat. 14, 1942 Sweet’s) for (1) safety, (2) low insurance rates and (3) lower costs. All of the buildings, except the Community House, will have wood stud exterior walls and wood joist floors and roofs.
- For the Community House the walls of the auditorium are masonry with wood trusses supporting the roof and the auditorium ceiling.
- **Exterior Walls**
  - Exterior faces of auditorium walls are of native stone except for gable ends and areas under windows, which are in Oriental Stucco, as shown in construction EW 2 on page 11, Catalog 14, Section 9, 1942 Sweet’s. The interior of the exterior walls are furred as shown in construction EW 29, on page 10 of Catalog 14, Section 9, 1942 Sweet’s.
  - In all other buildings exterior walls are generally stucco with contrasting areas in field stone. See construction EW 8, page 11, Catalog 14, Section 9, 1942 Sweet’s, and page 30, same catalog, for full color card.
- **Partitions**
  - Wood stud partitions with Perforated Rocklath and Red Top Plaster and Red Top Prepared Trowel Finish will provide a full hour fire rating.
- **Ceilings**
  - USG construction C.3 on page 6 of Catalog 14, Section 9, of the 1942 Sweet’s is utilized throughout the smaller buildings. It provides ample fire protection, and, when combined with Red Top Blanket Insulation (see below), will make the economies of radiant heating all the more effective.
- **Heat Insulation**
  - Within the stud walls and in the joist spaces Red Top Insulating Blankets (page 9, Catalog 14, Section 9, and Catalog 10, Section 10, 1942 Sweet’s) incombustible and enclosed with an effective vapor barrier on the warm side and vapor permeable material on the cold side provide a high degree of insulation protected against condensation difficulties. For the ceiling of the assembly room metal cross furring, metal lath and plaster with Red Top Blanket Insulation is indicated. (Assembly C19, page 7, Cat. 14, Sec. 9, 1942 Sweet’s.)
- **Acoustics**
  - Ceilings in the class room buildings to be Subminate, Acoustical Plaster in Standard Cream, and/or Quietone (see page 6, Cat. 52, Sec. 10, 1942 Sweet’s) as selected. Auditorium and Library to have Motet’d Acoustone (page 2, Cat. 52, Sec. 10, 1942 Sweet’s) ceiling with painted Acoustone walls. Shop and gymnasium acoustical treatment to be Perfatone appropriately painted.
- **Painting**
  - The glossless, colorful finish of Texolite (Cat. 31, Sec. 17, 1942 Sweet’s) is utilized throughout the entire project to provide the "warm, friendly" colors. Stenciled silhouettes (black Texolite) in appropriate juvenile themes are used in the wall dados of the Kindergarten rooms. All painted areas to have a priming coat of K-Cemo Primer (Cat. 31, Sec. 17, 1942 Sweet’s).
- **Roofing**
  - Twenty year built up asphalt roofs with 1" Weatherwood Roof Insulation (Cat. 25, Sec. 10, 1942 Sweet’s).
BLACKOUT
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as sacking may be pressed into a bitu-
menous emulsion spread over the glass.
Since this type of installation offers con-
siderable resistance to splintering, the
War Department recommends its use as a
suitable method for use on factory skylights.
4) Finally, several commercially available
liquid composition materials which contain rubber latex—preferably
prepolymerized or including vulcanizing in-
gredients—may be quickly sprayed or
brushed on glass. When dry, the material
is both opaque and elastic and may be
easily peeled or rubbed off.
While paper and cardboard obscurations
should be applied to the inside of glazed areas to avoid deterioration, it is
suggested that additional resistance to
splintering may be obtained by similar
applications on the exterior. Major limi-
tations of the glass-coating obscurations
methods are the impossibility of window
ventilation during blackout and the elimi-
nation of natural light during the day.

Shades and curtains of heavy building paper
or opaque fabrics have the added advan-
tage of flexibility—they may be adjusted
to admit natural light during the day
and are currently recommended for use in
dwellings and hotel rooms. To insure
complete obscurance, they should overlap
the glazed opening by about 6 in. on all
sides. If fixed at the top and weighted
at the bottom, shades and curtains will return
to their proper positions after a
blast but they will not prevent the
penetration of wind and rain nor remain
light-tight if a breeze is blowing through
the broken window. Moreover, they do
not easily lend themselves to ventilation,
are therefore recommended only where
blackouts of comparatively short duration
are anticipated. At considerable effort,
these disadvantages may be overcome by
the provision of light-trapping ventilators
at head and sill and masking boards at
the jambbs (see details, p. 9). Portable
curtains may be made by tacking rubber-
ized cotton fabric to two wooden up-
rights which may be wedged into the wall
openings during a blackout and rolled up
for convenient storage during the day.

Rigid screens, panels and shutters, are un-
questionably the most satisfactory means
of obscuration—where blackouts are fre-
quent and lengthy and where work must
proceed despite them. Reasons: 1) They
permit the opening of windows during
blackout, thus diminishing the effect of
blast and facilitating ventilation through
built-in light-traps. 2) They will provide
protection against the elements, if the
glass is broken—an important factor
since the immediate replacement of glass
is foolish, if not impossible, during periods
of frequent bombardment. 3) Hung elas-
tically on rings cut from tire inner tubes
and secured in place by ball catches, these
screens will blow out with blast but will
remain against the opening and, if covered
with stout materials, they may offer some
resistance to flying pieces of glass.

Low in cost, blackout screens may be
easily constructed of any inexpensive,
flexible light-weight sheet material that is
not subject to warping. If not rigid enough
to stand by itself, the material should
be mounted on a light wood frame
and, in any event, its outside surface
should receive one coat of oil paint as
rainproofing. Recommended materials in-
clude: corrugated fibre board and double
faced corrugated board (may be used
without framing in conjunction with Wall
2 x 4 ft. windows), such thick cardboards
as container board and clip board, insula-
ting wallboard about ½ in. thick, dense
pressed building board about ½ in. thick,
plywood of any grade and thickness,
opaque fabrics backed with wire netting
of ½ in. mesh and, with additional rein-
forcement via cross battens and corner
braces, thin box crate boards, bituminous
roofing felt and plaster board. Strong
liner paper, at least .016 in. thick, is also
suitable for framed screens in windows
which are well protected from blast and
weather by nearby outside walls. While
strong and fireproof, asbestos-cement pan-
els are comparatively brittle and will
shatter if hit by bomb fragments.

Obscurance screens need not be heavily
reinforced with elaborate framing. Says
the War Department: “If the frame can
be carried in the hands without flapping
or distortion, it is strong enough.” While
they will usually be tailored to fit snugly
into the reveal between window and in-
side wall face, the screens may also be
applied directly to the window frame or
the inside wall surface.

Glass substitutes. The permanent replace-
ment of glass with opaque sheet material
is costly but is the best solution to the blackout prob-
lem posed by overhead skylights. Awk-
ishly located, these glass areas are diffi-
cult to treat with removable screens, diffi-
cult to weatherproof once broken, are
dangerous from the standpoint of falling
glass. Complete glass substitution may
prove particularly feasible in flat-roofed
industrial, commercial and apartment
buildings where the skylights are small,
widely separated and not absolutely essen-
tial for daytime illumination. In such
cases the glass may be replaced by metal
sheeting or bituminous covered boarding.
Less satisfactory is the alternative pro-
vision of a fixed weatherproof external
obscuration, an adhesive coating on the
inside surface of the glass and an internal
suspended protection against falling glass.

Light locks, or traps, such as those illus-
trated on page 12, must be provided at
all doors subject to use during blackout.

(Continued on page 44)
FOUR THINGS I'D SURE WATCH—IF I WERE RECOMMENDING FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

By a HYGRADE Lighting Engineer

LOOK around—and you'll see fluorescent light today re-making American industry and commerce. If you haven't yet, you'll soon be recommending fluorescent for the plants, stores, offices or buildings you plan... for more light and better light from lighting current.

"To help you (1) recommend the best... (2) save your client's money... and (3) avoid headaches... I venture these four suggestions. They're right out of the greatest fund of experience in this field.

"As a pioneer and leader in fluorescent lighting, HYGRADE works on this basis: whether or not we build the most, we'll continue to build the best. And in thousands of America's top plants, mills, stores and offices—that's being proved... paying out in better production, better sales, improved safety records, better earnings."

For pleasing interiors...

REDWOOD Paneling!

Redwood goes far beyond the customary requirements for interior panels. Its exquisitely rich color, beautiful grain and satin-smooth surface make an unequalled decorative background. It is a wood of character, contributing to graceful living, adding distinction to your designs. Ask us for special information on Redwood for interiors.

A U.S. Government bulletin says:
"Perfect boards of audio quality may be had in Redwood that panels of nearly any size may be had from a single piece—the wood warps practically not at all, shrinks little and disfigurement from swelling need not be feared."

California Redwood Association
San Francisco
Also offices in New York City, Los Angeles

BLACKOUT
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Where the entrance is a single door, the width of the light lock passage should ordinarily be 2 ft. 3 in. Screening partitions should extend to the ceiling or be capped with a hood, and all surfaces inside the lock should be painted a dull black.

INDUSTRIAL BLACKOUT

Because their continual operation is essential to the war effort and because they are largely enclosed with glass, factories present tough obscuration problems. These problems must be completely solved to insure the feeling of security and confidence among the workers and, in turn, the maximum production and efficiency of machinery.

At the present time, only the simplest, least expensive types of obscuration (paint and screens) seem warranted, but preparation should be made now for more permanent blackout installations which will offer protection against blast, flying pieces of glass and incendiaries as well (see pp. 38 and 42). All necessary measurements of glazed areas should be recorded, plans should be drawn and material quantities tabulated, for, unlike installations in dwellings, offices and stores, factory blackout treatments are not easily improvised. In addition to obscuration, consideration should be given to the isolation and protection of inflammable materials, which, if touched off by a bomb, will nullify all other efforts at industrial blackout. Special protection is also in order for telephone switchboards and other essential elements of communication and control. If expansion of the plant is proposed, the feasibility of windowless and bomb-resistant construction should be carefully studied.

Before preparing for the blackout of an industrial plant, under today's conditions, decision must first be made as to whether daylight is essential to operation. (The fact that most plants are now operating efficiently at night is an indication that daylight is usually not essential.) If not, the glazed areas may be permanently obscured with paint. Spraying is quicker and cheaper than brushing, and application to the exterior surface will prevent reflections, assist in camouflaging the plant's existence.

A suitable one-coat exterior blackout paint may be comprised of 100 lbs. of black ground in oil, 50 lbs. of paste dryer, 2 gal. of turpentine, 1/4 gal. of boiled linseed oil and 1 pint of terebene. This will produce about 10 gals. of paint and will cover 700-800 sq. yds. at a material cost of about $18, or less than 3 cents per sq. yd. It is removed by a mixture of 5 gals. of benzene, 3.3 gals. of acetone, 15 lbs. of paraffin wax—a total of 30 gals. While they are equally suitable and may be re-

(Continued on page 46)
AN ADVERTISEMENT THAT WILL
HIT HOME WITH
HOME BUYERS

• This ad is one of an eye-catching
series that's selling GAS and
Gas appliances to millions of prospective
home buyers ... many right in your
neighborhood! Put Gas to work
selling homes for you! Build it into
your homes from now on ... it's
the most widely accepted modern fuel!

"Confidentially—He..."

"Confidentially—She...

I wholeheartedly endorse the use of Gas...it's a
real boost for all of us...it's a real...it's a
real help for all of us...it's a real...it's a
real...it's a real...it's a real...it's a real...

And, what's more, it's a real
boost for all of us...it's a real...it's a real...

You see, I've been thinking about
the wonderful things the Gas can do...

Full Page
Four Color
Advertisements
Like This
Will Appear
in—Life • Good
Housekeeping
Ladies' Home
Journal
McCall's
Better Homes
and Gardens
Woman's Home
Companion

LET GAS DO THE BIG JOBS—COOKING • WATER HEATING • REFRIGERATION • HOUSE HEATING

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

JANUARY 1942
To the non-technical buyer, one make of Fluorescent equipment may look so much like the others that he can only guess which is the RIGHT one to choose. As a result, many an inferior fixture has been selected just because it "cost a little less."

But gradually, as utilities and architects spread the facts, more and more business men realized that the real bargain in Fluorescent lighting is the BEST ENGINEERED JOB. That is why so many leading firms are now insisting on LINOLITE—the equipment that is Engineered for Performance and Guaranteed for Satisfaction by FRINK, pioneers in Fluorescent lighting and leading manufacturers of lighting equipment since 1857.

Mail the coupon below for our new brochure of Frink installations and valuable Fluorescent engineering data. It shows why it pays to

"DO IT RIGHT WITH LINOLITE"

The FRINK Corporation and subsidiaries
Barkon-Frink Tube Lighting Corp.
Sterling Bronze Company

THE FRINK CORP.
Bridge Place South, Long Island City, N. Y.

Please send me your new brochure on "The Ultimate in Fluorescent Lighting."

NAME ____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________
CITY _____________________________________________
AP

BLACKOUT
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moved more easily by peeling. "elastic" paints are considerably more expensive, cost about 25 cents per sq. yd. A satisfactory one-coat blackout paint for interior use may consist of a pigment of carbon black and filler (57 per cent by weight) and a medium of four parts gum and oil to 6 parts volatile thinner (43 per cent by weight).

Another recommended method of permanent industrial obscuration is the brushing or spraying of glazed areas with a heavy asphalt emulsion applied cold to the exterior surface. While still wet, it is covered with a treated reinforcing membrane and topped with two more coats of the emulsion. Total material cost: about 30 cents per sq. yd.

In plants where daylight is deemed essential, obscuration may be obtained by the installation at night of any of the various types of framed screens discussed on page 38. The screens would naturally be larger than those used in residential and commercial buildings, but should not be too large for convenient handling and storage.

If the frequency of blackout and possibility of raids should increase, the costly installation of mechanically operated hinged and sliding shutters would be necessary for "daylight" plants (see p. 11). Under these same air raid conditions and where daylight is non-essential, glass substitution (see p. 38) is the best answer.

No matter what method of industrial obscuration is adopted, natural ventilation will be almost impossible at night. If blackouts are apt to be lengthy, forced ventilation must be provided.

Smoke control. A definite indication of industrial activity, smoke is visible at night and may therefore defeat the purpose of blackout. There are two solutions to this tough problem, but neither should be entrusted to blackout amateurs as may most forms of light control. If smoke abatement is the solution recommended by civilian defense authorities, the problem should be handled by smoke control boards and technical combustion experts. The second solution is actually a form of camouflage whereby additional smoke sources are created to conceal likely targets or decoy smoke sources are established to confuse enemy artillery. Under the decision and direction of military authorities, this deceptive smoke may be generated from such fixed positions as tall buildings, captive balloons and existing factory chimneys or by mobile equipment, including trucks, automobiles, railroad trains, airplanes, blimps and boats.

Glow and glare control. Another knotty blackout problem is presented by steel mills and their slag dumps, the glow from which is frequently visible for more than

(Continued on page 48)
Statesmen, diplomats, big business men, little business men, dollar-a-year men, and all the thousands who fly in and out of the nation's busy capital city these days, pass through America's most beautiful airport administration building.

It's all Architectural Concrete—outside and inside. And there are five architectural concrete hangars now rapidly nearing completion—to serve the planes that use the port.

Speed and economy of construction, and the availability of concrete materials make architectural concrete the No. 1 medium for the hundreds of vitally needed airport facilities.

For more information about architectural concrete for all kinds of airport structures, call on us. (See Sweets 4/45.)

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 1-7, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

For Washington National Airport Buildings—Louis A. Simon, supervising architect; Howard L. Cheney, consulting architect; Neal A. Melick, supervising engineer; John McShain, contractor.
A nationally known, major feature that helps to sell and rent property at a better figure, Wall-Tex uniquely meets today's demands in low-cost planning for practicability, extreme economy and recognized "salable" quality.

**Controls Cracks**
The protective wall-canvas base of Wall-Tex gives it a plus feature not available with other types of wall covering or decoration. Wall-Tex effectively controls the plaster crack nuisance. It strengthens plaster to eliminate most cracks — hides many that do occur. It can be used successfully over wall-board construction.

**Repeatedly Washable**
Wall-Tex's beautiful patterns and colors, multi-coated on tough fabric, provide a time-resisting finish that can be washed with soap and water season after season for years. This washability feature is particularly desirable in kitchens and bathrooms where grease smudges, stains and water splashes frequently soil walls.

**People Know It — Want It!**
Sixteen years of consistent national advertising has established Wall-Tex with the public as a leading plus value feature in home construction. Because it increases property value and because it costs much less than most other recognized features, Wall-Tex deserves your consideration for modernization projects and defense dwelling units. Columbus Coated Fabrics Corporation. Columbus, Ohio.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED FILE FOLDER!
Get this special Architects' and Builders' folder that gives you complete information on Wall-Tex. Fills readily into your file on building materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How, Where to Use</th>
<th>How to</th>
<th>Apply It — How to</th>
<th>Figure Cost. Actual</th>
<th>Samples of Decorative Styles, Stiffened Canvas, Lining Cloth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall-Tex — How to</td>
<td>Apply It — How to</td>
<td>Figure Cost. Actual</td>
<td>Samples of Decorative Styles, Stiffened Canvas, Lining Cloth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Coated Fabrics Corporation</td>
<td>Dept. AF-12, Columbus, Ohio</td>
<td>Yes, I'd like to have one of your free Wall-Tex File Folders!</td>
<td>Name ____________________________</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Street ____________________________</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>City ____________________________</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITIES**
Besides its many preparatory functions, including the passage of blackout legislation, provision for blackout enforcement and coordination of its own civilian defense activities with those of military officials and surrounding communities, a local government is responsible for the blackout of all publicly owned light sources. A wide field, this covers school buildings and court houses, airports and docks, street and traffic lights, power and water works, sewage plants and garbage dumps, transportation facilities and illuminated directional signs. Moreover, the local government is responsible for the marking and the lighting of many publicly owned objects which must be seen even in blackout — curbsides, street obstructions, directional signs, etc. Typical solutions to a few of these special municipal blackout problems are illustrated on page 13; blackout of municipal buildings may be accomplished by obscuration methods already suggested. Suffice it to say that, since a local government will automatically set an example for the general public, it must be beyond reproach in its blackout provisions and must be even more stringent with itself than with the public in the enforcement of blackout.
FOR THE COMPLETE REFRIGERANT CYCLE

G-E CONDENSING UNITS

Water or air cooled. From 1 to 60 hp. May be used in multiple.

PLUS... G-E EVAPORATIVE CONDENSERS

In full range of sizes from 5 to 50 tons of refrigeration capacity.

PLUS... G-E COILS

Complete range of coils for every heating and cooling need.

... to simplify proper selection of steam coils

These G-E data sheets are not "run-of-the-mill" sales material. Exceptionally informative, they are part of a series that saves valuable time, simplifies work. They are easy to read; easy to use.

There are many product reasons, too, why you will find it profitable to specify General Electric.

All G-E surface is electro-thermal bonded to provide a lasting and efficient thermal contact between surface of tubing and collar of fins. Wrought copper headers. Each G-E Steam Coil assembly includes: finned-tube heat transfer surface, wrought copper inlet and outlet headers, FPT inlet and outlet connections, steel tube sheets at each end of coil and center tube supports on long coils.

Available in all stock sizes — also "tailor-made"

Effective tube lengths can be provided in any length up to 144 inches. Specially designed coils may be supplied in any given face height, length, fin spacing or fin thickness, tube size or tube wall weight. (Defense purposes, only.)

Turn to G-E surface for all heating and cooling applications. For information helpful to you, send coupon below.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Div. 2551, Bloomfield, N. J.

Please send me the new steam coil catalogue □ Condensing unit data □ Evaporative condenser data □

Name:

Address:

City:   County:   State:
Now you can "Specify Speed" and get "50 square feet of factory wall every 9 minutes." With the suddenly imposed demand for new plants and additions..."black-out" or "daylighted"...the speed of Q-Panel erection and the enduring qualities of Q-Panel construction will be factors in the all-out effort.

Each Q-Panel Section is a complete insulated structural unit, cut to the proper length and furnished in widths that facilitate easy handling and rapid placement. Interlocking lips on the edges of each section automatically lock them together when fastened to the structural framework of the building. Q-Units for floors, roofs and partitions are placed with equal speed. For each of these uses they provide a permanent and most durable form of construction.

This 23-Acre Aviation Plant at Dallas was built in 105 days for North American Aviation, Inc., J. Gordon Turnbull, Consulting Engineer; James Stewart & Co., Inc., General Contractors. Q-Units were also used in the 32-Acre Plant for this company at Kansas City.
FOR "BLACKOUT" BUILDINGS

Q-Panel construction is well suited to use in a wide range of structures . . . aircraft buildings, munitions plants, powerhouses and other types of manufacturing buildings. It facilitates winter building because it is "dry" construction. No waiting for wet materials to set, no fire hazard from combustible forms. It is a permanent form of construction, for Q- Panels have a 100% salvage value.

Further details in addition to the cross section shown opposite will be gladly furnished together with cost estimates.

H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY
FARMERS BANK BUILDING... PITTSBURGH, PA.
THE NEW GARDEN ENCYCLOPEDIA, 
A revised and enlarged edition of the well-known reference book. Subject matter is arranged alphabetically, in standard encyclopedia fashion, and is thoroughly cross-indexed. Descriptions are non-technical, and cover plant material, soil preparation, etc., with great completeness. The residential architect who concerns himself with the surroundings of his houses will find this an exceedingly valuable one-volume reference library.

UNIT COSTS OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS, 
The Teachers College publications on school and classroom design form a very valuable body of data. This new study, an analysis of methods of estimating costs, is the latest in the series. Nine methods of computing costs are investigated in considerable detail and their advantages and limitations discussed. Methods of comparison and research procedure are described.

OLD CHICAGO HOUSES, by John Drury. The University of Chicago Press. 518 pp., illustrated. 6¼ x 9¼. $4.00.
A sentimental journey through the residential architecture of 19th century Chicago, more interesting for the people than their houses. The illustrations, which leave a good deal to be desired, show the usual hodge-podge of styles characteristic of the period and include a few buildings of more lasting interest such as the Robie house by Wright.

In their preface the authors comment on the phenomenal increase of interest in the arts during the past few decades. This book, which covers almost every phase of esthetic activity, not only gives substance to this observation, but is in itself significant evidence of the maturity which has accompanied the steady growth in popular interest. Unlike its many predecessors, it indulges in no dry recital of names, places and dates, employing instead a far more rational approach which discusses the arts against a triple background of human needs, problems of design, and the possibilities and limitations of materials and processes. Within such a framework
Avoid "Jammed Door Jitters"

with Laux REZ

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Swellling and BINDING, due to moisture absorption in millwork, sash, doors, floors, cabinet work, plywood... can now be controlled by first applying Laux REZ.

Laux REZ penetrates into the wood fibre, leaves a tough water-repellent barrier on cell walls... and so controls moisture absorption, swelling, grain raising, loss of dimension.

Also, Laux REZ contains a potent toxic that controls dry rot, fungus growth, stain, decay.

Do as thousands are doing today... get positive low cost protection... demand Laux REZ on wood construction and wood products everywhere.

REZ is applied with brush, spray or dip treatment. Dries quickly and makes a perfect base for paint or stain. Paint, hardware or lumber dealers can supply REZ, or write your nearest Laucks office for complete information.

TOMORROW'S HOMES

any size....any style

WILL BE PREFABRICATED

Throughout the country today you can witness the coming-of-age of prefabrication—the method of construction responsible for a large percentage of defense housing.

Leading the prefabricated field is Homasote Precision-Built Construction—the system pioneered by Homasote Company in 1935 and already used in $6,000,000 of architect-designed private homes. Homasote Precision-Built Homes feature the use of Homasote—oldest and strongest insulating and building board on the market—for extra strength... tight, sure insulation. Homasote prevents dangerous chipping, falling plaster... eliminates ugly wall joints and batten strips through the use of large sheets (up to 8' x 14'). These large sizes are essential to satisfactory prefabrication.

The architect has complete freedom of design with Homasote Precision-Built Homes; they may be of any size... any style—and in any section of the country. Homasote Precision-Built Homes are built by local labor, of standard, quality materials—purchased locally. They are ideal for private home construction... large-scale real estate development... employee housing... slum clearance... tourist camps.

At the end of the present national emergency, 67 fabricating plants throughout the country will supply architects and builders with Homasote Precision-Built Homes, for non-defense purposes. Then, more than ever before, Homasote Precision-Built Homes will represent the utmost in value for the building dollar—the vital key to the small-homes market.

I. F. LAUCKS, Inc.

Seattle, 911 Western Ave., Div. A
Los Angeles, 565 E. 60th St., Div. A
Chicago, 6 N. Michigan Blvd., Div. A
Portsmouth, Va., Commerce and Broad Sts., Div. A
Vancouver, B. C., Granville Island, Div. A

LAUCKS WOOD PRESERVATIVES

Dry rot, moisture, stain, decay and other types of wood destruction are controlled by a series of Laucks preservatives for use in large-scale industrial application. Each formulation is designed to do a particular toxic or water-repellent job on siding, plywood, etc. Many meet N.D.M.A. or Western Pine Association requirements. Write today for FREE descriptive brochure.

HOMASOTE COMPANY • • • TRENTON, N. J.

911!
The Shingle You Asked For!

1. You wanted an asphalt shingle of OUTSTANDING BEAUTY
   Timbergrain is! It is revolutionary in its beauty! All say, "It's the most beautiful asphalt shingle ever made."

2. You wanted ROUGH, RUGGED TEXTURE ... EYE VALUE!
   Timbergrain has it! Timbergrain's textured surface, in two-toned coloring, is rough, rugged, built-up—providing unusual transverse shadow effects!

3. You wanted DEEP SHADOW LINES
   Timbergrain's thick-butts are accentuated by deep, black, built-in shadow lines, intensifying shadow depths on roof.

4. You wanted CHARACTER and MASSIVENESS
   Timbergrain's extra-thick butts, with the deep shadow lines, provide a roof of character, distinction and massiveness.
TODAY'S MOST TALKED ABOUT ASPHALT SHINGLE!

Approved by the building profession
for its new and revolutionary features

"Go all-out for enduring beauty in an asphalt shingle!"

That was the request made to Ruberoid by the building profession and by home owners.

Timbergrain answered that challenge as no other shingle has ever done. And today—months after its introduction—Timbergrain is still blazing a trail, making new friends by the thousands.

Timbergrain has everything the building profession asked for in an asphalt shingle. A textured surface, in two-toned coloring, that is rough, rugged, built-up, providing transverse shadow effects. Thick-butts, accented by deep, black, built-in shadow lines. Character. Massiveness. Strength. Extra weather protection. Fire-safety.

Read—on these pages—each one of the five features that make Timbergrain so outstanding. And remember, this shingle comes in four attractive color blends—Greentone, Redwood, Bluetone, Slatetone.

For new homes—or homes being remodeled—Timbergrain is the year’s sensation! Recommend and sell this style leader. Write for colorful folder and complete information.

Address Dept.AF-1, The Ruberoid Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Check These Extraordinary Features!

Time Honored Ruberoid Quality
Rough Rugged Built-up Surfacing
Charming Two-Tone Colors
Deep Black Built-in Shadow Lines
Extra Heavy Thick Butts
Extra Strength and Weather Protection

SPECIFICATIONS:
Size each Strip . . . . . . . 12" x 36"
Av. approx. weight per square . 250 lbs.
Strips per square . . . . . . . . . 80
Bundles per square . . . . . . 3
Exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5"
Headlap . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2"

Available in GREENTONE, REDWOOD, BLUETONE and SLATETONE BLENDS

You wanted INWARD LONG LIFE and DURABILITY

Timbergrain—made of time-tested materials—provides great strength, more weather protection, more safety, longer life. Timbergrain is also fire-safe.*

*Approved by Board of Fire Underwriters, Inc., Class "C" Label.
it is possible, for instance, to study city planning and ceramics as related activities, or to compare with sympathetic understanding churches built five hundred years apart, or to consider amateur photography with the same seriousness as Romanesque sculpture. The advantages of this contemporary approach to the critical analysis of art are impressive. There is no necessity for the author to favor one style against another, nor to indulge in confusing and unnecessary displays of erudition, nor for anything, in short, except to present the reader with related facts which make sense in terms of average human experience. This the authors have done, and they have told their story in a lively and intelligent manner. The layman can read this book quite painlessly and come away with a vastly broadened comprehension of contemporary art and its relationship to the past and present. In addition, the book has the great merit of being inquiring rather than dogmatic, a fact which multiplies its educational value many times. The publication of "Art Today" should solve many problems for the educator and student, as it fills a large gap in the list of available texts.

GARDENS AS ILLUSTRATED IN PRINTS,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 20 plates. 5 x 7½. 25 cents.

An amusing little booklet in which gardens of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries are illustrated by contemporary engravings and other prints. There is a short introductory chapter in which Margaret H. Daniels outlines the development of the garden during this period. The illustration shows an engraving of the fountain and bosquet at Belvedere, a conventional scheme of clipped hedges and trees which suggests in a very curious fashion some of the most advanced features of architecture today.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOMS,
by N. L. Englehardt and School Planning Associates. Teachers College, Columbia University. 80 plates, 9 x 11. $3.00.

This is a highly specialized and exceedingly valuable study of one type of room in one kind of school. It is presented as a series of drawings which show the plans and important features of elementary classrooms which have been built fairly recently in all parts of the country. The contents are largely plates. The uniform drawings give the necessary information on structure and planning, in most cases, and they are supplemented by notes by the architects on lighting, color, features, etc. Supplementing the 80 plates are a check list, bibliography and index, and a cross-index of typical and special features. The book is a thoroughly business-like job, with its information arranged in an accessible and compact manner. It is to be followed by a series of portfolios on other elements of schools; the collection should be invaluable to architects, school building committees and superintendents.

...
ARCHITECTURAL HORIZONS ARE WIDENING

For the Architect who will devote his talents to the needs of the times, current conditions offer unprecedented opportunity. To seize it, the Architect must concern himself more than ever with problems of heating, ventilating and air conditioning—not only for human health and comfort at home and at work, but also for transforming the industrial plant from a mere structure into a tool precisely fashioned for a given purpose.

Altogether aside from engineering, modern heating, ventilating and air conditioning methods affect structural design. They have already given birth to new types of buildings beautifully adapted to their purposes.

To broaden your panorama of architecture as affected by recent progress in heating, ventilating and air conditioning, visit the 7th International Heating and Ventilating — the Air Conditioning Exposition at Philadelphia in January — the largest Exposition of its kind in the world.

Exhibitors include America's leading manufacturers. They will display their newest and best equipment and materials. All will have specialists in attendance, prepared to answer questions, stage demonstrations and discuss applications.

7th INTERNATIONAL HEATING & VENTILATING EXPOSITION
The Air Conditioning Exposition
COMMERCIAL MUSEUM • PHILADELPHIA • JANUARY 26-30, 1942
Under the Auspices of American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers
MANAGED BY INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION COMPANY

NEW NORGE
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED AND PRICED FOR DEFENSE HOUSING

Here's a brand-new low-cost Norge oil-fired unit that will meet your heating "specs." Model OD-70 is only 26" square and 67" high, is quickly and easily installed in basement or utility room. Ideal size for $3000 to $6000 homes. All controls fully automatic. Two-stage Pressure Vaporizing burner fully approved for all U.S. insured loans including CS-75-39. Beautiful pearl gray baked enamel finish on streamlined cabinet. Backed by two of the greatest names in American industry—Norge—Borg-Warner. Write or wire.

NORGE HEATING & CONDITIONING DIVISION
BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
1234 Kercheval Ave., Detroit

A MODEL FOR EVERY HOME

See NORGE before you buy!
FOR THE

FOR ARCHITECT

FOR BUILDER

FOR REALTOR

FOR MANUFACTURER

FOR FINANCIER

IMMEDIATE ACTION...

When guns cease firing, and the production lines for munitions can at last come to a halt, there will come a time of re-orientation when America prepares to build once more the things her people want.

As an example of the way every factor in the building industry can find immediate action, Revere presents the Teague house which is designed for mass production with existing tools and equipment.

Revere believes publication of such projects can help prepare a mass market for prompt acceptance of the new contributions of the architect, the builder, the dealer, the realtor, the manufacturer, the financier.

In presenting these various concepts by leading architects and designers, Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated seeks only to stimulate public interest in better housing, confident in the knowledge that the greater use of copper and brass makes any house better to live in, better to own, better to rent or sell. The Revere Technical Advisors are always ready to help with your problems.
"Your home of tomorrow is ready today"

WALTER DORWIN TEACUE

"This is the 4th in a series of Revere advertisements giving noted architects and designers an opportunity to present their own conceptions of "better housing and living" in the future. In all of them copper plays a vital part.

100 years of partnership in building America's homes has given Revere a deep faith in the future. Copper has brought us crystal-clear running water, instant light and automatic heat, lifelong protection against rain and storm, and countless other things for better living.

Today the copper industry is working for Uncle Sam, and copper is restricted for general use. But in Revere's laboratories, research is going forward in preparation for the better homes that tomorrow can bring us all.

As one example, the noted designer, Walter Dorwin Teague, presents here his conception for tomorrow's home designed for construction today."

"All plumbing and heating arrangements are built into a single service unit at the factory. This is made practical by the extensive use of copper and brass, which guards against rust, leaks and repairs. In fact, only by the use of fine materials throughout can you make a house both durable and free from upkeep.

"This house can take as many different forms as you wish. There is nothing standardized about its appearance. It is shown here with a modern exterior, but it can just as easily have a pitched roof—and it can actually grow according to the family's needs and finances. You can add a bedroom, a dark room, a workshop and later remove them if you wish.

"It would come to you by truck, with all its elements perfectly finished just as they left the factory. It could be erected within eight hours. Being completely demountable and mobile, it could be taken down and moved whenever necessary.

"As new and improved types become available, the original house could be traded in for the latest model, like a car, so that you would never be tied to an out-of-date or partially worn-out home.

"Complete with its insulated walls and roof, its resilient floors, its heating system that supplies all rooms with filtered, humidified fresh air, and its entire modern equipment—this house would cost less than $3,000, now, and less than $2,000 in full production. Here is truly tomorrow's home today, made possible by the resources and techniques which we in America now have at our command."

WALTER DORWIN TEACUE

Naturally, Mr. Teague could not begin to tell you all about his house in this limited space. Revere has no plans or blueprints, but instead has prepared a detailed, illustrated booklet which we will gladly send to you, free. Just write to:

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Executive Offices: 230 Park Avenue, New York

Walter Dorwin Teague says—"Today the great majority cannot afford to own homes. Millions possess the barest shelter. Many are without electric light, or running water. Yet we have every facility for building better homes at a fraction of present costs. We need only apply to home building the same assembly-line techniques which have brought fine automobiles to more than thirty million Americans.

"So I have designed a 'home of tomorrow' which can actually be built today with existing tools and equipment. While it is unique in design, it does not rely on any untried principles or techniques. It is staunch, attractive, spacious, with a large living-dining room, kitchen, two bedrooms, bath, and ample closet space. The kitchen and bath are completely modern, including even an electric washing machine.

JANUARY 1942
areas will have to be channelized for its own safety and for the preservation of pleasant living conditions on the ground. For this the proper location of airports in relation to other features of the city plan is of the utmost importance; successful surface planning for air transportation is a matter of comprehensive town planning. For today's cities transportation between airports and business centers by helicopter is undesirable if not actually impossible. Backyard flying fields and mid-town airports can be feasible only in open schemes of the type of Broadacre City.

In place of the mid-town airport for the city of today let us visualize a system of out-city airports, of which New York already has the beginnings. All flying below a certain height is forbidden over congested areas. Airports are located for safe flying conditions and are surrounded by permanently zoned farm land and recreation or greenbelt areas. A system of express highways and other rapid surface transportation connects the airports with business, industrial, and residential centers, and with each other. Dispersal replaces congestion and the first milestone toward a happier urban pattern is in sight.

This much is certain: airplanes are changing the course of civilization. Mastery of the air must be made to serve the common good, if not in war then in peace. Surface facilities for air transportation are the architect's and town planner's job and should not be taken lightly.

MARK FORTUNE
Elmhurst, New York

BIBLIOGRAPHY (Cont'd from p. 68)


Offical British handbooks: for complete list, write British Library of Information. Ones we found particularly helpful were: Structural Defense. 1939 (reprinted but not revised 1941). Handbook No. 5; Bomb resisting shelters. Handbook No. 5a. 1939; Provision of air raid shelters in basements. Memorandum No. 10. 1939; Directions for erection and sinking of galvanized corrugated steel shelter. Feb. 1939; Protection of windows in commercial and industrial buildings. Memoranda No. 12. illus, diagrams. 106; Domestic surface shelters. Memorandum No. 14. 1940.


Social Service Units of Emergency Communities. The Builder, Mar. 29, Apr. 12, 19, 26, May 17, 31, June 14, 21, 1940. Illus. plans.
The "ABC" of Painting for Defense Construction

SPEED
ECONOMY
BEAUTY

And there is one
answer to all 3

MURAL-TONE
CASEIN PAINT

• We are told that of the 625,000 units of residential construction needed during the current fiscal year (July '41 to August '42) 525,000 units will be in defense areas.

• Defense construction calls for SPEED. When it comes to paint "Speed" is another way of saying Mural-tone. No waiting for walls to dry. The paint brush is used 3 days after the trowel—and one hour later the wall is in service.

• ECONOMY. Watch the expense—stretch every dollar. Mural-tone thinned with water only—applied with a wide brush that eats up wall area—is right in step.

• But what about BEAUTY? Why not—when it costs no more! And in these trying nerve-racking days the aesthetic satisfaction that comes from COLOR in perfect harmony is a tonic for morale. The answer again—as America's leading architects know—is Mural-tone with its pure clear colors.

Color cards and full information are yours—by AIRMAIL—if you wish.
There's no time to lose!

SAVE TIME......
ELIMINATE WASTE

Trimpak — America's highest quality packaged window and door trim—saves approximately 44% installation time.

Today, with time more precious than ever, the busy builder welcomes this time-saving feature of Trimpak. He also appreciates that Trimpak saves waste of materials by providing precision cut trim—enough to do the job—no more, no less.

Get the full story on Trimpak from your local lumber dealer. See the new lock-joint mitred trim that saves time and assures perfect joint. For literature write direct to Dept. F-1, Trimpak Corporation, 44 Whitehall Street, New York City.
COMPETITIONS
The American Institute of Steel Construction has announced the names of the Jurors for the Students' Annual Bridge Design Competition. They are: Mr. Lorrimer Rich and Mr. Don E. Hatch, Architects; Mr. Henry C. Tammen, Consulting Engineer; Mr. Roger W. Sherman, Managing Editor of The Architectural Record, all of New York; and Mr. L. G. Sumner, Engineer of Bridges and Structures, Connecticut State Highway Department. Awards are $200, $150, and $50. Selection of winning designs will take place at the Institute, 101 Park Avenue, New York City, on February 18.

The Division of Information of the Office of Emergency Management announces a contest for pictures recording defense and war activities. Suggested subjects include "impressive manufacturing and defense operations, where accessible without special permission; essential activities of the Red Cross; activities of volunteer firemen: production of foods, in the home, and at canning centers; defense construction and housing." OEM will pay $30 for each water color or oil sketch accepted, $15 for drawings, and $5 for each print. It has agreed to spend at least $2,000 for this work, but may possibly increase this sum if it finds more work suitable. Any pictorial medium, excluding pastel, is eligible—oil, tempera, water color, gouache and prints, and the various black and white media. Work must be submitted in white or cream mats. No framed or glassed pictures will be accepted. Entries should be sent to the office of the Section of Fine Arts, 7th and D Streets, SW, Washington, D. C., delivered or postmarked not later than January 15, 1942.

PERSONALS
The association of Raymond Hill Wilcox and Edward H. Laird, landscape architects and town planners, is announced. The offices will be located in the Union Guardian Building, Detroit, and the former offices of Mr. Laird in Birmingham, Mich., will be maintained as a branch.

R. Doulton Stott, materials consultant and industrial designer, announces the opening of offices at 509 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Kurt Lubinski announces the change of his address to 321 West 89th Street, New York City.

The Engineering Society of Detroit and the Detroit Office of The Engineering Societies Personnel Service, Inc. have moved their executive offices from the Hotel Statler to The Horace H. Rackham Educational Memorial, 100 Farnsworth Avenue, Detroit.

Richard H. Shreve, president of the A. I. A., has been elected an honorary corresponding member of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Mr. William Edward Kapp announces the establishment of his office for the practice of architecture and industrial design in the Buhl Building, Detroit, Michigan.

Mr. Frank L. Wadsworth, associated engineer for many years with Mr. Siegmund Firestone, architect and consulting engineer of Rochester, N. Y., at year's end left the firm to work for the Navy Department in Washington. Mr. Wadsworth was a Naval Reserve Officer during the last World War.

The new address of R. C. Hugennin and Associates, Architects and Engineers, formerly known as Hugennin and DeKay, is 1201 West Porphyry Street, Butte, Mont.

AWARDS
Mr. Frederick P. Keppel, retired president of the Carnegie Corporation, was awarded the medal of honor of the American group of the Societe des Architectes Diplomes last month for his "distinguished service in the advance of art and architecture." For 18 years he disbursed income from a $135,000,000 fund for scientific, educational and humanitarian projects.

CALENDAR
48th annual meeting of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., January 25-9. (Continued on page 56)
WHETHER YOU USE COAL OR OIL

Dunham Makes Fuel Go Further

GOOD HEATING is an important part of building design. The controllability and comfort of the heating level, the whole future operation of a building and the service it will render, are most satisfactorily provided for on the boards of the designer and specifier.

Two motives now influence heating system design and specification. First, cooperation in the interests of National Security, by eliminating every waste from the use of fuel-for-heating so that fuel-for-production and our industrial requirements may be freely available. For there can be no armaments without steel, no steel without fire, no fire without fuel. Secondly, the utmost in economy consistent with good building operation.

Dunham Differential Heating conserves fuel by circulating subatmospheric steam from temperatures of 133° (Cool Steam) up to 220° or more (Hot Steam). 33 buildings in one district alone (using either coal, oil, gas or purchased steam) show an average annual saving of 39.2% in fuel consumption for a 10 year period.

Dunham Differential Heating meets the heat requirements of weather with steam automatically adjusted in heat content. As weather changes—colder or milder—lessened or increased vacuums raise or lower steam temperatures, and steam supply always balances heat loss—no more nor less.

For over a decade Dunham Differential Heating has made fuel go further under all conditions of operation in buildings of almost every type. Dunham suggestions on how to tune-up present equipment to eliminate waste in combustion, distribution and control are available.

*Detailed Information on request.

"Dunham Heating Service" is available through the telephone in more than 60 cities, or by correspondence to C. A. Dunham Co., 450 E. Ohio St., Chicago.

Here are 2 sound building practices:

1. Use Douglas Fir stock entrance and interior doors in every structure.

2. Order these doors pre-fitted at the mill.

- Douglas Fir stock doors are quality doors in every respect. Made in strict accordance with U. S. Commercial Standard CS73-38, you and your clients are assured of a well-made, well-finished stock door of durable Douglas fir, unsurpassed in service and satisfaction. Only because they are manufactured by mass-production methods are they priced the same as ordinary doors. It is wise to order them pre-fitted (the extra cost is slight) and grade-marked.

Tru-Fit Durable Douglas Fir Entrance Doors also have a Commercial Standard, CS91-41. They are made only of all-heartwood, vertical-grain, old-growth Douglas fir in 27 architecturally correct designs. They come factory-fitted, ready to hang in exact size openings. This saves many builders as much as $1.50 per opening. Stuff strips and protective wrapping assure the delivery of a Tru-Fit Entrance Door to your job in the same perfect condition it leaves the mill. Tru-Fit Entrance Doors cost you no more than other good doors . . . save you time and money . . . assure the use of lasting satisfaction and beauty. Available at all lumber dealers.

Look for these grade-marks on all stock fir doors:

A-grade doors are recommended for ALL finishes.

B-grade doors are recommended primarily for paint finishes.

C-grade doors are made in 1/2" thickness only; combine materials from A, B and C grades.

FREE CATALOG! Send now for free color catalog showing both stock fir door and Tru-Fit designs. Fir Door Institute, Tacoma, Washington.

Remember! NATURE MAKES DOUGLAS FIR DURABLE!
FORUM OF EVENTS

DIED

RALPH HARRINGTON DOANE, 55, architect, in Milton, Mass. Mr. Doane was graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he was a special instructor. He was consulting architect for the Philippine Government from 1916-18. For the design of the Motor Mart he received the Harleston Parker gold medal in 1927 for the "best architectural work in metropolitan Boston," and in 1930 he received three prizes awarded by The Boston Herald for architecture in New England. He was a member of the American Institute of Architects, Boston Society of Architects, and the National Advisory Council on school building problems. FREDERICK J. THIELBAR, 75, architect, in Chicago, Ill. Among the buildings he designed were the Chicago Temple, skyscraper church in the loop, the Moody Bible Institute Buildings, the Hall of Religion at the 1933 Century of Progress Exposition and the Wesley Memorial Hospital.

CHARLES GROSS, 44, architect, in New York City. Mr. Gross had been associated with the late H. Craig Severance, to whom he collaborated in the designing of the Bank of the Manhattan Building.

B. J. NEWMAN, 64, housing expert, in Germantown, Pa. Mr. Newman was graduated from Meadville Theological School and studied at the New York School of Philanthropy, Harvard University and the University of Pennsylvania. For various periods he was active in the work of Columbia Neighborhood House in New York, the Philadelphia Housing Commission, the Pennsylvania School for Social Service and Public Health. Mr. Newman was a member of the subcommittee on housing of the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection from 1931 to 1933 and chairman of the committee on legislation and administration of the President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, 1931-32.

JOHN M. DONALDSON, 87, architect. Mr. Donaldson was born in Alva, Scotland. He became an architect more than sixty years ago and founded the firm of Donaldson and Maier, much of his work having been for the Roman Catholic diocese of Detroit. He also designed the David Stott and Penobscot Buildings in Detroit and planned the Belle Isle Park lagoon system and the Zoological Park in that city. A former president of the Detroit Museum of Art and of the Detroit City Planning and Improvement Commission, Mr. Donaldson was a member of the National Council of Fine Arts, National Institute of Arts and Letters, Architectural League, and National Sculpture Society. He was a director of the American Institute of Architects.

ERRATUM

The presentation of the Cambridge Glass Company on pages 348-9 of the November issue should have included a note that Mr. Edwin Harris, Jr., head of Mr. Antonin Raymond's New York office, collaborated in the design and superintended the construction.

To Raphael de Cardenas, distinguished Havana architect, the editors offer sincere apologies for omitting his name from the presentation of the beach house published on pages 406-7 of the December issue.

Building Paper must be TOUGH!

...to Assure INTACT APPLICATION

Accidental tears, rips or punctures during application can defeat the very purpose for which you specify building paper.

SISALKRAFT is TOUGH!

Miles of rugged sisal fibres closely laid both ways of the paper give it astonishing strength. It's difficult to tear or puncture it, in spite of rough handling or wind. Can be pulled around corners — treated rough — and still provide a snug, unbroken barrier against infiltration of air and moisture.

When you specify building paper — keep in mind that only SISALKRAFT gives this EXTRA factor of protection against the hazards of application.

Write for data for your AIA files.

The SISALKRAFT Co.
205 W. Wacker Drive Chicago, Illinois
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

Sisalkraft
THE ONE BEAT BUILDING PAPER

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
AUER REGISTERS and GRILLES

Auer offers a valuable service to architects and contractors in the selection of metal grilles for air conditioning, ventilating, radiator enclosure and concealment. Many attractive designs besides those shown here. Auer also manufactures a complete line of the most modern registers and cold air intakes for your warm air heating or air conditioning requirements. Order Auer Registers and Grilles by brand name and number. Write for complete Auer Register Book or Grille Catalog "G".

THE AUER REGISTER COMPANY
3608 Payne Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

Victor In-Bills are preferred by most Architects, Builders and Home Owners, too, for rapid movement of air, dependability, economical operation, and ease of installation. Write today for new 1942 catalog. Address —

VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept. IB-11 - 2950 Robertson Road - Cincinnati, Ohio

THE first prefabricated, Teco connected 130' roof truss swung into place Thursday, March 13th, 3:00 P. M. All 12 were in place Monday, March 17th, 4:30 P. M., and Oregon Shipbuilding Corporation had its new mold loft building well on the way to completion.

The TECO CONNECTOR SYSTEM of engineering, applied to this job by Timber Structures, Portland, Oregon, has created a wide new range of design possibilities in timber construction. Mail the coupon—get this new engineering picture COMPLETELY before you—meet the need for speed with timber's new design opportunities.

TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
Dept. O-1, 1337 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.
THE CASE OF THE

More Efficient
CLOSET

There never seems to be enough room in a closet. But Modernfold Doors solve the problem with "check room efficiency." Having an accordion-like action in opening and closing, they multiply closet capacity, increase visibility, eliminate crowding, and make the entire closet instantly available.

This new and attractive solution to the door problem has been used successfully in all types of home and commercial installations. It eliminates swing areas— is an easy and economical means of room division. The precision-built metal frame forms a firm foundation for the fabric covering. A wide range of fabrics and colors assures complete harmony with any general color scheme. Your client will appreciate the breathtaking beauty and practical advantages of this "Aristocrat of Doors." Write today for full details.

New Castle Products
1613 N Street, New Castle, Indiana
Modernfold Doors, 62 Madison Ave., New York City
6039 St. Marie Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

NEW BOOK
Brin' your files up to date with this latest edition (the ninth) of Donley's "Book of Successful Fireplaces—How to Build Them." Tells how to build or specify fireplaces that give a generous amount of heat without smoking. Based on years of fireplace experience of many men. Explains correct construction with detail drawings and tables of tested proportions. Over 200 illustrations. This latest edition shows new designs, new installation views and a revised chapter on Outdoor Fireplaces. Get your new copy of this "Book of Successful Fireplaces —send 25¢ (5¢ in Canada) in coin or stamps—book will be sent you by return mail. (Send free to architects when requested on their business letterhead.)

The Architectural Forum
19 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y.

A few additional copies of this
CIVILIAN DEFENSE
REFERENCE NUMBER
are available at $1.00 each.

Please send order and remittance to
The Architectural Forum
19 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y.
Is It Fair To Tie Your Client To A One Fuel Boiler?

Suppose you specify a complete unit oil burning boiler? The system can never be changed over to coal without buying a new boiler. Suppose you specify a coal burning boiler that's not adapted for oil; then the same holds true again. Why tie your client fast to any one fuel when the Burnham Yello-Jacket Conversion Boiler will burn either one with equal efficiency? See Sweet's. See for yourself.

BURNHAM BOILER CORP.
Irvington, N. Y., Dept. J
Zanesville, Ohio, Dept. J

STANLEY BUTTS

There is a Stanley Butt suited for every residence door, exterior or interior; for doors in commercial buildings, schools, hospitals and factories . . . any door anywhere. For long time, trouble-free use specify Stanley Ball Bearing Butts.

For Every Door . . .
The advertising pages of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM have become the recognized market place for architects and all others engaged in building. Each month these pages offer the most complete guide to materials, equipment and services to be found in any magazine. A house or any other building could be built completely of products advertised in THE FORUM. While it is not possible for a magazine to certify building products, it is possible to open its pages only to those manufacturers whose reputation merits confidence. This THE FORUM does.
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ANNOUNCING

A New, Improved

KIMSUL
INSULATION

KIMSUL*, long known as one of the most efficient home insulations, now comes with a new asphalt-impregnated skin. Tough and abrasion-resistant, the new facing protects exposed surface of KIMSUL blanket from tearing, shredding or other damage rough handling might cause. Being flexible yet firm, the skin adds strength to KIMSUL blanket... makes stapling to framing members and stud sides more secure. Waterproof and windproof, the new facing adds to already high insulating efficiency of KIMSUL.

Aside from its purely functional usefulness, the new KIMSUL blanket facing is important from the standpoint of appearance. With its trim-looking clean surface, the new KIMSUL blanket facing gives an installation of outstanding neatness... an insulation job you'll be proud to show to the future home owner.

Different from any other insulation, KIMSUL comes compressed to save on shipping, storage and handling charges. KIMSUL is extremely light in weight, adds but little load for the supporting structure to carry. And KIMSUL is one of the easiest and most time-saving of all insulations to install. Usually, one man can do the job.

From coast to coast, the trend is toward KIMSUL for economical home comfort both winter and summer. KIMSUL is basically different, basically better! Mail coupon today for bulletin giving complete story of the new KIMSUL.

KIMSUL comes compressed, in convenient new package. For installation, KIMSUL is expanded about 5 1/2 times packaged length.

*KIMSUL (trademark) means Kimberly-Clark Insulation

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION
(Established 1872)
Building Insulation Division
NEENAH, WISCONSIN

Send copy of FREE booklet, "A NEW, IMPROVED KIMSUL INSULATION" to:

Name ........................................
Address .......................................
City ........................................... State ........................
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Give every store front job the benefit of Pittco Products

REGARDLESS of the size of your store front job—the budget given you to work with—the type of establishment concerned, you can be sure of a front that will please—and sell—if you rely on Pittco Products. The simplest store front — the most elaborate — is more impressive when built with these quality products.

For a facia as easy to take care of as it is good-looking, there is Carrara Structural Glass — either polished or suede-finish. It comes in ten attractive colors. Original design ideas may be interpreted in sparkling PC Glass Blocks, PC Architectural Glass, Tapes-try Glass, Pittsburgh Mirrors and Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass. You can even plan an appropriate decorative design—in colors—to go on the Carrara, by means of the new Pittsburgh Sandaire Process. Hercule Doors make a distinctive modern entrance. And Pittco or EasySet Metal harmonizes with all the other Pittco Store Front Products.

Our new booklet will give you more information on Pittco Products and show you how they have been used by others with outstanding success. Send for it today. It's entirely free. Just fill out and mail the coupon below.

PITTCO STORE FRONTS
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

"PITTSBURGH" stands for Quality Glass and Print

IMAGINATIVE DESIGN coupled with Pittco Products gave this little cafe in Louisville, Ky., its appealing front. Architects: Furbringer and Ehrman.
TRUSCON’S

“Double Duty Donovan”

(A DEFENSE WINDOW WITH A PEACE-TIME PURPOSE)

The Donovan awning type window is a time-honored civilian product which in the tempo of today’s times is prepared to don military uniform. Its “civilian dress” is retained by the inner series of glass-glazed ventilators. Its “military dress” is obtained by the outer series of steel-glazed ventilators. Both series of vents operate separately, through completely concealed mechanical operators with crank controls located at the sill. Normally the outer series of steel-glazed vents remain continuously open, thus serving as metal awnings, while all ventilation is controlled by the operation of the interior series of inward-opening glass-glazed vents. Instantly, if “Alarm” sirens warn of impending danger from night attacks, the outer series of vents is closed thus smothering all light from inside the building and the work goes on under artificial light. In a friendly world, glass replaces steel in the outer series of ventilators and you have the Double-Glazed Donovan with its obvious insulating advantages. When furnished primarily for insulating purposes, both the inner and outer series of ventilators may be operated simultaneously with a single crank control. Truscon presents “Double-Duty Donovan” with the hope that its military function will be required only for preparedness.

TRUSCON
Steel company

51 SALES ENGINEERING OFFICES - 29 WAREHOUSES
YOUNGSTOWN - OHIO
SUBSIDIARY OF REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
from the

TROPICS to the ARCTICS

To insure the reliable performance specified for defense construction, the "OVERHEAD DOOR" is used extensively for installation in defense manufacturing plants, Army, Navy and Coast Guard buildings, and in thousands of home garages in defense areas. Each door is built as a complete unit at our factory with clear, edge-grained Sitka Spruce used for stiles and rails, and Salt Spray Steel tracks and hardware. SOLD INSTALLED by a Nationwide Sales-Installation-Service!

The "OVERHEAD DOOR"
TRADE MARK
WITH THE
MIRACLE WEDGE

OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA, U.S.A.